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SUMMARY OF INVENTORY
Land and buildings $5,685,785 00
House trailers 64,075 00
Mills and machinery 389,700 00
Electric plants 312,400 00
Stock in trade 394,005 00
46 boats 8,505 00
70 horses, asses, mules 6,135 00
280 cows 31,025 00
24 Neat stock 2,575 00
26 Sheep 190 00
4,190 Fowl 2,475 00
Gasoline pumps & tanks 3,000 00
Construction machinery 121,880 00
Total valuation $7,021,750 00
Less : Veterans' exemptions and
exemption to blind 284,710 00
Net valuation on which tax rate is computed $6,737,040 00
Poll number 1585 @ $2.00 $3,170 00
National bank stock taxes 123 50
Yield taxes—supplement warrant 1,913 97
Total taxes committed to collector $362,584 06
Tax rate $5 28
Precinct tax rate 18
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
Town charges $1(5,700 00
Police department 5,000 00
Fire department 15,000 00
Health department 4,609 00
Town maintenance (Summer $32,000)
(Winter $10,000) 42,000 00
Street lighting 4,000 00
Town Road Aid 850 45
Libraries 950 00
Old Age Assistance 5,000 00
Public Relief 7,500 00
Memorial Day, Old Home Day 475 00
Parks and Playgrounds 400 00
Hydrant rental 1,075 00
Cemeteries 1.500 00
Region Association 640 00
Interest 1,200 00
Total town appropriations $106,899 45
County tax 15,217 58
School tax 263,519 51
Monadnock Regional School 12,265 20
Total town, county & school appropriations $397,901 74
FINANCIAL REPORT
Of The Town of Swanzey
In Cheshire County
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1961
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is complete to the









In hands of treasurer $137,344 43
Unredeemed taxes
:
Levy of 1960 7,731 02
Levy of 1959 1,274 69
Previous years 347 03
Uncollected taxes
:
Levy of 1961 44,932 57
Levy of 1960 20 00
State head taxes—levy of 1961 2,845 00
Previous years, state head taxes 68 00
Poll taxes 4 00
Yield taxes, previous years 114 64




State head taxes (uncollected $2,913.00)
(less 10% $291.30) $2,621 70
Yield taxes when collected 46 95
Due school district bal. 1961 appro. 143,544 71
$146,213 36
Excess of assets over liabilities $48,468 02
Grand total $194,681 38
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description :
Town hall, land and buildings $20,000 00
Furniture and equipment 1,000 00
Whitcomb Hall, land and buildings 28,000 00
Furniture and equipment 2,500 00
Libraries, land and buildings 20,000 00
Equipment 34,000 00
Highway department, land and buildings 1,200 00
Equipment 12,000 00
Fire department, land and buildings 24,000 00
Equipment 45,000 00
Parks, commons, playgrounds 15,000 00
Schools, land and buildings 350,000 00
Equipment 23,000 00
Carpenter Home 20,000 00
Total $595,700 00
8
EPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
Summary of Warrant
Property, Poll, Yield and National Bank Stock Taxes
Levy of 1961
Dr.
Taxes Committed to Collector
:
Property taxes $359,295 83
Poll taxes 3,170 00
Nat'l Bank Stock Taxes 123 50
















Property taxes $317,780 53
Poll taxes 2,232 00
Nat'l bank stock taxes 123 00
Yield taxes 1,746 93




Property taxes $87 97
Poll taxes 110 00
$208 97
Uncollected Taxes — as per Collector's Lists
Property taxes $43,901 53
Poll taxes 864 00
Yield taxes 167 04
44,932 57
Total credits $367,052 82
Summary of Warrant
Property, Poll and Yield Taxes
Levy of 1960
Dr.
Uncollected Taxes—as of January 1, 1961
:
Property taxes $42,573 12
Poll taxes 848 00
Added taxes — polls 50 00
Yield taxes 932 31
$44,403 43
Interest collected during fiscal year
ended December 31, 1961 1,008 34
Total debits $45,411 77
Cr.
Kemittances to Treasurer During Fiscal
Year Ended December 31, 1961
:
Property taxes $42,505 03
Poll taxes 798 00
Yield taxes 932 31
Interest collected during year 1,008 34
$45,243 68
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State Head Taxes Committed to Collector
:
Original warrant $10,145 00





Total debits $10,294 00
Cr.
Remittances to Treasurer:




Uncollected head taxes — as per
collector's list 2,845 00






Uncollected taxes — as of
January 1, 1961 $2,790 00
Added taxes during 1961 155 00
Penalties collected during 1961 273 00
Total debits
Cr.
Remittances to Treasurer During 1961
:
Head taxes $2,725 00
Penalties 273 00
Abatements during 1961
Uncollected head taxes — as per collector's list
Total credits
Summary of Warrant
Head and Poll Taxes
Levy of 1959
Dr.
Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1961
:
Poll taxes $6 00
Head taxes 15 00




Remittances to Treasurer During Year
Ending December 31, 1961:
Poll taxes $4 00
























Head and Poll Taxes
Levy of 1958
Dr.
Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1961
:
Poll taxes $2 00
Head taxes 10 00
Total credits $12 00
Cr.
Remittances to Treasurer During Year
Ending December 31, 1961
:
Head taxes $2 00
Uncollected Taxes
:
Poll taxes 2 00
Head taxes 8 00





Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1961
:
Yield taxes $74 64
Total debits $74 64
Cr.
Uncollected Taxes — As Per List:
Yield taxes $74 64






Uncollected Taxes as of Jan. 1, 1961:
Yield taxes $40 00
Total debits $40 00
Cr.
Uncollected Taxes — As Per List:
Yield taxes $40 00
Total credits $40 00
Summary of Tax Sales Accounts— as of Dec. 31, 1961
Dr.
Prev.
On account of Levies of : 1960 1959 Years
Taxes sold to Town during
current fiscal year $17,657 32
Balance of unredeemed taxes
as of 1/1/61 $5,517 53 $1,099 99
Interest collected after sale 175 32 396 37 138 32
Redemption costs 10 80 9 60 2 10
Total debits $17,843 44 $5,923 50 $1,240 41
Cr.
Remittances to treasurer during
year — tax sales $9,926 30 $4,242 84 $752 96
Interest 175 32 396 37 138 32
Redemption costs 10 80 9 60 2 10
Unredeemed taxes — at close
year 7,731 02 1,274 69 347 03
Total credits $17,843 44 $5,923 50 $1,240 41
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Bergeron, Mrs. Edward J.










Blanchard, Mrs. Charles R.
Blanchard, Mrs. Roger
Blanchard, Charles A.














































Chase, John H. Jr.



























































Ellis, Mrs. Earl J.
Emerson, Mrs. Cleon
















Fisher, Mrs. Warren G. Jr.
Fitch, Mrs. Herbert
























































Jarvis, Mrs. Ralph A.
Jefts, Carl E. Jr.

















































































Oberg, Mrs. Carl Sr.
Oberg, Carl Jr.



























































































































































* Paid since Dec. 31, 1961
20
List of Uncollected Property Taxes as of December 31, 1961
On Account -of Levies of
:
Residents
Amidon, Perley $55 44
Aron, Edwin 259 04
Arseneault, Lucien 26 40
Austin, Robert 150 48
Bardwell, Walter 570 50
Bedaw, William Sr. 125 58
Belding, Mark & Florence 464 64
Bell, John 93 46
Besaw, Albert P. 196 56
Blanchard, Charles R. 153 12
Blanchard, Roger & Dolores 79 20
Bonnean, Raymond 459 36
Bonneau, Raymond (added tax) 15 66
Bonner, Robert 184 80
Boulay, Ernest A. 480 48
Bowles, Roland 34 32
Brenner, Elsie Bowler 175 30
Britton, Robert 200 64
Britton, Raymond 382 20
Brown, Kenneth 300 96
Buckley, Delbert 31 68
Buckley, Robert 12 30
Buckman, Carlton C. & Florence 277 20
Buffum, James O. & Nellie A. 118 80
Bussier, Neil 237 60
Calkins, Dorothy 36 96
Calkins, George Sr. 105 60
Calkins, Guy 1 32
Calkins, Walter 2 64
Capron, Herbert 71 24
Carey, Charles W. 116 16
Carpenter, Stanley 195 36
Carruth, Floyd 5 28
Castor, Edward & Geraldine 343 20
Chadwick, Elsie 26 40
21
Cheney, Arnell 290 40
Clark, George 49 14
Coleman, Herbert & Alma 10 56
Coleman, Mrs. Herbert 36 96
Cox, Archie 10 56
Crossman, Karl B.* 174 72
Pine Ridge Trailer Park 895 44
Daby, Leon 207 48
Daniels, Arthur 5 28
David, Bernard 126 94
DeMond, Clifford 42 24
Denico, Warren 264 00
DeRosier, Willy J. 105 60
Desrosiers, Roland & Fay* 158 40
Devoid, Robert 396 00
Dubois. Edward* 327 60
Dubois, Joseph P.* 653 14
Dunn, Thomas 290 40
Durant, Clesson 144 69
Duquette, Donald* 463 20
Ellis, Earl J. & Irene 316 80
Emerson, Cleon 387 57
Faulkner, Beatrice 36 96
Faulkner. Olive 10 56
Faulkner, Richard 116 16
Faulkner, Mrs. Jason 290 40
Faulkner, Winona M. D. 7 92
Fifield, Sheldon R, 174 72
Fish, Reginald 218 40
Fleming, Harry H. 245 70
Fontaine, Edward 137 28
Ford, Wesley 10 56
French, Douglas 191 10
Fulford, Clarence 237 60
Gemmell, Jackson* 188 37
Gerald, Florence E. 26 40
Gomarlo, Stanley 293 04
Goodell, Reginald 712 80
Goodnow, George & Arline 360 21
22
Goodnow, Howard 216 08
Hart, Robert 152 88
Heath, Ralph 158 40
Hicks, Joshua 147 42
Holmes, Horace 237 60
Houle, Frank 80 40
Howard, Elwin 200 64
Huckins, Harold 245 70
Hudson, Ernest 264 00
Hughgill, Robert 327 60
Hurd, Albert & Vera 381 74
Jarvis, Mr. & Mrs. Herbert 295 68
Jarvis, Herbert 211 20
Jarvis, Ralph A. 106 92
Joslyn, Edmond 52 80
Karr, Reginald & Arline 237 60
Keating, William F. 53 49
Keith, Charles 518 70
Kersnason, John 243 20
King, Carroll & Louraine 290 40
Kingsbury, Earl 237 60
Kominicki, Stephen 300 30
Kremen, William & Helen 10
Kenney, Mrs. Mary 229 68
Landers, Edwin 74 72
LaPlante, Ralph 15 84
LaPoint, Mrs. Inez 81 90
Lazzaro, Alderico & Albert Besaw 382 20
Lazzaro, Alderico 535 08
Legere, Raymond 332 64
Legere, Emile 686 40
Lemere, Mrs. Isabell 7 92
Lenzi, Philip 316 80
Lewis, Harold 46 76
Lewis, Robert 158 80
Lyman, Roland* 518 70
Madden, Kermit L. 84 48
Mariaschin, Saul 187 82
Martin, Elwin 356 40
23
Martin, Leslie 343 20
Mattson, A rue 147 84
McCullough, diaries 129 36
MeShinsky, Robert 79 20
Miller, Joyce 343 20
Morgan, Arthur 26 40
Morris, Ruth 109 02
Murray, William F. 221 76
O'Donnell, Andrew J. 15 84
Olmstead, Mrs. GTeorge 147 84
Packard, Vinter 44 80
Paige, Harry Sr. 168 96
Paquette, Louis 158 40
Parker, Nora 198 00
Pascoe, Thomas A. & Hazel 464 10
Pelletier, Robert* 47 60
Penna, Richard 54 60
Perry, Mrs. Alfred Sr. 125 58
Plummer, Robert 47 52
Poanessa, Peter 354 90
Purrington, Richard 126 72
Rafuse, John 158 40
Ramsay, C. Murray* 50 30
Remick, Floyd 42 24
Rice, Mandell 79 20
Rice, Raymond 100 32
Ridley, Edwin Jr. 134 11
Robb, Walter 26 40
Rose, James F. & Dorothy 211 20
Russell, Charles 81 90
Saari, Jacob 81 90
Sanderson, Salena 285 12
Seaver, Burt 15 84
Seaver, Chester 184 80
Sheldon, Guy 5 28
Short, John R. 182 16
Short, Leo A. 58 08
Short, Leo R, 118 80














































































Brown, Ona & Betty 105 60
Champagne, Agnes 294 84
Chambers, Clifton & Lillian 158 40
Cumings, F. T. Inc. 1 32
Cusanello, Victor A.* 5 28
Daniels, Elston 15 84
Davis, Mrs. Paul 2 64
Dawson, Lester 26 40
Desnoyer, Denis & Oneta 122 85
Deyo, Wilfred* 237 60
DiBiccari, Bruno & Frank 277 20
Dickinson, W. E. 264 00
Dickinson, W. E. 2nd 198 00
Duquette, Fred 87 36
Eaton, Charles S. 130 16
,Fisher, Paul & Mary Lou* 10 64
Forsythe, Roy M. D. 5 46
Gaskins, Mrs. Arthur 52 80
Garnett, Nellie 68 64
Golding-Keene Co. 158 40
Goodnow, Villa R. 15 84
Handy, Arthur C. 16 38
Hanrahan, Robert 15 84
Hansen, Sten & Mae 21 12
Holmes, Harry W. 80 45
Hurd, David 36 96
Jewett, Frank 237 60
Kelley, William* 52 80
Keene Trailer Park Inc. 36 96
Keene City Club 81 90
Kenney, Chester 3 17
Lane, Ralph W.* 161 70
MacKenzie, Elmer 221 13
Maxwell Motors 517 44
McLean, Anna 158 14
McCarrick, James J. 191 10
Meloon, Charles T. 158 40
Metcalf, Mrs. Joseph 10 56
Moone, Katherine Helff 52 80
26
Mullet, Francis 21 84
Murchie, Guy & Kathie 300 96
Neilson, Mildred A. 105 60
Nourse, George R.* 15 84
Page, Harry E. 306 24
Pelkey, Ernest R. 5 28
Powers, Ellen 15 84
Rust, Gerald 300 30
Sturtevant, Everett & Marjorie 316 80
Tasoulas, Ernest* 43 68
Taylor, Carl Jr. 1 32
Underwood, Ethel V. 5 46
Whittemore, E. Clark 95 04
Wing, Max & Florence 79 20
Wyman, Gilbert 264 00
Added Taxes
Bonneau, Raymond 15 66
Nelson, Howard A. 2,376 00
* Paid since Dec. 31, 1961





Bedaw, William Sr. $130 82
Brown, Kenneth 311 00 $7 94
Buckley, Delbert 20 70
Buffum, James O. & Nellie 14 56 18 87
Chadwick, Elsie 35 55 4 38
Coleman, Herbert & Alma 61 08
Pine Ridge Mobile Court 809 69
Daniels, Elston 32 99 32 55
Desrosiers, Rolland & Fay 61 57
Devoid, Robert 408 02
Dubois, Joseph P. 676 77
$2 94
27
Duquette, Fred 11 31
Ellis, Earl J. & Irene 19 26
Faulkner, Beatrice 49 06 50 67
Faulkner, Olive 14 52 14 24
Faulkner, Richard 122 34
Fontaine, Edward 29 63 77 45
Garnett, Nellie 73 82 46 54
Gomarlo, Stanley 141 21
Hudson, Ernest 264 70 242 24
Jarvis, Ralph A. 62 90
Joslyn, Edmond 57 64
Lavigne, Randolph 107 46
Lazzaro, Alderico 20 64
Morris, Russell Est. 6 46
Parker, Nora 205 91 99 89
Rice, Raymond 113 88 108 57
Seaver, Chester 207 52
Short, Leo A. 91 25
Southwick, Addison 6 88
Whitney, Richard 27 37 56 24
Non-Residents
Dawson, Lester $30 70
Desnoyer, Denis & Oneta 128 05 $26 48
DiBiccardi, Bruno & Frank 286 74 249 80
Donovan, Michael J. 30 70
Dunn, Mrs. Ellen 19 49
Edmonds, William G. 9 20
Gaskins, Mrs. Arthur 57 64 56 24
Handy, Arthur C. 20 32 20 12
Keene Trailer Park 41 50 43 14
Keene City Club 86 63 85 58
Pelkey, Ernest R. 8 86
Taylor, Carl Jr. 5 09 5 06







List of Uncollected Taxes as of Dec. 31, 1961
On Account of Levies of :
Previous
Property taxes 1960 Years
Barrett, Forest $52 40
Willis, Ronald 15 72
Yield taxes
Read, Harold $114 64
I hereby certify that the above lists showing the name
and amount due from each delinquent taxpayer, as of December




Balance on hand January 1, 1961 $118,726 92
Receipts, fiscal year ending December 31, 1961 585,751 18
$704,478 10
Payments, fiscal year ending December 31, 1961 567,133 67






From Local Taxes (Collected and
Remitted to Treasurer) :
Property taxes—current year—1961 $317,780 53
Poll taxes—current year 2,232 00
National Bank stock taxes 123 50
Yield taxes 1,746 93
1960 property taxes 42,505 03
1960 polls 798 00
1960 yield 932 31
































Gas tax refund 348 73
Use road grader 382 50
Head tax refund 58 91
From local sources, except taxes :
Dog licenses 1,560 82
Business licenses, permits 588 00
Kent town property 145 00
Motor vehicle permits 25,349 29
re Elliot Comm. Hospital, Alice Bowden 10 00
County re Lancey 4 97
Townsend, Dabney & Tyson 576 00
Phone refund 1 85
Return on aid 5 00
Fletcher Funeral Home 20 00
County re Devins 28 00
A. Whitcomb Inc., re land damage 253 00
Total current revenue receipts $40,669 18
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue
:
Temporary loan $49,045 14
U. S. Treasury bond & interest
(Int. $576.00) 100,000 00
New trust funds 1,525 00
Sale town property 1,390 00
B. & M. R.R., police service 28 13
Total receipts other than current revi3nue $151,988 27
Total receipts from all sources $585,751 18
Cash on hand January 1, 1961 118,726 92











Election and registration 80 00
Whitcomb Hall 1,070 50
Town Hall 1,164 14
Protection of Persons & Property :
Police department 7,360 75





District Nurse Association 2,000 00
Elliot Community Hospital 2,609 00
Town dump 1,600 00
Highways and Bridges
:
Town maintenance (summer $21,012.15)
(winter $9,545,93) 30,558 08
Town road aid, paid state 850 45
Street lighting 3,925 85
General expenses highway dept. 12,876 00






Old age assistance 4,330 95
Public relief 9,773 63
Patriotic Purposes:
Memorial Day, Old Home Day 475 00
Soldiers' Aid 61 04
Recreation
:






Damages and legal expenses $1,115 44
32
Monadnock Region Association 640 00
Taxes bought by town 17,314 92
Refunds, abatements 98 21
Trust funds 1,985 81
U.S. bond 100,000 00
Total current maintenance expenses $231,922 14
Interest
:
Paid on temporary loan in anticipation
taxes $954 86
Total interest payments $954 86
Indebtedness Payments
:
Temporary loan $49,045 14
Total indebtedness payments $49,045 14
Payments to other Governmental
Divisions
:
State of N. H., head tax $9,377 50
Yield tax 247 95
Precinct 4,575 00
County tax 15,217 58
School district 243,553 50
Monadnock Regional School 12,240 00
Total payments to other
governmental divisions $285,211 53
Total payments for all purposes $567,133 67
Cash on hand December 31, 1961 137,344 43
Grand total $704,478 10
Town Officers' Salaries
Jacob M. Hackler, selectman, clerk $1,200 00
Chester R. Guillow, selectman 800 00
Halsey H. Smith, selectman 800 00
Louise L. Hills, tax collector 1,645 42
33
Laura G. Fitzgerald, town clerk M.V.P. 1,528 00
Arlene W. Perry, treasurer 350 00
James II. Hughes, sexton 330 00
Gladys E. Starkey, auditor 75 00
Mildred B. Cross, auditor 75 00
Town Officers' Expenses
Jacob M. Hackler, selectman $42 50
Notices to mortgagees & documentary
stamps
Chester R. Guillow, selectman








Sentinel Printing Co., zoning ordinance
Town reports
Ballots
Branham Publish. Co., auto reference book
Asso. of N. H. Assessors, dues
Mason Ins. Agency, town officers bonds
Mildred B. Cross, envelopes




State of N. H., Mobile Home report
Boat Guide
A. D. Jennings Agency, treas. bond









































Ida II. Rowell, sec., tax coll. dues
Chas. R. Handy, treas., Town Clerks
Assn. dues 3 00
Keene Publish Corp., advertising 21 15
Cheshire Co. Savings Bank,
rent safe deposit box 4 50
Election and Registration
Homer S. Bradley, moderator $20 00
Harold J. Adams, asst. moderator 10 00
Florence T. Belding, ballot clerk 10 00
Maud Bell, ballot clerk 10 00
Myrtie S. Hackler, ballot clerk 10 00
Hazel Welch, ballot clerk 10 00
Lillian Labelle, ballot clerk 10 00
Whitcomb Hall
Public Service Co., lights $100 22
Perry Bros., oil 235 02
Walter Pasno, janitor 168 00
Richard Wood, janitor 30 89
Wilmer Pickett, care clock 50 00
Keene Elec. Plumbing & Supply Co.,
step ladder 27 49
Chester R. Guillow, labor 3 44
Henry & Johnson Inc., repairs, parts 348 62
Harold R. Johnson, labor, supplies 11 10
James H. Hughes, labor 86 00






N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phone
Public Service Co., lights
G. E. Fairbanks, janitor
Evans Barrett, wood
Thomas P. Fairhurst, repairs
Spencer Hdwr. Co., supplies












Ralph T. Rines, constable $899 61
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phone 108 82
Alfred Guymond, duty 1,145 70
Russell Jel'ts, duty 1,139 70
Edward V. Dunham, duty 784 11
Frederick Steinka, duty 1,050 15
Robert Cornwell, duty 714 95
Daniel Petrowicz, duty 228 63
David Whittemore, duty 447 78
Robert Buckley, duty 44 38
Bruce Brenner, duty 21 38
Robert O. Lefebvre, duty 27 78
Bernard Lambert, duty 82 96
Vernon Tolman, duty 84 81
Pauline Stone, duty 2 50
Mason Ins. Agency, false arrest policy 350 00
C. E. Scohfield, M.D., exam, prisoner 10 00
Keene two way radio, repairs 27 75
Belmont Supply Co., fuses 16 00
Eastern Fire Equip. Co., safety capes 19 76
Kendalls' Radio Service, battery case 19 31
Keene Industrial Paper Co., batteries 18 58
Demanbro Radio Supply Inc., batteries 17 52
Johnson Comm. Co., repairs 54 07
Monadnock Press, time sheets 12 00
36
James M. Ball, M.D., exam, prisoner 10 00
City of Keene, board prisoners 22 50
Swanzey Chemical Co.
Public Service Co., lights
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phone
Arthur B. Perry, coal
William Murray, sec, drivers pay,
sec. treas. fires
Barnes fire, Bell fire, tryouts
Robert Goodale, snow removal
G. E. Fairbanks, janitor
Edwin Aron, treas., tryouts, fire





Newbrook Fire Assn., siren
Robert Parent, wiring siren
Albert Dunham, paint, labor
Richard Goodale, bolts, labor
Cheshire Signs Inc., painting sign
reflector, name plates
Keene Auto Body Co., truck repairs
Keene Two Way Radio Service, repairs,
batteries, service
Henry & Johnson Inc., repairs wire cord
Howe Fire Apparatus Co., booster hose
Ronnies Esso, gas, head lamps,
cleaner, antifreeze
Merrimack Farmers' Exg., salt
R. N. Johnson, gasket
South Western N. H. Fire Mutual Aid,
dues






























Homestead Woolen Mills, gas, supplies 28 15
Johnson Motor Parts Inc., parts 40 55
Mogan Wright, inspection, grease, labor 11 90
D. H. Adams Co. Inc., lumber 33 79
Cal Frink, gas, Telar, bulbs 20 99
W. S. Food Store, bulbs 2 84
Owen Madden, booklet red phone system 7 00
,703 48
West Swanzey Fire Company
Public Service Co., lights, power
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phone
Cheshire Oil Co. Inc., fuel oil
Keene Gas Co. Inc., fuel gas
Homestead Woolen Mills, gas, parts
valve caps, zerex
Keene Two Way Radio Service, repairs
Harold Johnson, parts, labor
Harold Martin, care trucks, inspection














steu., sec, treas., fees, fires,
G. Miller fire
Mutual aid, fire
State of N. H., supplies



























Chester Seaver, hydrant repairs 11 25
Chester R. Guillow, parts, repairs 211 60
labor, parts, snow removal 142 33
Sargent Motors Inc., tire repairs 29 18
repairs 47 55
parts, labor 28 67
Tri State Fire Mutual Aid, dues 10 00
Sanel Auto Parts, supplies 11 25
Peter Nikiforakis, snow removal 141 50
N. H. Fire & Safety Equip. Co., supplies 193 69
coats, pants, gloves 426 50
bulbs, cannister, boots, flame shield 216 40
Knowlton & Stone Co., mop, handle 2 10
Keene Auto Body Co., refinishing bumper 6 00
W. S. Food Store, supplies 18 41
Keene Elect. & Plumbing Co
,
Cord, connectors 7 10
batteries 28 58
Hanrahan's Service Sta., parts, labor,
grease, oil 274 63
truck repairs 313 77
repairs, grease job 78 40
supplies 12 80
Johnson Commercial Co., radio repairs 17 50
Forrest W. Cummings, painting fire sta. 254 40
M. S. Perkins Mach. Co., steel, labor 14 40
Champion Fire Company
Public Service Co., lights
N. E, Tel. & Tel. Co., phones
Nims Plumbing Co., fuel, repairs
Philip Goodell, treas., Simonds,
Mattingly fires
Monney fire, Mutual Aid
Keene Industrial Paper Co., batteries
Henry Johnson, gas, Telar, battery, supplies,









Edwin Ridley Jr., supplies, labor
Charles H. Ballou, tire chains
Gorham Fire Equip. Co.,
Cylinders Scott air paks
boots
Scott Pak alarms
S. Western N. H. Fire Mutual Aid, dues
N. H. Fire & Safety Equip. Co., nozzle
Mittens, eductor, nozzle, clamps, foam,
helmets
boots, coats, hose, connection
26 coats & lettering
Russ' Garage, welding, lube, inspection
American Fire Equip. Co., helmets
Edward Jenks, treas., Mutual aid,
chimney fire 46 50
stew., sec, treas., Mutual Aid,
Marlboro fire 282 00













Mill fire 108 00
fires 42 00
Sherwin Williams Co., paint, brushes 6 12
Forest Fires
Herbert N. Puffer, Warden
fires, posting $75 37
meetings 34 55
Randolph Lavigne, deputy warden
permits, postage 41 49
City of Keene, Pereault fire 15 00
Curtis fire 15 00
Donald Chamberlin, treas.,
Winchester St. fire 24 00
forest fire 51 00





J. M. Hackler $7 50
Chester R. Guillow 3 50
Halsey H. Smith 6 00
Insurance
Mason Ins. Agency, accident ins.,
workmans comp. $689 60
Compensation ins. 346 61
radio ins. 23 93
fire truck casualty 787 46
Clark Ins. Agency, insurance 1,045 12
compensation trucks 102 34
ins. cars 46 84
Health Department
District Nurse Association $2,000 00





Withholding on road help &
tax collector $1,399 10
Town Dump





C. L. Emerson, highway agent, labor,
truck shovel, dozer $6,775 75
C. L. Emerson Jr., labor 2,049 95
Whitney Wyman, labor 1,734 70
D. Whipple, labor 1,426 35
E. Wing Sr., labor 1,310 30
Phillip Bourassa, labor 748 70
Guy Calkins, labor 136 60
M. Tetreault, labor 99 50
Allen Pelto, labor 74 60
Robert Austin, labor 108 00
Geo. Calkins 3rd., labor 140 65
Fred Buffum, labor 31 90
Raymond Taber, labor 28 85
E. Wing Jr., labor 18 00
Trimount Bitu. Pro. Co., asphalt 4.801 02
Robert Goodale, mowing 373 69
G. A. Bell, machine hire 356 00
C. L. Lane Co., gravel, lumber 431 59
R. W. Payne, crane, bulldozer 366 00
$21,012 15
Town Roads—Winter
C. L. Emerson, highway agent, labor,
truck, shovel, dozer $2,488 45
C. L. Emerson Jr., labor 965 55
Guy Calkins, labor 590 10
Whitney Wyman, labor 731 30
Earl Wing Sr., labor 452 00
David Whipple, labor 275 65
Raymond Taber, labor 176 75
Donald Leonard, labor 98 20
Earl Wing Jr., labor 46 50
Allen Pelto, labor 74 70
Lloyd Cutter Jr., labor 39 30
G. Rokes Jr., labor 12 00
42
W. Ladeau, labor 28 00
Geo. Calkins 3rd., labor 11 05
Roger Cummings, labor 19 60
Richard Wood, snow removal 3 00
Albert Hurd, snow removal 35 00
C. R. Guillow, snow removal 3 00
Peter Nikiforakis, snow removal 5 00
James Carpenter, snow removal 22 50
F. H. Ingalls, repairs sidewalk plow 10 50
G. A. Bell, truck 106 10
Cold River Hot Mix, patch 9 30
Chemical Corp., salt 3,342 38
General Expenses Highway Department
Dubois Service Sta., gas, oil $1,285 41
Johnson Motor Parts Inc., supplies 44 17
R. W. Payne Inc., moving bulldozer 60 50
Homestead Woolen Mills, gas 34 36
Perkins, Bassett & Wright, supplies 50 62
Knowlton & Stone Co., supplies 230 68
Keene Sand & Gravel, sand, stone 1,321 75
Keene Distributors, oil 14 16
Superior Petro. Pro. Inc., fuel oil 183 16
Cold River Hot Mix Corp., correction 1960 7 00
patch, hot mix 790 11
State of N. H., signs 26 00
Hanrahan Service Sta. grease, labor 14 85
Builders Equip. & Supply Co., supplies 162 78
Tuckers Garage, parts, repairs 115 55
Sargent Motor Inc., parts, repairs,
supplies, labor 387 02
R. H. Hazelton Inc., repairs, parts 399 64
M. S. Perkins Mach. Co., labor, welding,
supplies 551 91
C. L. Lane Co., gravel 200 00
Cheshire Oil Co., recaping 30 75
Law Motor Freight Inc., freight 3 42
Leons Recapping Service, tubes, repairs 23 85
$9,545 93
43
Goodyear Service Sta., tires, tubes,
repairs 868 45
C. H. Laurence, lumber 403 20
N. Eastern Culvert Corp., culverts 909 94
Gravel Crushing Corp., crushing gravel 2,254 00
Cheshire Farmers' Exg., rakes 3 40
Mingolla Mach. Co. Inc., spreader 550 00
A. Whitcomb Inc., blocks 166 53
broom rental 174 85
shovel 121 50
Chadwick-Ba Ross Inc., clutch A,
bearings 307 59
flywheel, locks 36 54
Mosleys Motor Express, express 2 60
N. E. Chemical Supply Corp., chloride 380 00
Walter Pasno, mowing 8 13
Graves Equip. Inc., parts, supplies 62 83
Sanel Auto Parts, supplies 121 78
G. A. Bell, loader 22 50
Hydraulic Jack Service, tractor repairs 92 29
Ervs' Service Sta., oil, supplies, gas 82 33
George Goodnow, gravel 160 00
C. L. Emerson, grader tires 190 00
Old Colony Lumber Co., lumber 16 54
J. E. Faltin Motor Trans., freight,
cutting edges 3 31
$12,876 00
Street Lighting
Public Service Co., lights $3,925 85
Libraries
William N. Sparhawk, treas.,
Stratton Free Library







E. S. Community House Library 250 00
Old Age Assistance
State of N. H. $4,330 95
Public Relief
Case No. 1 $2,528 56
Case No. 2 704 49
Case No. 3 1,788 60
Case No. 4 946 73
Case No. 5 805 70
Case No. 6 600 00
Case No. 7 170 00
Case No. 8 126 24
Case No. 9 360 09
Case No.10 720 54
Sase No. 11 234 50
Case No. 12 495 00
Case No. 13 100 00
Case No. 14 57 97
Case No. 15 74 40
Case No. 16 39 93
Case No. 17 14 39
Case No. 18 4 97
Transportation 1 52
Memorial Day, Old Home Day
Lester Faulkner, treas., Memorial day $225 00









Fairbanks Market $35 03
Callahans Taxi 4 95
Star Market 11 16
County of Cheshire 4 95
Vermont Transit Bus Lines 4 95
Parks and Playgrounds
Randolph Lavigne, treas. $350 00
Lew M. Swancott, care lawn 33 00
Cemeteries
G. E. Fairbanks, labor $784 25
James Hughes, truck, labor 689 00
Robert Goodale, snow removal 40 00
Irvings Clothing Store Inc., tarps 17 96
"William Langill, painting gates 41 05
Howard Goodnow, loam 3 75
Damages and Legal Expenses
Ralph Rines, dog constable $104 98
Leonard Mattingly, hens, ducks
killed by dogs 31 50
Harold Taft, land damage 1 00
K. P. Lane, land damage 1 00
C. L. Lane Co., land damage 1 00
R. L. Lane, land damage 1 00
D. W. Stone Est., land damage 250 00
John Dunn, damage by dogs 30 00
Russell Jefts, dog constable 26 10
R. L. Cornwell, dog constable 7 55





Beatrice Faulkner, hens killed by dogs 2 00
Bradley, O'Brien & Fernald,
legal expenses 654 68
$1,115 44
Monadnock Region Assaciation
Clarence Derby, treas. $640 00
$640 00
Taxes Bought by Town
Louise L. Hills, collector, tax sale $17,314 92
$17,314 92
Tax Refunds
Amelia Dunham, car tax $28 86
Evelyn Bridge, car tax 4 88
Helen K. Quinn, car tax 11 67
Whitcomb Wells, error 52 80
$98 21
Trust Funds
H. F. Whitcomb & Henry Aldrich lot
Henry Abbott, lot
Edward L. Martin, lot
Charles A. Barden & Fred A. Carter, lot




Ernest & Amelia Dunham, lot
Miles, Capron & Rufus Taft, lots
Interest
Indian Head Nat'l Bank, interest















Indian Head Nat'l Bank, note $49,045 14
$49,045 14
U. S. Government Bond including
interest $100,000 00
$100,000 00
State of N. H., T.R.A. $850 45
$850 45
Head Tax
State of N. H. $9,377 50
$9,377 50
Yield Tax
State of N. H. $247 95
$247 95
County Tax
Clyde M. Davis, treas. $15,217 58
$15,217 58
Precinct tax
Helen S. Kershaw, treas.:
Hydrant rental $1,075 00
Precinct tax 3,500 00
$4,575 00
School Tax
Arlene Perry, treas., bal. 1960 $123,553 50
Arlene Perry, treas., part 1961 appro. 120,000 00
Arlene Perry, treas., Monadnock








Lovell & Elvira Taft
Seth L. & Elvira H. Aldrich












Charles A. Harden and
Fred A. Carter
Carl R. & Bertha B. Ramsdell
Walter H. & John H. Streeter
Willard H. Putnam
Lorenzo N. Hewes and Flora
M. Hutchins
Alfred G. Graves









Clarence F. & Carrie E.
Worcester
Orrin F. Oakman & Henry
C. Howes
Herman F. & Lula Lewis
Joseph Long & Ellery
Leborveau






















































































































































































Allen C. Wilcox Fund
Thomas H. O'Brien
Ellen & Anderson Worcester
Edgar C. Emery
Ibie A. B. Avery
Hinds Cemetery Fund
Walter R. Hewes and Frank
J. Domina














Joseph & Sally Whitcomb
Manning Hunt
Capt. Peter Holbrook
William & Susanne Read
Clark B. Holbrook 1st
Charles W. Graves
Albert R. Ballou and
Benjamin Mason
J. Wesley & Nellie C. Jerome
Forest H. Emery
Lester & Doris Pelletier
Aquilla Ramsdell
W. Anslo Grace
Herbert & Lizzie Carter
Lemuel Long
Balance Paid Balance
12/31/60 Interest Out 12/31/61
253 11 8 07 261 18
203 61 8 07 7 25 204 43
102 44 4 04 3 50 102 98
101 59 4 04 3 65 101 98
203 48 8 07 6 00 205 55
134 74 5 19 5 00 134 93
157 32 6 06 5 50 157 88
106 13 4 04 4 00 106 17
102 55 4 04 3 50 103 09
163 82 6 06 4 00 165 88
207 86 8 06 6 00 209 92
211 06 8 06 6 00 213 12
322 56 12 12 9 00 325 68
338 19 12 12 9 00 341 31
206 11 8 07 5 00 209 13
208 56 8 07 7 25 209 38
212 08 8 07 8 50 211 65
151 75 5 19 156 94
367 20 14 14 15 25 366 09
259 00 10 10 9 00 260 10
102 40 4 04 3 65 102 79
154 96 6 06 5 50 155 52
211 45 8 06 7 25 212 26
102 85 4 04 3 50 103 39
100 78 4 04 3 00 101 82
230 45 8 06 6 00 232 51
277 87 10 10 5 00 282 97
215 98 8 07 6 00 218 05
212 97 8 07 5 00 216 04
152 02 6 06 5 50 152 58
152 27 6 06 5 50 152 83
103 02 4 04 3 50 103 56
107 91 4 04 300 108 95
260 01 10 00 9 00 261 11
151 57 5 19 4 00 152 76
102 59 4 04 3 00 103 63
249 60 8 06 10 00 247 66
107 42 4 04 3 00 108 46
101 90 4 04 3 00 102 94
108 84 4 04 3 00 109 88
107 77 4 04 3 00 108 81
191 94 6 06 5 00 193 00
235 11 8 06 10 00 233 17
195 61 6 06 5 00 196 67
227 26 8 06 9 00 226 32
172 45 6 06 4 50 174 01
155 66 6 06 4 50 157 22
208 98 8 07 7 25 209 80
154 46 6 06 5 00 155 52
203 97 8 07 6 00 206 04
155 11 6 06 4 50 156 67
204 97 8 07 7 25 205 79




Orison D. & Olan O. Twitchell
Harry A. & Esther Worcester
Lorenzo R. Holbrook
Jessie E. Tuttle
Florence & James Bishop
George G. Page
Herbert C. Taft
Lizzie & Ivan Scribner
Elijah C. Belding










Fred Barlow Cem. Fund



































12/31/60 Interest Out 12/31/61
204 97 8 07 7 25 205 79
153 94 6 06 5 00 155 00
152 45 6 06 5 50 153 01
152 29 6 06 5 50 152 85
102 99 4 04 3 50 103 53
130 02 5 19 3 25 131 96
152 98 6 06 5 00 154 04
102 79 4 04 3 00 103 83
204 93 8 07 7 25 205 75
213 44 8 07 4 50 217 01
226 94 8 07 235 01
201 89 8 07 7 25 202 71
210 89 8 07 6 00 212 96
205 89 8 07 7 25 206 71
202 89 8 07 7 25 203 71
210 89 8 07 5 00 213 96
210 89 8 07 5 00 213 96
154 48 6 06 5 50 155 04
164 99 6 06 5 00 166 05
150 21 6 06 5 00 151 27
151 75 6 06 5 50 152 31
101 39 4 04 3 00 102 43
104 45 4 04 3 50 104 99
203 76 8 06 7 25 204 57
103 40 4 04 3 50 103 94
121 04 5 19 126 23
112 12 4 04 3 00 113 16
112 51 4 04 3 00 113 55
79 37 3 03 2 00 80 40
101 04 4 04 3 00 102 08
109 41 4 04 3 00 110 45
212 44 8 06 6 00 214 50
110 12 4 04 3 00 111 16
102 83 4 04 3 00 103 87
108 71 4 04 3 00 109 75
105 16 4 04 3 00 106 20
214 61 8 06 6 00 216 67
108 55 4 04 3 00 109 59
105 65 4 04 3 00 106 69
105 28 4 04 3 00 106 32
103 64 4 04 3 00 104 68
105 61 4 04 3 00 106 65
210 90 8 C6 6 00 212 96
105 36 4 04 3 00 106 40
412 56 16 16 14 00 414 72
102 98 4 04 3 50 103 52
101 48 4 04 3 50 102 02
217 32 8 07 7 25 218 14
204 05 8 07 7 25 204 87
102 40 4 04 3 50 102 94
214 73 8 06 7 25 215 54
51
Balance Paid Balance
FUND 12/31/60 Interest Out 12/31/61
Henry P. Read 80 09 3 03 2 75 80 37
Hannah & Elton Read 79 58 3 03 2 75 79 86
Lewis R. Cass 101 81 4 04 3 50 102 35
Walter S. & Nellie L.
Alexander 288 91 10 10 6 00 293 01
Frank L. Snow 350 70 12 12 11 00 351 82
Walter E. & Minnie Day 162 89 6 06 4 00 164 95
Lester Harris 192 99 6 06 5 50 193 55
Charles E. & Ana Carlton 256 25 10 10 7 00 259 35
George W. Thompson 104 06 4 04 3 00 105 10
Arthur Dudley 201 68 8 07 7 25 202 50
Willard & Nellie Ballou 205 68 8 07 5 00 208 75
Clifford Twitchell 180 95 7 06 3 00 185 01
George E. Whitcomb, Jr. 1,036 24 40 40 21 50 1,055 14
E. A. Whitcomb 263 26 10 10 8 00 265 36
Charles 0. Hewes 102 68 4 04 3 00 103 72
Ira Kenney 114 97 4 04 3 00 116 01
William H. Williams 127 25 5 18 3 00 129 43
Frank 0. Dodge 102 98 4 04 3 50 103 52
Joseph G. Dickinson 104 98 4 04 3 50 105 52
George W. Richardson 109 18 4 04 3 50 109 72
Solon Snow 102 18 4 04 3 50 102 72
Fernando P. Hinds 103 25 4 04 3 50 103 79
Joseph Trombley 101 20 4 04 3 50 101 74
0. W. Capron 105 40 4 04 3 50 105 94
Aaron R. Hammond 104 85 4 04 3 50 105 39
John F. Stratton 241 89 8 06 7 25 242 70
Ella A. Ware 50 96 2 02 1 85 51 13
Maria Lawrence 113 21 4 04 3 50 113 75
Harold W. Lander 104 25 4 04 3 50 104 79
George B. Whitney 102 40 4 04 3 50 102 94
Julia A. Stratton 526 15 20 20 20 00 526 35
Ralph Holman 200 81 8 07 5 00 203 88
Eva & Ernest Ridley 198 81 8 07 5 00 201 88
Edward F. Rolf 254 75 10 10 9 00 255 86
Edward & Wm. A. Nelson 343 33 12 12 9 00 346 45
Ephriam & Ray BeDorr 206 75 8 06 7 25 207 56
Nelson A. Collier 155 30 6 06 5 50 155 86
George L. Balloou 157 37 6 06 4 50 158 93
Nettie Stone 239 82 8 06 6 00 241 88
Nettie Stone 114 28 4 04 3 00 115 32
George E. & Clara Emery 218 84 7 26 6 50 219 60
Edward B. Holbrook 105 75 4 04 3 50 106 29
J. G. Huntley 76 74 3 03 2 75 77 02
Earl L. Leach 106 28 4 04 3 50 106 82
Helen Doolittle 108 81 4 04 3 50 109 35
Mary H. Bancroft 129 19 4 04 3 50 129 73
George 0. Capron 114 00 4 04 3 50 114 54
Harriet Lawrence 287 50 8 06 7 50 288 06
Emma Hammond 51 00 2 02 1 85 51 17
Julius E. Wilson 231 13 8 06 7 25 231 94
Daniel McCormick 50 73 2 02 1 85 50 90
Charles Sparhawk 115 04 4 04 3 50 115 58
J. 0. Howard 111 75 4 04 3 50 112 29
J. Madden 105 75 4 04 3 50 106 29
52
Balance Paid
FUND 12/31/60 Interest Out
Florence 3. Martin 102 15
Isaac Stratton 106 90
John Stratton 102 09
Herschel J. Fowler 104 24
Emerson & Ruffle 177 35
Warren H. Ellis 105 81
Addie J. Eaton ' 173 47
Charles L. Ball 105 07
Flora E. Buffurn 102 38
Sanford S. Handy 106 38
Daniel Greenleaf 104 48
Norris Carter 102 48
George W. Ward 104 41
Ellen V. Marvin 166 06
Emma A. Faulkner 226 65
Charles A. Barden and
Fred A. Carter
Henry Abbott 3 59 3 00
Edward L. Martin
Harold & Bessie Barden 4 04 3 00
Charles Moore
H. F. Whitcomb and
Henry Aldrich 7 18 6 00
Walter Dunton





























































$34,957 63 $1,340 14 $1,065 88 $36,817 70
Nettie Stone
(Pavilion) A 991 85 39 93 1,031 78
Frank L. Snow (School) B 5,000 00 195 30 195 30 5,000 00
Frank L. Snow (Sidewalk) C 64,266 03 3,724 60 1,500 00 **66,818 43
Lucy J. W. Carpenter D 30,656 28 1,907 30 3.263 75 *29,474 86
Samuel A. Read
(East Swanzey) E 12,400 75 690 03 632 76 12,458 02
George E. Whitcomb, Jr.
(Carpenter Home) F 10,428 75 458 47 876 25 10,010 97
George E. Whitcomb, Jr.
(V/hitcomb Hall) G 5,315 00 237 57 5,552 57
Cemetery Income Fund H 609 49 121 46 730 95
$164,625 78 $8,714 80 $7,533 94 $167,895 28
* Includes addition of $175.03 to capital from sale of Amer. Tel. &
Tel. rights.
** Includes addition of $302 69 to capital from sale of Amer. Tel. &
Tel. rights and $25.11 from sale of 9/20 share N. H. Insurance Co.




$900 00 principal account savings bank
131 78 interest account savings bank
5,000 00 principal account savings bank
1,000 shares Union Pacific Railroad
5}
300 shares Southern Pacific Railroad
114 shares New Hampshire Insurance Co. (5% stock divi-
dend paid May 1, 1961 to increase previous 109
shares to 114 shares)
210 shares American Tel. & Tel. Co. (3 shares bought with
60 rights at 86 for 258.00 to increase previous 207
shares to 210 shares)
409 44 principal account savings bank (previous principal
amount of 339.64 decreased by 258.00 for purchase
of 3 shares Amer. Tel. & Tel. and increased by
302.69 received from sale of 147 rights Amer. Tel. &
Tel. and 25.11 received from sale of 9/20 fractional
share N. H. Insurance Co. in connection with 5%
stock dividend)
10,000 00 interest account #1 savings bank
11,263 24 interest account #2 savings bank
Purchase valuation of above stocks 45,145.75
D 295 shares American Tel. & Tel. Co. (10 shares bought with
200 rights at 86 for 860.00 to increase previous 285
shares to 295 shares)
100 shares National Shawmut Bank
240 shares Chase Manhattan Bank (4% stock dividend paid
March 10, 1961 to increase previous 230 shares to
239.2 shares. 8/10ths share purchased for 54.80 to
round off to 240 shares)
201 76 principal account savings bank (previous principal
amount of 941.53 decreased by 860.00 for purchase of
10 shares Amer. Tel. & Tel. and by 54.80 paid for
8/10ths share Chase Manhattan Bank and increased
by 175.03 received from sale of 85 rights American
Tel. &Tel.)
307 30 interest account savings bank
Purchase valuation of above stocks 28,965.80
E 50 shares National Shawmut Bank
149 shares Chase Manhattan Bank (4% stock dividend
paid March 10, 1961 to increase previous 143 shares
to 148.72 shares. 28/100ths share purchased for 19.18
to round off to 149 shares)
4,558 91 principal account savings bank (previous principal
amount of 4,578.09 decreased by 19.18 for purchase
of 28/100ths share Chase Manhattan Bank
690 03 interest account savings bank
Purchase valuation of above stocks 7,209.08
F 10,000 00 principal account savings bank
10 97 interest account savings bank
G 5,000 00 principal account savings bank
552 57 interest account savings bank
54




































REPORT OF CARPENTER HOME
TRUSTEES
January 1, 1961—December 31, 1961
Receipts
Balance on hand. Jan. 1, 1961






















Foster Martin, storm doors $35 06
Keene Electric & Plumbing Co., faucet, etc. 4 36
Jos. H. Johnson, TV tube and repairs 5 50
Lindsey Plumbing & Heating Co., repairs 44 12
Lindsey Plumbing & Heating Co., sump
pump, etc. 75 95
N. H. Fire & Safety Equip. Co. new
extinguishers, etc. 44 25
Foster Martin, repairing barn door frame
damaged by town plow 74 08
Clark Insurance Agency, liability insurance 36 75
Clark Insurance Agency, fire insurance 87 60
Merrimack Farmers' Exchange, pump repairs 93 62
Lindsey Plumbing & Heating Co., repairs
ell bathroom 8 45
A-B Well Drilling Inc. (on account; total
cost of new well, $2,625.00) 1,500 00
G. A. Bell, digging and backfill for new pump
installations 76 50
Robert Parent, electrical work for new pump 152 14
56
Aug. 4 Merrimack Farmers' Exchange, 1% h.p.
pump, tank, etc.
Aug. 14 Owen Madden, cleaning septic tank
Sept. 9 Fenn Newell, tax collector, Westmoreland
Sept. 19 G. A. Bell, load loam and spreading
Sept. 19 Lindsey Plumbing & Heating Co., service
call
Dec, 16 Foster Martin, repairs bedroom floor
Dec. 16 Lindsey Plumbing & Heating Co., repairs to
furnace 38 84
Dec. 23 A-B Well Drilling Inc., on account (balance
still owed. $225.00) 900 00
Public Service Co. of N. H. 22 20







Total disbursements $4,079 74










This Library is operated on an approximate annual budget
of $750. which is made up of money from the Town, interest
from invested funds, special gifts, and special projects spon-
sored by the Library Trustees. There are now 15 active trus-
tees.
Library hours are 6 :30 to 9 :00 p.m. each Thursday. The
average weekly circulation is 100 books. Volunteer library
service is given to Mt. Caesar School once a week.
The Trustees are continually striving to improve library
service for Swanzey. The departments devoted to young peo-
ple from pre-school age through Sr. High age have been great-
ly expanded recently and much more in this area is planned.
This Library is fortunate to be a part of a four-member co-
operative group of area libraries which share ownership of a
wide variety of non-fiction books purchased by a Shieling
Grant.
Statement of Town appropriation follows :
Receipts
May, 1961 $300 00
Expenditures
Books $190 26









Balance on hand, January 1, 1961 $112 64




Stratton Free Library Fund 442 10
$1,021 41
Expenditures




Library supplies 40 40
Painting and repairs 55 00
Chairs for children 18 40
Heater and installation 371 34
Gas 27 05
Public Service Company, lights 26 04
$895 07








Town appropriation $250 00
Fines 18 60
From Community House Assoc. 202 94
Expenses
$471 54
T. Bouregy $41 99
T. S. Denison & Co. 4 09
National Geographic Society 6 75
American Publishers 30 23
Nathaniel Dame & Co. 21 50
Gaylord Brothers 23 90
Bro-Dart Industries 10 00
Follett Lib. Book Co. 136 36
Campbell & Hall 39 72
Librarian 82 00







January 1, 1961—December 31, 1961
Receipts
Private visits $1,006 25
Membership drive 753 75
Town of Swanzey 2,000 00
School District 1,000 00
Extra phone calls 44
$4,760 44
Bank balance, December 31, 1960 2,685 80
Expenses











Salaries paid out $3,642 71
Director of Internal Revenue
4th quarter 1960 $279 20
3 quarters 1961 601 61













Sundries (new car $1027)
Total expenditures
Bank balance December 31, 1961
Jncome tax withheld 4th qt. 1961
FICA withheld 4th qt. 1961
D. N. FICA withheld 4th qt. 1961






















Following examination, I find the report of your treasurer
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REPORT OF POLICE DEPARTMENT
The following is my report on police activities in the













Hit & Run 3
Stolen car 1
Drowning 1
Fatal heart attack 1
Message 3
Discharging of firearms causing injury 1
Investigating on breaks 16
Motor vehicle complaint 6
Destruction of property (no entry) 4
Business establishment checked and found unlocked
(owner's notified) 3





REPORT OF MEMORIAL DAY
The following information is hereby submitted for the
Memorial Day expenditures—May 30, 1961
:
Flags from Chase's $36 00
Plants from Dunbar's 121 45
Speaker : Mr. Grey 10 00













We have examined the accounts of the Selectmen, Town
Treasurer, Collector of Taxes, Town Clerk. Trustees of Trust
Funds, and Trustees of Carpenter Home, and have found them













JULY 1, 1960-JUNE 30, 1961
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OFFICERS, TEACHERS AND EMPLOYEES
OF THE SWANZEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
School Year 1961-1962
HOMER S. BRADLEY, Moderator
LAURA G. FITZGERALD, Clerk
ARLENE W. PERRY, Treasurer
GLADYS E. STARKEY, MILDRED B. CROSS, Auditors
School Board
CARROLL K. DUNHAM Term expires 1962
LEE D. BOWMAN, Chairman Term expires 1963




L. GEORGE ARMSTRONG, Principal
Cutler School
:
JEROME J. ROGERS, Assistant Principal, Grades 7 and 8
GORDON W. BEAN, Grades 7 and 8
DOUGLAS M. LESLIE, Grades 7 and 8
EDWARD J. MAIN, Grades 7 and 8
JOANNE B. SAVILLE (Mrs.), Grades 7 and 8
RUSSELL D. ALLAN, Grade 6—through January 26, 1962
JAMES G. BARDIS, Grade 6—beginning January 29, 1962
MILDRED E. TURNER (Miss), Grade 6
EDITH F. FLYNN (Mrs.), Grade 6
EILEEN M. DUCHESNEAU (Mrs.), Grade 5




ROSE F. DUBOIS (Mrs.), Assistant Principal, Grade 1
YOLANDA R. JARVIS (Mrs.), Grade 4
ADELAIDE W. N1LES (Mrs.), Grade 4
AVIS T. HARLING (Mrs.), Grade 3
MARYANN M. JOHNSTON (Mrs.), Grade 3
EVELYN I. OSBORN (Mrs.), Grades 3 and 4
HELEN H. DAY (Mrs.), Grade 2
DOROTHY H. STORY (Mrs.), Grade 2
DOROTHY W. LEDWITH (Mrs.), Grade 1
BARBARA S. OLES (Mrs.), Grade 1
Supervisor of Music
:
CLAUDIA R, HOWARD (Mrs.), Grades 1-8
School Nurse








Cuter School—CECIL R. PLUMMER
Mt. Caesar School—WALTER J. PIERSON
Citizens' Committee
MRS. P. DANA BRADLEY CHARLES J. HANRAHAN
RICHARD GUYETTE MRS. ALFRED J. McCLURE
LEONARD RUFFLE
68
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District in the town of
Swanzey qualified to vote in district affairs :
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in
said district on the 10th day of March 1962, at 8:00 o'clock
in the afternoon to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the remaining term of
the district, June 30, 1962.
2. To choose a Clerk for the remaining term of the dis-
trict, June 30, 1962.
3. To choose a member of the School Board for the re-
maining term of the district, June 30, 1962.
4. To choose a Treasurer until such time as the school
accounts are audited for the school year 1961-1962.
5. To choose an Auditor until such time as the school
accounts for the school year 1961-1962 have been audited.
6. To determine and appoint the salaries of school
board members and to fix the compensation of any other of-
ficers or agents of the district for the remaining term of the
district, June 30, 1962.
7. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors. Committees,
or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.













FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE SWANZEY
SCHOOL DISTRICT
For the Fiscal Year July 1, I960—June 30, 1961
RECEIPTS
Federal Aid :
(a) National school lunch $3,763 36
(b) Other 986 19
Total $4,749 55
State Aid :
(a) Foundation aid 38,861 76







(a) Elementary school tuitions
(b) Secondary school tuitions
Total
Total net receipts from all sources $297,983 01











Salaries of district officers :
N. H.-Vt. Hospitalization Service $122 40
Gladys E. Starkey & Mildred B. Cross 25 00
Lee D. Bowman 194 00
Robert B. Davis 97 00
Charles J. Hanrahan 97 00
Arlene W. Perry 12 90
Laura G. Fitzgerald 10 00
Homer S. Bradley 10 00
New Hampshire State Treasurer
(Social Security) 16 50
^Superintendent's salary (local share) :
Supervisory Union No. 25
Tax for state wide supervision :
New Hampshire State Treasurer
Salaries of other administrative personnel :
Supervisory Union No. 25 $1,929 84
Roger L. Sundstrom 150 00
Elsie Navish 2 50
Joyce Stewart 10 00
Edward J. Bergeron 20 70
Supplies and expenses :





Swanzey School Activities Fund
















Books and other instructional aids :
The Macmillian Company
Scott, Foresman and Company
John C. Winston Company
L. W. Singer Company
Follett Publishing Company
(banning L. Bete Company, Inc
G. H. Tilden Company






A. H. Rice Company, Inc.
Rieci's Melody Shop
Carl Fischer, Inc.
General Biological Supply House, Inc.
AVelch Scientific Company





Scott, Foresman and Company
News Map of the Week, Inc.
National Geographic Society
John C. Winston Company









































Milton Bradley Company 927 68
J. L. Hammett Company 360 28
Salaries of clerical assistants :
Doris R. Jenks 449 51
Cheshire National Bank (withholding tax) 102 52
New Hampshire State Treasurer
(Social Security) 17 07
Supplies and other expenses :
E. M. Hale and Company 64 80
New England Telephone and Telegraph
Company
Mainco Trading Company
New Hampshire Social Welfare Council
J. L. Hammett Company
Martin Murry Corporation
G. H. Tilden Company
National School Service
The Hinsdale Press




Standard Educational Society, Inc.
Golden Press, Inc.
Library Publishers, Inc.
Commonwealth of Mass., Dept. of
Education
Cornell University Press
KTC Campus Club Bookstore
The Chemical Rubber Company



























OPERATION OF SCHOOL PLANT
Salaries of janitors:
Walter J. Pierson 2,433 00
Cecil R. Plummer 2,427 80
N. H.-Vt. Hospitalization Service 118 80
Cheshire National Bank (withholding
tax) 1,036 80
New Hampshire State Treasurer
(Social Security) 192 00
New Hampshire State Employees' Retire-
ment System 191 15
Fuel or heat :
Superior Petroleum Products, Inc. 1,767 03
Elm City Oil Company, Inc. 1,300 70
Water, light, supplies and expenses :
Public Service Company of New
Hampshire 2,553 96
Central Paper Products Company 605 16
Cecil R. Plummer 7 46
Granite State Toy Company 12 42
Milton Bradley Company 9 93
"West Swanzey Food Store 4 98
Homestead Woolen Mills, Inc. 3 64
Cascade Paper Company 23 16
J. L. Holcomb Manufacturing Company 107 10
Rochester Germicide Company 461 60
MAINTENANCE OF SCHOOL PLANT
Repairs and replacements :
Smith Brothers 2,021 11





Beckley-Cardy Company 291 74
F. J. Amarosa and Sons 8 49
Al Melanson Company, Inc. 375 10
Owen D. Madden 75 00
Standard Electric Time Company 35 00
New England Sanitation System 100 00
Kurt Haagen 81 90
Knowlton and Stone Company 24 09
Foster Martin 342 62
William Langill 52 00
Jenni son's 42 05
Cleon L. Emerson 265 00
Chase's, Inc. 54 00
Fred H. Hamblet 14 42
G. E. Fairbanks 48 68
Beedle's Music Store 10 45
Goodale Repair Service 16 10
Harold Johnson 74 95
Henry and Johnson, Inc. 2 90
Albert R. Stowell 46 00
J. L. Hammett Company 6 43
Welch Allyn 4 20
Bob Goodale and Sons 100 00
Spencer Hardware Company 3 90




G. H. Tilden Company 13 17
Bullard and Shedd Company 42 86
Keene Clinic 343 00
Swanzey District Nurse Association 1,000 00
Transportation, High School :
Mrs. Isabel Chicklas 734 02
1,399 03
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H. E. Lane 13 50
Mary J. Purrington 30 00
Transportation, Elementary
:
Cheshire Transportation Company 19,980 00
Isabel Chicklas 776 09
Vernie M. Trombley 576 00
John A. Verburg 187 95
Tuition, High School :
Union School District of Keene 93,751 41
Crotched Ml. Rehabilitation Center 139 86
Troy School District 236 04














Swanzey School Lunch Account (federal
reimbursements
)
Special activities and special funds :
Army and Navy Store 308 90
Ken's Trucking 5 00
G. E. Fairbanks 50 00
Irving 's Clothing Store, Inc. 119 50
Walter J. Pierson 117 26





New Hampshire State Treasurer (Social
Security) 4 44
Albert R. Stowell 20 00
William McCullough 97 65
Nancy Polichnowski 65 10
Joan Pitcher 32 55
846 70
Refunds : Snow Prizes 195 30
FIXED CHARGES
Retirement :
Supervisory Union No. 25 iiU4 34
New Hampshire Dept. of Public Welfare
—
OASI Fund 13 58
New Hampshire State Treasurer (Social
Security) 2,090 46
New Hampshire Teachers Retirement-
System 5,077 32
New Hampshire State Employees' Retire-
ment System 163 20
Insurance, treasurers bonds and expenses :
Mason Insurance Agency 2,771 69
New Hampshire Music Educators'
Association 10 00
New Hampshire School Boards
Association 25 00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Land and new buildings :






Foursquare Printing Company 7 12
Keene Publishing Corporation 96 55
Chester C. Lees Estate 4 00
Ellis Wyman 100 00
Vera Blake 3 50
Elsie Navish 4 50
Muriel Harrington 4 50
City of Keene, Police Department 66 00
Monadnock Press 40 95
Carl E. Baldwin 15 00
Ralph A. Brandt 15 00
Russell A. Jefts 6 75
Alfred Guymond 6 75
David Whittmore 6 75
Frederick Steinka 6 75
Ralph Rines 6 75
Red Roof Restaurant, Inc. 100 00
Ricci's Melody Shop 70 00
Frances C. Abare 8 00
Richard Lawrence 72 25
Tom Butler 8 00
Bill Paju 21 50
William Jacobson 16 50
Joseph Trudelle 16 50
David Lagrenade 13 50
Alan Drugg 11 50
Tony Vezina 4 25
Eugene Rosin 25 50
Alex Rosin 9 50
Walter Rosin 11 50
Peter Marrotte 6 50
Ralph Frazier 9 50
Edward Breen 14 00
Richard Ball 11 50
John W. Koski 46 25
Grover Howe 6 00
Bradley, O'Brien & Fernald 550 00
Norene Bailey 10 00
Betty DiLuzio 5 00
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Flora Marston 5 00
Elizabeth T. Massin 64 53
Emile Rocheleau 40 00
Chester E. Priest 40 00
Harold Lang 40 00
Roy K. Piper 345 00
5,304 65
Refund : Monadnock Regional School
District 1,943 23
Additions and improvements to buildings :
Cleon L. Emerson 195 00
Beckley-Cardy Company 129 58
New Equipment :
Sears, Roebuck & Company 59 95
Chase's, Inc. 8 20
Poster Martin 60 02
Creative Playthings, Inc. 100 00
Gledhill Bros., Inc. 771 93
Milton Bradley Company 39 48
A. H. Rice Company, Inc. 387 95
The Biological Mfg. Company 212 69
General Biological Supply House, Inc. 52 48
Robert B. Bryant 22 32
Science Kit, Inc. 104 97
School Sound Systems, Inc. 168 30
Principal of debt :
Cheshire National Bank 4,350 00
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust
Company 5,000 00






Interest on Debt :
Cheshire National Bank 913 50
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust
Company 2,210 00
Merchants National Bank of Boston 1,900 00
5,023 50
Total net payments for all purposes $302,821 44
Cash on hand, June 30, 1961 13,278 43





State of New Hampshire 3,500 00
$9,500 00
Explanation of Difference Between Net (Actual) Expenditures
and Gross Transactions
Receipts
Total net income plus cash on hand, July 1, 1960 $316,099 87
Receipts from refunds, etc. 2,138 53
Total gross income $318,238 40
Payments
Total net payments, plus cash on hand,
June 30, 1961 $316,099 87
Payments refunded, etc. 2,138 53





Cash on hand, June 30, 1961 $13,278 43
Prom town or city 09
Total assets .. $13,278 52
Net debt (excess of liabilities over assets) 161,096 74
Grand total $174,375 26
Liabilities
Accounts owed by district
:
Outstanding invoices $275 26
Notes and bonds outstanding 174,100 00
Total liabilities $174,375 26
Grand total $174,375 26
STATUS OF SCHOOL NOTES AND BONDS
Name of Buildings or Project Cutler No. 2
for which notes or bonds Mt. Caesar Cutler School 8c Mt. Caesar
were issued: School Addition Addition Total
Outstanding at
beginning of year $95,000 00 $30,450 00 $68,000 00 $193,450 00
Payment on principal
of debt 10,000 00 4,350 00 5,000 00 19,350 00
Notes and bonds outstand-
ing at end of year,
June 30, 1961 $85,000 00 $26,100 00 $63,000 00 $174,100 00
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
We have examined the accounts of Receipts and Expenditures of the
Swanzey School District and have found them to be correctly vouched and







REPORT OF SCHOOL DBSTRICT
TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July 1. 1960 to June 30, 1961










Received as income from Trust Funds
Received from all other sources
Total receipts
Total amount available for fiscal year
Less school board orders paid
Balance on hand, June 30, 1961 $13,278 43
ARLENE W. PERRY,













This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouch-
ers, bank statements and other financial records of the treas-
urer of the school district of Swanzey of which the above is a
true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1961, and
find them correct in all respects.
GLADYS E. STARKEY,
MILDRED B. CROSS,
July 20, 1961 Auditors
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
Date From Whom
State of New Hampshire
State of New Hampshire
Town of Swanzey
State of New Hampshire
State of New Hampshire
State of New Hampshire
State of New Hampshire
Town of Swanzey
State of New Hampshire
State of New Hampshire
State of New Hampshire
Town of Swanzey
State of New Hampshire
Town of Swanzey
Franklin School District
Trustees of Trust Funds
State of New Hampshire
State of New Hampshire
Monad. Reg. School Dist.
29 State of New Hampshire
Richmond School Dist.
















May lunch reimbursement $455 06
NDEA—Title III 147 47
Appropriation 20,000 00
State aid 38,861 76
School building aid 5,495 29
Sept. lunch reimbursement 397 85
Oct. lunch reimbursement 470 75
Appropriation 100,000 00
Nov. lunch reimbursement 437 60
Dec. lunch reimbursement 333 35
Jan. lunch reimbursement 472 05
Appropriation 23,553 50
Feb. lunch reimbursement 375 90
Appropriation 100,000 00
Tuition 1,060 00
Snow prizes 195 30
Mar. lunch reimbursement 503 75
Apr. lunch reimbursement 317 05
Reimbursement 1,943 23
NDEA—Title III 838 72
Tuition 3,863 20
School building aid 399 71
Total receipts during year $300,121 54
SCHEDULE OF PAYMENTS
Swanzey Center School Bond Issue
$175,000. Swanzey School District, Swanzey, New Hampshire,
School Bonds payable $10,000. on June 1 in each of the years
1953 to 1967 inclusive and $5,000. on June 1 in each of the years
1968 to 1972 inclusive at 2%.
Principal Interest Total due
December 1, 1961 $850 00 $850 00
June 1, 1962 $10,000 00 850 00 10,850 00
December 1, 1962 750 00 750 00
June 1, 1963 10,000 00 750 00 10,750 00
December 1, 1963 650 00 650 00
June 1, 1961 10,000 00 650 00 10,650 00
December 1, 1964 550 00 550 00
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June 1, 1965 10,000 00 550 00 10,550 00
December 1, 1965 450 00 450 00
June 1, 1966 10,000 00 450 00 10,450 00
December 1, 1966 350 00 350 00
June 1, 1967 10,000 00 350 00 10,350 00
December 1, 1967 250 00 250 00
June 1, 1968 5,000 00 250 00 5,250 00
December 1, 1968 200 00 200 00
June 1, 1969 5,000 00 200 00 5,200 00
December 1, 1969 150 00 150 00
June 1, 1970 5,000 00 150 00 5,150 00
December 1, 1970 100 00 100 00
June 1, 1971 5,000 00 100 00 5,100 00
December 1, 1971 50 00 50 00
June 1, 1972 5,000 00 50 00 5,050 00
$85,000 00 $8,700 00 $93,700 00
Payable at : The Merchants National Bank of Boston.
Schedule of Principal and Interest (3%) Payments
on the $43,500 loan from the Peerless Insurance Company of







Schedule of Principal and Interest Payments on the
addition to the Mt. Caesar School and the second
addition to the Cutler School
Total Bond Issue — $83,000.00 @ 3.25%
Principal Interest Total due
November 1, 1961 $1,023 75 $1,023 75
May 1, 1962 $5,000 00 1,023 75 6,023 75
Principal Interest Total
$4,350 00 $783 00 $5,133 00
4,350 00 652 50 5,002 50
4,350 00 522 00 4,872 00
4,350 00 391 50 4,741 50
4,350 00 261 00 4,611 00
4,350 00 130 50 4,480 50
$26,100 00 $2,740 50 $28,840 50
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November 1, 1962 942 50 942 50
May 1, 1963 5,000 00 942 50 5,942 50
November 1, 1963 861 25 861 25
May i, 1964 5,000 00 861 25 5,861 25
November 1, 1964 780 00 780 00
May 1, 1965 5,000 00 780 00 5,780 00
November 1, 1965 698 75 698 75
May 1, 1966 5,000 00 698 75 5,698 75
November 1, 1966 617 50 617 50
May 1, 1967 5,000 00 617 50 5,617 50
November 1, 1967 536 25 536 25
May 1, 1968 5,000 00 536 25 5,536 25
November 1, 1968 455 00 455 00
May 1, 1969 4,000 00 455 00 4,455 00
November 1, 1969 390 00 390 00
May 1, 1970 4,000 00 390 00 4,390 00
November 1, 1970 325 00 325 00
May 1, 1971 4,000 00 325 00 4,325 00
November 1, 1971 260 00 260 00
May 1, 1972 4,000 00 260 00 4,260 00
November 1, 1972 195 00 195 00
May 1, 1973 4,000 00 195 00 4,195 00
November 1, 1973 130 00 130 00
May 1, 1974 4,000 00 130 00 4,130 00
November 1, 1974 65 00 65 00
May 1, 1975 4,000 00 65 00 4,065 00
$63,000 00 $14,560 00 $77,560 00
Payable at : Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company.
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REPORT OF THE SWANZEY SCHOOL
LUNCH PROGRAM
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1960 to June 30, 1961
Receipts
Cash on hand, July 1, 1960 $1,585 67
Cash received from children's lunches $18,235 63
Cash received from adult lunches 926 10
Federal reimbursement USDA 3,763 36
Miscellaneous cash receipts 624 78
Total receipts $23,549 87
$25,135 54
Expenditures
Paid for food (including milk) $12,154 18
Paid for labor 10,027 63
Paid for equipment 598 32
Paid for supplies, misc. 1,209 05
Total expenditures $23,989 18





To the School Board and Citizens of Swanzey
:
I have the honor to submit my first and final annual
report.
STAFF CHANGES: Mt. Caesar School — There were no
changes in our teaching personnel at the Mt. Caesar School.
However, Mr. Louis George Armstrong was elected to the
position of Supervising Principal of the Swanzey schools upon
the resignation of your former principal and present superin-
tendent. Mr. Armstrong is a former Keene elementary school
principal who received his Bachelor of Science Degree in Edu-
cation from Fitchburg State Teachers College and his Master's
Degree in Education at Keene Teachers College.
Cutler School — Mrs. Ruth A. Anderson resigned her
position as sixth grade teacher. This vacancy was filled by
Mr. Russell D. Allan, former teacher in the Chesterfield Ele-
mentary School. Mr. Allan is a graduate of Keene Teachers
College. These were the only changes as schools opened in
^September. However, at the end of the first half year, in
January, Mr. Allan resigned his sixth grade position to accept
the position of Guidance Counselor at Thayer High School in
Winchester. He was replaced by Mr. James G. Bardis who





Mt. Caesar 84 65 87 81 317
Cutler 73 64 77 88 302
Richmond pupils 7 4 7 5 23


















Grade 2 Grade 6
Mrs. Day 33 Mrs. Flynn 34
Mrs. Story 32 Mr. Allan 34
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Grade 3 Grade 7
Mrs. Harling 36 Mr. Leslie 41
Mrs. Johnston 35 Mr. Main 43
Mrs. Osborn 16 —
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Grade 4 Grade 8
Mrs. Osborn 14 Mrs. Saville 31
Mrs. Jarvis 34 Mr. Bean 31
Mrs. Niles 33 Mr. Rogers 31
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Possible Future First Grade Enrollments










12 3 4 5 6
70 93 75 98 86 81
71 70 93 75 98 86










Current High School Enrollments
Grade
School 9 10
Keene High School 88 74
Thayer High School
Winchester 1
Totals 89 74 36 41 240
Present Enrollment of Swanzey Pupils in Parochial School
Grade12345678 Total63223236 27
Caution should be exercised in interpreting the figures in
the above tables. They merely serve to indicate trends and do
not take into account pupils who move into Swanzey or who
move out. The more recent firgues obviously are the most re-
liable. The statistics are also less significant than in past years
when tuition costs were a major concern.
It is apparent from the tables that our two schools are
currently filled to capacity as they have been for several years.
This problem of school housing, however, has been resolved by
the determination and far sightedness of the Swanzey School
Board, School Planning Committee, and the citizens of Swan-
zey, and should provide an educational program well suited to
the needs of todays youth.
Upon the completion of the Monadnock Regional High
School the citizens of Swanzey may share in the satisfaction
which comes from the realization that their young people will
be housed and educated in schools which will be among the
finest in the state. Since our two elementary schools will ac-
commodate the first six grades instead of the present eight
the over crowding will be eliminated and the seventh and
eighth grades will benefit from a complete junior high school
education. Also, every student including high school students
who are entitled to transportation, will receive it.
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The formation of the Monadnock Regional School District
has been a major step in the progress of New Hampshire edu-
cation. It has been a long and difficult road, not without its
tragedy as well as its triumph. Citizens of Swanzey, you are
to be commended for your courage and your resolve in pur-
suing the course which has resulted in a model for others to
follow.
In conclusion, T wish to express my appreciation to the
principal, teachers, pupils and parents, the Citizens Commit-
tee, the School Board, and the patrons of our schools for their
cooperation. May I also extend my wish for every success in













































































Rosemary Hackler Milton Moore
David Hills Samuel Moore
Janice Houle Robert Morris
William W. Houle John Morse
Janice Jardine Robert W. Murray
Joan Jardine Wilma Myers
Sharon Jefts Paula Nash
Judith E. Jenks David A. Nelson
Sandra Johnson Raymond Nelson
Harry Kenney Ella Nickerson
Robert J. Kenney Edward E. Nims
Carole Kersnason Jean Ellen Oberg
George J. Kersnason Peter Axel Oberg
April Kremen Betty Lou 'Brien
Robert Labelle John O'Brien
Alfred Lafferty Priscilla O'Brien
Kathleen Lane Patricia O'Connell
Richard Lane Phillip D. Olmstead
Barbara Langill Charlotte Page
William B. Langill Leander Page
John P. Lavigne Donald C. Paige
Terry L. Lawrence Robert C. Palm
Barry LeClair Carol Paquette
Emily Lewis Gloria Paquette
Gail E. Lewis Robert F. Parent
Alfred James Longe Ronald Parent
Sandra Longe Carolyn Parker
Clyde G. Lower Carole J. Pascoe
Ronald W. Luopa Bonnie Pasno
John Lyman Robert F. Patnode
Robert McSkinsky Larry R. Pelletier
Vivian H. McShinsky Paul Perham
Kathryn Marshala David A. Perry
Valieda Martell Elaine Pickett
Patricia Martin Fred Pitcher
George Mexcur Mary Rose Poreda
Gary Miller Ronald Porter
Janet Ann Miller Jane Pratt










































The following pupils attended Keene High School



































State Wards and Foster Children for whom the Swanzey








ZEY SCHOOL NURSE'S REPORT
Annual School Health Examinations
Dec. 31, 1900 Thru. Dec. 31 1961
Cutler Mt. Caesar
School School
No. of pupils examined
Defective teeth T. 31 P. 14 T. 40 P. 4
Defective posture 3 4
Defective speech 1 3
Diseased tonsils 2 2
Enlarged tonsils 3 8
Enlarged glands 2 1
Ear infections 3 2
Skin disease 2
Orthopedic conditions 1 3
Hernia 2 1
10% underweight 10 16
Strabismus 3 4
Vision tests No. 184 Def. 19 No. 267 Def. 24
Hearing tests
Polio vac. shots 35 73
Triple Toxoid shots 87
Depth. Toxoid Booster shots 57
FRANK H. CARTER, M. D.
CATHERINE C. NAPSEY, R. N.
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Grade 3 & 4
Grade 3







Average Average Percent of
Enrollment Attendance Membership Attendance
45 39.1 42.1 92.7
46 38.8 41.9 92.6
29 27.2 28.9 94.2
31 29.1 31.0 93.8
31 26.9 28.6 94.0
35 31.3 33.3 94.0
33 30.6 32.9 93.1
29 27.5 29.0 94.7
31 27.7 29.3 94.5
33 27.6 28.9 95.2
37 32.8 34.7 94.7
39 33.8 35.6 94.8
35 32.1 34.3 93.5
38 31.2 33.2 93.8
35 32.2 34.1 94.4
38 33.9 36.0 94.2
37 32.3 34.1 94.9
27 22.0 23.5 93.6
27 23.7 25.0 95.0
27 22.7 24.5 92.6
683 602.5 640.9 94.0
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TATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Swanzey in the County
of Cheshire in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Swanzey on Tuesday, the 13th day of March, next at nine of the
clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects
:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appropria-
tions of the same.
3. Polls will open at 10:00 a.m. Voting to be under the
rules of biennial elections. Polls will not close before 3 p.m.
4. To see if the voters will authorize the Selectmen and
Treasurer to borrow such sums of money as may be necessary
in anticipation of the collection of taxes for the current munici-
pal year, and to issue in the name and on the credit of the
Town negotiable notes therefor and said notes to be repaid dur-
ing the current year.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$861.51, the State to give $5,743.38 for T. R. A. roads so-
called.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$10,000.00 for snow removal, or take any action thereon.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $32,000,00 for oiling and general expenses of the
highways and bridges.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
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the sum of $275.00 for Memorial Day, or take any action there-
on.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $200.00 for Old Home Day, or take any action
thereon.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $12,000.00 for the maintenance of the Fire Depait-
ment, or take any action thereon.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,000.00 for the District Nurse Association or take
any action thereon.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $400.00 for the Stratton Free Library, or take any
action thereon.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $300.00 for the Mt. Caesar Union Library, or take
any action thereon.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $300.00 for the Swanzey Community House Library,
or take any action thereon.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $7,000.00 for the maintenance of the Police Depart-
ment, or take any action thereon.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,500.00 for the upkeep of the cemeteries, or take
any action thereon.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $400.00 for parks and playgrounds or take any ac-
tion thereon.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,075.00, (43 hydrants @ $25.00 each) same to be
paid to the North Swanzey Water & Fire Precinct for hydrant
service furnished in that part of the Town of Swanzey.
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19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 to defray interest charges during the en-
suing year.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $673.00 (l/100th of 1% of the valuation of the
Town) to the Monadnock Region Association of Southwestern
New Hampshire for issuance and distribution of printed mat-
ter, newspaper and magazine advertising, and by other means
calling attention to the resources and natural advantages of
the Town, in cooperation with the other thirty-seven towns of
the Monadnock Region.
21. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $4,000.00 for street lights or take any action thereon.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,000.00 for Old Age Assistance or take any action
thereon.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $8,500.00 for Town poor, or take any action thereon.
24. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,637.00 as its fair share of the operating cost of
the Elliot Community Hospital, or take any action thereon.
25. Shall the provisions of Chapter 171A of the revised
laws relative to playing games of beano be adopted in this
Town in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 292 of the
Session Laws of 1949 ?
26. To hear the report of the Planning Board, and to take




An amendment of the zoning ordinance regulating and
restricting the height of structures and objects of natural
growth, and otherwise regulating the use of the property in the
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vicinity of the Dillant-Hopkins Airport by creating airport ap-
proach zones and other restricted areas and establishing the
boundaries thereof.
Section 51-701 Definitions
1. "Airport", means any area of land or water, whether
constructed or not, which has been approved by the Director of
Aeronautics as a site for the landing and taking off of aircraft
or utilized or to be utilized by the public as a point of arrival
or departure by air.
2. "Approach Zone" means the approach area to runway
and landing strip having dimensions as hereinafter described
in Sections 51-702 and 51-703 and the center line of which coin-
cides with the center line of the runway and landing strip
extended. (The dimensions of the landing strips at Dillant-
Hopkins Airport are
:
(a) Runway 2-20, instrument runway 5800' by 150':
landing strip 5800' by 500'
(b) Runway 14-32, 4000' by 150': landing strip
4,000' by 500'.
3. "Airport Hazard" means any structure, tree, smoke,
steam, dust or other substance which obstructs the aerial
approaches of publicly owned airport or impairs the reasonable
visibility in the vicinity thereof, electrical impulses and dis-
turbances which interfere with radio aids or communications
and lights which might result in glare in vision of pilots or air-
craft or be confused with airport lights.
4. "Nonconforming Use" means any structure, tree or
use of land which does not conform to a regulation prescribed
in this ordinance or any amendment thereto, as of the effective
date of such regulations.
5. "Person" means any individual, firm, co-partnership,
corporation, company, association, joint stock association or
body politic, and includes any trustee, receiver, assignee, or
other similar representative thereof.
6. "Structure" means any object constructed or installed
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by man, including such objects although regulated or licensed
by other provisions of law.
7. "Tree'' means any object of natural growth.
8. The Airport reference Point is at the intersection of
the centerlines of the two runways and its elevation is 482'
above sea level.
Section 51-702 Zones
In order to carry out the purposes of this ordinance, all of
the land within the boundaries of the approach areas as de-
scribed in Section 51-703 and all of the land within a distance
of 8500' of the airport reference point shown on the Dillant-
Hopkins Airport Approach Plan dated December 30, 1960,
which is attached hereto and made a part hereof, is hereby
declared subject to the restrictions of this ordinance.
Section 51-703
1. Height Limits
No structure or tree which shall be an "Airport Hazard"
as defined in Section 51-701 (3) shall be erected, altered, or
allowed to grow within the areas described in Section 51-702
hereof, to wit
:
(a) In the approach areas to Runway 2-20 which are
1,000' wide at a point 200' from the end of the
pavement and 4,000' wide at 10,200' from the
end of the pavement, above an inclined plane of
50:1 slope and for an additional 40,000', at which
point it is 16,000' wide, above an inclined plane
of 40:1 slope.
(b) In the approach areas to Runway 14-32, which are
500' wide at a point 200' from the end of the
pavement and 2,500' wide a point 10,200' from
the end of the pavement, above an inclined plane
of 40 :1 slope.
(c) 632' above sea level within 8,500' of the Airport
Reference Point. (150' above the airport.)
(d) On the sides of the landing strips and approach
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areas, above an inclined plane of 7.1 slope.
(e) Between 8,500' and 13,500' from the airport above
a line with a slope of 20:1 measured in a vertical
plane passing through the center of the airport.
2. Height Permitted
No provision of Section 51-703 (1) shall limit the height
of a structure or tree to less than 30' above the ground upon
which it is located.
Section 51—704 Use Restrictions
Notwithstanding any other provisions of the zoning ordin-
ance, no use may be made of the land described in Section 51-
702 hereof in such manner as to create electrical interference
with radio aids or communications between the airport and air-
craft, make it difficult for flyers to distinguish between air-
port lights and others, result in glare in the eyes of the flyers
using the airport, impair visibility in the vicinity of the airport
by the creation and discharge of smoke, steam, dust, or other
obstructions to visibility or otherwise endanger the landing,
taking off or maneuvering of aircraft.
Section 51-705 Nonconforming Uses
The regulations prescribed in Section 51-703, 51-704 of this
ordinance shall not be construed to require the removal, low-
ering or other change or alteration of any structure or tree not
conforming to the regulations as of the effective date hereof,
or otherwise interfere with the continuance of any nonconform-
ing use. Nothing herein contained shall require any change in
the construction, alteration, or intended use of any structure
the construction or alteration of which was begun prior to
the effective date of this ordinance, and is diligently prosecut-
ed and completed within two years thereof.
Section 51-706 Variances
A person desiring to erect any structure or increase the
height of any structure, or permit the growth of any tree, or
use his property, not in accordance with the regulations pre-
scribed in this ordinance, may apply to the Zoning Board of
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Adjustment for a variance herefrom and any person dissatis-
fied with the denial of a permit by the Airport Manager as
provided in Sections 51-707 (1) and 51-707 (2) may appeal to
said Board of Adjustment for a variance and the issuance of a
permit. Such variance or permit shall be allowed where a
literal application or enforcement of the regulations would
result in practical difficulty or unnecessary hardship and the
relief granted would not be contrary to the public interest but
do substantial justice and be in accordance with the spirit of
this ordinance.
Section 51-707 Permits
1. Future Uses. No material change in violation of Sec-
tion 51-703, 51-704 hereof shall be made in the use of land, and
no structure or tree shall be erected, altered, planted or other-
wise established in violation of Section 51-703, 51-704 hereof
in any of the areas of land described in Section 51-702 hereof
unless a permit therefor shall have been applied for and grant-
ed by the Airport Manager. Each such application shall indi-
cate the purpose for which the permit is desired with suffi-
cient particularity to permit it to be determined whether the
resulting use. structure, or tree would conform to the regula-
tions herein prescribed. If such determination is in the affirma-
tive, the permit applied for shall be granted.
2. Existing Uses. Before any existing use, structure or
tree may be replaced, substantially altered or repaired, rebuilt,
allowed to grow higher, or replanted, so as to be an " Airport
Hazard" as herein defined, within any of the areas of land
described in Section 51-702 hereof, a permit must be secured
from the Airport Manager authorizing such replacement,
change, or repair if it is in violation of Section 51-703, 51-701
hereof. No permit shall be granted that would allow the estab-
lishment or creation of an " Airport Hazard" or permit a non-
conforming use, structure or tree to be made or become higher,
or become a greater hazard to air navigation, than it was
on the effective date of this ordinance or than it is when the
application for a permit is made. Except as indicated all appli-
cations for a permit for replacement, change, or repair of ex-
isting use, structure, or tree shall be granted.
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Section 51-708 Hazard Marking and Lighting
Any permit or variance granted under Section 51-706 or
51-707 may, if such action is deemed advisable to effectuate the
purposes of this ordinance and reasonable in the circumstances,
be so conditioned as to require the owner of the structure or
tree in question to permit the City of Keene at its own expense,
to install, operate, and maintain thereon such markers and
lights as may be necessary to indicate to flyers the presence
of an " Airport Hazard". If such variance or permit is denied,
such denial may be so conditioned as to require the owner to
permit the City of Keene, at its own expense, to remove the
structure or tree in question after first paying reasonable com-
pensation to said owner for such structure or tree.
Section 51-709 Severability
If any of the provisions of this amendment or the appli-
cation thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid
such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications
of this amendment which can be given effect without the in-
valid provisions or application, and to this end the provisions of
this amendment are declared to be severable.
Section 51-710 Enforcement and Remedies
Each violation of these regulations shall constitute a
misdemeanor and shall be punishable by a fine of not more
than twenty dollars or imprisonment for not more than sixty
days or by both such fine and imprisonment and each day a
violation continues to exist shall constitute a separate offense.
In addition the Town of Swanzey or the New Hampshire Di-
rector of Aeronautics may institute in any court of competent
jurisdiction an action to prevent, restrain, correct or abate
any violation of these regulations, or of any order or ruling
made in connection Avith their administration or enforcement in
accordance with the provisions of RSA 424 :9.
Section 51-711 Zone Map
A copy of said airport approach plan map shall become a
part of the zoning map of the Town of Swanzey.
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Section 51-712 Effective Date
This amendment shall take effect upon passage.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $300.00 for the "White Pine Blister Rust control to
be spent in cooperation with the State Forestry and Recrea-
tion Department.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$300.00 to build a water hole for fire protection, in Westport,
near the Westport church, or take any action thereon.
29. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,200.00 to improve the Don Taft Road, so-called, in
East Swanzey.
(inserted by petition)
30. To see if the Town will raise the sum of Eighteen
Thousand Dollars ($18,000) for the purchase of a fire truck
for the use of the West Swanzey Fire Department.
(inserted by petition)
31. If article 30 is adopted, and in order to provide such
funds to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and sell
Bonds in the name and on the credit of the Town, under and
in the credit of the Town, under and in accordance with the
provisions of the Municipal Bond Statute, Chapter 72, Revised
Laws of New Hampshire and any amendments relating there-
to ; and to delegate to the Board of Selectmen authority to fix
the time and place of payment of the principal and interest of
said Bonds, the interest thereon, and to sell the Bonds, and to
take any other action with respect thereto as may be necess-
ary or advisable.
(inserted by petition)
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
Fifteen Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($15,500.00) for the
purchase of a Fire Truck for the Town of Swanzey to be




33. If article 32 is adopted, and in order to provide such
funds to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and sell
Bonds in the name of and <>n the credit of the Town, under and
in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Bond
Statute, Chapter 72. Revised Laws of New Hampshire, and any
amendments relating thereto; and to delegate to the Board of
Selectmen, authority to fix the time and place of payment of
Ih principal and interest of said Bonds, the interest thereon,
and to sell the Bonds, and to take any other action with re-
spect thereto as may be necessary or advisable.
(inserted by petition)
34. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to hold the Town Meeting: at 7:30 in the evening instead
of at 9 :00 in the morning.
(inserted by petition)
35. To see what sum of money the Town will raise and
appropriate for repairs on the town barn.
36. To see if the Town of Swanzey will install one street
light on the presently existing Public Service Company pole
number 358/1 located on the so-called Joslin Station Eoad,
North Swanzey directly opposite the intersection of Longwood
Drive and said Joslin Station Road, and three or four street
lights on the presently existing Public Service Company pole
numbers 414/3, 414/5, 414/7 and 414/9 said poles being located
on Longwood Drive in said North Swanzey and appropriate
money for the same.
(inserted by petition)
37. To see if the Town will accept the sum of $100.00
for the perpetual care of the James Rolf lot in Oak Hill
Cemetery or take any action thereon.
38. To see if the Town will accept the sum of $200.00
for the perpetual care of the Ernest and Amelia Dunham Lot
in Mt. View Cemetery or take any action thereon.
39. To see if the Town will accept the sum of $200.00
for the perpetual care of the Miles & Capron Lot in Oak Hill
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Cemetery or take any action thereon. Money was given by
Daisie Miles.
40. To see if the Town will accept the sum of $200.00 for
the perpetual care of the Rufus Taft Lot in Oak Hill Cemetery
or take any action thereon. Money was given by Daisie Miles.
41. To see if the Town will accept the sum of $150.00 for
the perpetual care of the Ferd Heath Lot in Oak Hill Cemetery
or take any action thereon.
42. To see if the Town will accept the sum of $150.00 for
the perpetual care of the C. Leon March Lot in Mt. View Ceme-
tery or take any action thereon.
43. To see if the Town will accept the sum of $200.00 for
the perpetual care of the Ceylon Lang Lot in Mt. View Ceme-
tery or take any action thereon.
44. To see if the Town will accept the sum of $200.00 for
the perpetual care of the Chester E. Lane Lol in Mt. View
Cemetery or take any action thereon.
45. To see if the Town will accept the sum of $200.00 for
the perpetual care of the Eugene & Fannie Applin Lot in Mt.
Caesar Cemetery or take any action thereon.
46. To see if the Town will accept the sum of $200.00 for
the perpetual care of the Edgar S. & Frances E. Small Lot in
Mt. View Cemetery or take any action thereon.
47. To see if the Town will vote to accept the bequest of
$5,000.00 under Clause Eleventh of the will of Edna C. "Whit-
comb, the income to be used annually for the upkeep and im-
provement of Whitcomb Hall in West Swanzey.
48. To see if the Town will vote to accept a bequest of
$5,000.00 under Clause Twenty-First of the will of Edna C.
Whitcomb, the income to be expended toward the expense of
maintaining the Carpenter Home, the acceptance of such be-
quest being on condition that if the Town at any time ceases to
conduct said Carpenter Home, as contemplated by the will of
Lucy J. Carpenter, then the principal of such legacy with any
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accumulated and unexpended earnings to be paid over to the
residuary legatees of the will of Edna C. Whitcomb.
Given under our hands and seal, this 19th day of February,
















Interest and dividends tax $11,045 34
Railroad tax 68 49
Savings bank tax 4 65
For fighting iorest fires 118 13
From Local Sources Except Taxes :
Dog licenses 1,560 82
Business Licenses, permits and filing fees 588 00
Rent of Town Hall and other buildings 145 00
Highway, including rental of equipment 382 50
Motor vehicle permit fees 25,349 29
Sale of town property 1,390 00
From Local Taxes Other Than
Property Taxes
:
(a ) Poll taxes—regular @ $2 2.232 00
(b) National Bank Stock Taxes 123 50





Year 1961 Year 1961 Year 1962
Current Maintenance Expenses
:
General Government: $16,700 00 $19,122 51 $19,300 00
Town officers' salaries 6.803 42
Town officers' expenses 3,849 09
Election and registration





Year L961 Year 19<H Year 1962
Expenses town hall and other
town bldgs. 2,234 04 2,000 00
Protection of Persons and
Property
.
Police department 5,000 00 7,360 75 7,000 00
Fire department 15,000 00 14,012 85 12,000 00
Moth exterm.—blister rust
& care of trees 300 00
Insurance 3,041 90
Damages and legal expenses 1,115 44
Health :
Health department, including
hospitals 4,609 00 4,609 00 5,637 00
Town dump and garbage









Winter 10,000 00 9,545 93 10,000 00
Street lighting 4,000 00 3,925 85 4,000 00
General expenses of
highway dept. 12,876 00
Town road aid 850 45 850 45 861 51
Libraries 950 00 950 00 1,000 00
Public Welfare
:
Town Poor 7,500 00 9,773 63 8,500 00




Veterans' Assns. 475 00 475 00 475 00
Aid to soldiers and













Cemeteries 1,500 00 1,500 00 1,500 00
Advertising and Re-
gional Assns. 610 00 640 00 673 00
Interest
:
On temporary loans 1,200 00 954 76 1,000 00




New Equipment 33,500 00
County taxes 15,217 58 15,217 58
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REPORT OF TOWN CLERK
Laura G-. Fitzgerald, Town Clerk
From January 1, 1961 to December 31, 1961, inclusive
I960 DOG LICENSE FEES RECEIVED AFTER BOOKS
WERE CLOSED DECEMBER 31, 1960
Pournier, Lottie G.
Kingsbury, Mrs. Barbara R.*
Baldwin, William J.
Carey, Mrs. Chas. (Ednah E.)
Carey, Mrs. Chas. (Ednah E.)
Desrosiers, Flora E. (Mrs. Ernest)
McShinsky, Robert L.
Paquette, William L.
Parker, Grace (Mrs. Almon)
Travis, Russell L.
Vorce, Phyllis I.
Smart, Harry E., Jr.*
Hilton, Barbara N.*
Besaw, Albert P.*





^Proportionate part of year $38 33
Dog Licenses
:
1960-1961 Licenses (May 1, 1960 to May 1, 1961) :
7 male dogs at $2 50 $17 50





















1 male dog at
1 male dog at
1 male dog at
2 male dogs at
1 female dog at
1 female dog at
2 spayed dogs at
1 spayed dog at
1 spayed dog at




5 50 5 50
3 33 3 33




1961-1962 Licenses (May 1, 1961 to May 1, 1962)
260 male dogs at $2 00 $520 00
95 male dogs at 2 50 237 50
1 male dog at 2 33 2 33
5 male dogs at 1 67 8 35
1 male dog at 1 58 1 58
1 male dog at 1 55 1 55
6 male dogs at 1 33 7 98
4 male dogs at 1 00 4 00
1 male dog at 83 83
52 female dogs at 5 00 260 00
37 female dogs at 5 50 203 50
2 female dogs at 5 08 10 16
2 female dogs at 4 17 8 34
1 female dog at 3 33 3 33
1 female dog at 2 92 2 92
103 spayed dogs at 2 00 206 00
19 spayed dogs at 2 50 47 50
1 spayed dog at 1 25 1 25
1 spayed dog at 1 17 1 17
$1,528 29
2 kennel licenses at $25.00 $50 00
1 kennel license at $20.00 20 00





612 dog licenses at 20 cents
7 kennel licenses at 20 cents
Due treasurer for 1961 receipts
Paid treasurer
Registration of Motor Vehicles
1960 permits
:
Series No. 266,661 to 266,717 inc.
1961 permits
Series No. 362,411 to 364,729 inc.
1962 permits
Series No. 350,501 to 350,550 inc.























3 u- 1 a § a
Adams, Ernest E. 1 Ballon, Ohas. H. 1
Adams, Harold J. 1 Ballon, Richard E. 1
Adams, Harry L. 1 Barden, Mrs. James
Aldrich, Ernest G. 2 2 W. 1
Allan, Lloyd A. Ken. Lie. Barnes, James H. 1
Alexander, Leon C.
s
Barden, Donald A. 1
Jr. 1 Bardwell, Walter L.,
Ambrose, Robert D. 1 Jr. 1
Amidon, Perley E. 3 Barrett, Willard H. -ii.
Anderson, Allan M. 1 Batchelder, Clarence
Applin, Robert F. 1 H. 1
Armstrong, Albert 1 Bedard, Marion J. 1 1
Aron, Edwin J. 1 Bedaw, Robert F. 1
Atherton, Howard C. 1 Beecher, Mrs. Colby
Aveline, Edward P. 1 G. 1
Baker, Bertha M. 1 Belding, Florence T.
Baldwin, William J. 1 (Mark C.) 1











Bemis, Julius H. 1
Bergeron, Edward J. 1
Bergeron, Kenneth W. 1
Besaw, Albert P. 1
Besaw, Caroline J. 1




Blair, Harold F. 1
Blake, Vera D. 3 1
Blancnard, Rebecca V.
(keeper) 1
Blancnard, Roger J. 1
Bokum, John F. 1
Bolewski, Elsa C. 1
Bolles, H. Herman 5 1
Bonner, Robert L. 1
Bosworth, Raymond
F. 11
Boudrieau, Clinton A. 1
Bowles, Roland R. Ken. Lie.
Bowman, Lee D. 1 1
Braley, Wesley L. Ken. Lie.
Bridge, Gordon F. 1
Bridge, Roland L. Ken. Lie.
Briggs, Barbara B. 1
Briggs, Harry C, Jr. 1
Brink, Max H. 1
Britten, Dorothy W. 1
Britten, Raymond F. 1
Britton, Robert A. 1
Brown, Arthur T. 1
Brown, Samuel G. 1
Buckley, Delbert A. 1
Buckley, Robert S. 1
Buckman, Carlton C. 1
Budzik, Joseph 1
Buffum, Erving C. Ken. Lie.
Buffum, Frederick 0. 1
Buffum, Franklin D. 1
Buffum, James 0.
Butterfield, Francis









Carpenter, Chas. E. 1
Carpenter, James P. 2






Champney, Henry C. 1
Cheney, Arnell R. 1
Chicklas, Isabel M.
& Nancy 1
Christo, Louis J. 2
Clark, Alden G. 1
Clark, Aurea M. 1
Clark, Eastman M. l
Clark, Willard E. 1
Coburn, Dana S. 1
Cody, Paul J. 1
Cole, Mildred H.
Cole, Stacey 1
Coleman, Alma H. 2
Cook, Mrs. Earl C. 1
Coppo, James W. 1
Cota, Norman J.
Coughlin, John R.
Cox, Roy E. 1




Curtis, Mrs. Carl 1
Curtis, Elsie J. 1
Curtis, Martin J.
Cuthbert, Malcolm B. 1
Curtis, Vera T. (Mrs.
Richard V.) 1
Daniels, Arthur 1
Daniels, Bert E. 1
Dardani, H. M.
Davis, Franklin D.








Dexter, Frederick W. 1
DiMeco, Richard C. 2
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*5 Lu s « u. c/->
Dinagan, Virginia M. 1
Downing, Dorothy L.
Dragon, Curtis A. 1
DuBois, Joseph H. Ken. Lie
DuBois, Joseph A. 2






Dunham, Carroll K. 1
Dunham, Edward V.
Dunn, Francis W. 1
Dunn, Thomas W. 1











Farnum, Phyllis D. 1
Faulkner, Beatrice 1
Faulkner, Elwin E. 1
Faulkner, Francis W. 1
Faulkner, Gilbert L. 1
Faulkner, John C.,Jr. 1
Faulkner, Olive L. 3
Ferguson, W. C. 1
Fifield, Sheldon R.
Fish, Reginald D. 1
Fisk, Sefch W.
















Fulford, Clarence R. 2
Fulford, Pauline G. 1
Fuller, Donald W. 1
Gerken, Wm. E. 1
Gemmell, Jackson G. 1





Goodell, Maurice L. 1
Goodnow, Geo. L., Jr. 1




Grover, Edwin E. 1
Grover, Robert R. 1
Guillow, Chester R. 1
Guyette, Donald C. 1
Guyette, Olive 1
Guyette, Richard L. 1
Guyette, Wayne A. 1
Haagen, Kurt
Hackler, H. Leroy 1




Hanks, Rachel May 1
Harrington, Muriel H. 1
Harris, Dewey B. 1
Harris, Leslie M. 1
Harris, Raymond L.
Harris, Wesley G. 1
Hart, Robert C. 2
Heath, Ralph E. 1
Henry, Robert, Jr.
Hewitt, Roy R. 1
Hills, Clifton N. 1
Hilton, Mrs. Barbara
N. 1
Hodder, John K. 1
Holbrook, Leonard D. 2
Holmes, Horace W. 1
Hood, Allan S. 1




Hubbard, Howard W. 1
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Hudson, Ernest A. 1
Hughes, James H. 1
Hughgill, Robert C. 1
Hunt, Edwin A. 1
Burd, Vera C. 1
Ingham, Edith I. 1
Ingram, Delbert C. 1
Irwin, Donald E. 1
Jack, Muriel I. 1
Jardine, John Victor 1
Jarvis, Edward W. 1
Jarvis, Herbert A. 3
Jarvis, Ralph A. 1
Jefts, Carl E., Jr. 1
Jenks, Edw. S. 1
Johnson, Frank L. 1
Johnson, Michael H. 3 1
Joslyn, Edmond &
Donna 1
Joslyn, Ervin W. 1
Joslyn, Howard L. 1




Keating, Richard J. 1
Keith, Stephen R. Ken. Lie.
Kellogg, Fred R. 2
Kendall, Harold J. 1
Kennedy, Robert L. 1
Kenney, Harry E. 1
Kenney, Mary J. II
Kersnason, Mrs.
Estelle 1
King, Carroll L. 1
Kingsbury, Barbara
R. 1
Kingsbury, Earl G. 1
Krac'henfels, August
J. 1
Krippendorf, Louis H. 1
Kyllonen, Viljo 1
LaRarre, Gordon E. 1
LaBelle, Robert W. 1
LaBelle, Wm. J. 1
Laffond, Fred'k J. 1 1
Lambert, Anna C. 1
Lambert, Bernard J. 2
LaMere, Isabell E. 2 2
Lancey, Chas. H. 1 1
Lancey, Ernest L. 1










































Martin, Lawrence G. 1
Martin, Mrs. Reginald
A.
Mason, Archibald R. 1
Mason, Richard C. 1
Masson, Claude W.
Mattingly, Leonard B.
Mattson, Aarne A. 2
















McCullough, Charles Plante, Wm. J. 1
F. 1 Plimpton, Charles H 1
McShinsky, Robert L . 1 Plummer, Vivian M. 1 1
Megenis, Philip E. 1 Porada, Marilyn G. 1
Merrifield, Kenneth 1 Porada, Mary B. 1
Michel, Henry K. 1 Porter, Mrs. Alonzo
Miller, Bernard L. 1 1 0. 1
Miller, Guy C. 1 1 Porter, Robert B. 2
Miller, Leo J. 1 1 Pratt, Perley G. 1
Mitchell, Darrell L. 1 Pyne, Ernest L. 1
Moore, Frank L. 1 Pyne, Ernest L.
Moore, Milton P. 1 (keeper) 1
Moran, Archie R. 1 Raynor, Pearl L. 1
Morris, George A. 1 Remick, Floyd M. 1
Napsey, Catherine C 1 Reynolds, John M. 1
Naromore, Florence Rhoades, Wayne E. 1 1
G. 1 1 Rice, Mrs. Carroll F 1
Nash, Eldridge D. 1 Rice, Raymond 3 1
Nelson, Mrs. Alvie H 1 Richardson, Eugene
Oberg, Carl J., Jr. 1 E. 1
O'Brien, Faith 0. Rines, Ralph T. 4
(Ruth) 1 Roberts, Theresa P. 2 1
O'Brien, Merton 1 Robinson, C. J. 1
Oles, R. Irving 1 Robinson, Harriette
Olmstead, Geo. H. 1
Wesley 1 1 Rokes, Geo. E. 1
Page, Leander, Jr. 1 Rollins, Selma W. 1
Palm, Robert C. 1 Rose, James F. 1
Paquette, Louis A. 1 Ross, James M. 1
Paquette, Neree 1 Roulo, Arthur W. 1
Paquette, Wm. L. 1 Rowe, Dennis 1
Parent, Robert F. 1 Russell, Richard A. 1
Parker, Mrs. Almon St. John, Rose (Mrs.
(Grace) 1 Jos.) 1
Parker, George G. 1 Sanderson, Selena I. 1
Parker, Nora E. 1 Schnyer, Raymond (^ 1
Parker, Dr. Ralph J . 1 Schrepta, Paul L. 1
Patnode, F. Victor 1 Schuck, Albert 1
Patnode, Linwood R. 1 Seaver, Burt G. 1 1
Pearson, Harry D. 1 Selecky, John 1
Pearson, Susan P. 1 Sheldon, Cedelia 0. &
Pellerin, Alice M. 1 Guy 1
Pelletier, Lester A. 1 Sheldon, Guy R. 2
Perreault, Ludger J. 1 Short, John R. 1
Perry, Mrs. Alfred F., Shortlidge, R. J. 1
Sr. 1 Silver, Wm. J. 1
Perry, Harry E. 1 Sirneneau, Don A. 1
Persons, Gertrude E . 1 Small, E. S. 1
Pickering, Vivian H. 1 Smead, Claude M. 1
Pickett, Wilmer L. 1 Smead, Margaret C. 1
Pierson, Walter J. 1 Smith, Harry J., Jr. 1
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Smith, Herbert L. 1
Smith, Mrs. Robert J.,
Sr. (Selina K.) 1
Smith, Wm. M. 1
Snow, Bernard F. 1
Snow, Kathy J. 1
Southwell, Harry M. 2 2
Spears, Charles 2
Spring, Holland K. 1 1
Staubach, J. Norman 1
Sterling, H. E. 1
Stevens, Mrs. Verne
K. 1
Stoddard, Vinson R. 1
Stone, Chester L. 1
Stone, Clarence D. 1
Stone, Francis E. 1
Stone, Russell W.
(Rita L.) 1
Stowell, Albert R. 1
Stowell, Alton E. 2
Stowell, Martha M.
(Mrs, R. G.) 1





Strong, Leonard C. 1
Sullivan, Maurice B. 1
Taber, Raymond II. 1
Taft, Harold E. 1
Tardiff, Alfred A. 1
Taylor, Hazele Z. 1
Taylor, Stanley L. 1
Tedford, Arthur C,
Jr. 1
Tedford, Robert C. 1
Tetreault, John R. 1
Thayer, Leon H. 1
Thibault, Jeremiah J. 1
Thomas, Mrs.
Theodore 1
Todd, Clarence B. 1 1
Tolman, Bernard 1
Tolman, Carroll G. 1
Tolman, Vernon F. 1
Town, Charles 1 1
Town, Louis F. 1
Tracey, W. Warren 1
Travis, Ruel B. 1
Travis, Russell L. 1
Trombley, Frank E. 1
Trombley, Henry R. 1
Trombley, William L. 1






Weishaupt, Vernon C. 1
Welch, Carter L.




Wentworth, Fred C. 1
Wheeler, Ruth H.
Wheelock, Harold F.
Whippie, Wm. P. 1
Whipple, Arthur B.
Whipple, Myrtle 1
WThitcomb, Louis R. 1
White, Lee E. 1
Whitney, Richard C. 1
Whittemore, David L.
Wilder, Donald W. 1








Wilson, Walter G. 1
Wood, Gertrude M.
Wood, Richard A. 1
Worcester, Clarence
F. 1
Worcester, James S. 1
Wright, James W.
Wright, Lawrence B. 1
Wright, Raymond L.
Yendell, Grace M. 1
Yendell, James G. 1
Young, Marjorie W. 1
374 95 124
No. of dogs, 593
No. of kennels, 7
RESIDENT INVOICE OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
1961
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Adams, Harry & Elise Exempt 1000 1050 60 44
L & B $3600 Amidon, Perley Mrs.
5a Hill Poll & head 7 00
Meadow 25 Anderson, Alan M.
3 cows 225 $3850 $203 28 Head
Adams, Harold J. 75a L & B 4200
Poll & head Exempt 1000 3200 173 96
L & B 6000 6000 323 80 Anderson, Alan M. Mrs.
Adams, Harold J. Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Anderson, Herbert
Adams, Ernest E. Head
Head L & B 8500
John Miller Exempt 1000 7500 401 00
place 6750 Anderson, Herbert Mrs.
Exempt 1000 5750 308 60 Poll & head 7 00
Adams, Ernest E. M rs. Applin, Robert & Dorothy
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 8500
Aldrich, Ernest Exempt 1000 7500 409 50
Poll & head 7 00 Applin, Robert
Aldrich, Ernest Mrs. Head 5 00
Poll & head 7 00 Applin, Robert Mrs.
Alexander, Leon Jr. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Armstrong, Albert
Alexander, Leon Jr.. Mrs. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 6500
Allan, John Exempt 1000 5500 295 40
L & B 7500 7500 409 50 Armstrong, Albert Mrs.
Allan, John Mrs. Poll & Head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Aron, Edwin
Allan, Lloyd & Stella Head
L & B 7000 9%a L & B 5250
Exempt 1000 6000 316 80 Benware
Allan, Lloyd place 2550
Head 5 00 Exempt 1000 6800 364 04
Allan, Lloyd Mrs. Aron, Edwin Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Allan, Lance Arseneault, Lucien
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
Allen, Eric T. S. Land &
Head Camp 500 500 33 40
L & B 8800 Atherton, A. W. Mrs.
Exempt 1000 7800 416 84 L & B 6000 6000 316 80
Allen, Eric T. S. Mrs. Atherton, Howard & Emma
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 5000
Ambrose, Robert D. Stock in trade 300 5300 279 84
Head Atherton, Howard Mrs
2% a L & B 3000 Poll & head 7 00
Exempt 1000 2000 110 60^ , Atwood, Herbert Mrs. Est.
Ambrose, Robert D. Mrs. 20a L & B 3000 3000 158 40
Poll & head 7 00 Austin, Robert
Amidon, Perley Poll & head
Head L & B 1350
3a L & B 2000 Mills &
Stone lot 50 machinery 1500 2850 157 48
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Austin, Robert Mrs. Ballou, Willis
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Aveline, Henry Ballou, Willis Mrs.
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 4000 4000 218 20 Ballou, Richard
Aveline, Henry Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Ballou, Richard Mrs.
Ayers, Cassius Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Ball, Russell
L & B 8250 8250 442 60 Head 5 00
Ayers, Cassius Mrs. Ball, Russell Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Ayotte, Ernest Baptist Church Inc.
Head 5 00 New house 3300
Ayotte, Ernest Mrs. J <>a Spring-
Poll & head 7 00 lot 100
Baffone, Albert Fox house 3000 6400 337 92
Poll & head 7 00 Barden, James Mrs.
Baker, Frederick S. Poll & head
L & B 4500 L & B 2000
4 sheep 20 Exempt 1000 1000 59 80
Exempt 1000 3520 185 86 Barden, Donald
Baker, Walter Jr. Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 100a L & B 3500
Baker, Walter Jr. Mrs 4 cows 460 3960 216 09
Poll & head Bardwell, Walter
L & B 4500 4500 244 60 Poll & head
Baldwin, Wm. J. & Phyllis L & B 4500
L & B 2500 Bardwell
Exempt 1000 1500 79 20 farm 1000
Baldwin, William J. 33 cows 4455
Head 5 00 2 neat stock 250
Baldwin, Wm. J. Mrs. Portable mill 600 10805 577 50
Poll & head 7 00 Bardwell, Walter Mrs
Ballou, Charles H. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Bardwell. Walter Jr.
L & B 6750 Poll & head 7 00
Cottage S. L. 2250 Barnes, James H
Boat 100 9100 487 48 Head
Ballou, Charles H. Mrs. Bldg. lot 800
Poll & head 7 00 Exempt 800 5 00
Ballou, Edgar Barnes, James H. Mrs
L & B 5400 5400 285 12 Poll & head 7 00
Ballou, Earl & Susan Barrett, Forest
68a Helie lot 200 200 10 56 Poll & head
Ballou, Earl Cobb place 7400
Poll & head 1 boat 800 8200 454 72
L & B 5500 5500 297 40 Barrett, Forest Mrs.
Ballou, Earl Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Barrett, Willard
Ballou, Merle Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 3750
Ballou, Nellie Exempt 1000 2750 150 20
L & B 4500 Barrett, Willard Mrs.
Strickland Poll & head 7 00
lot 50 Bartlett, Raymond Mrs.







L & B 4500 4500
Bassingthwaite, Howard
Head











Bauer, Clifford A & Helen R
L & B 7000 7000
Bauer, Clifford A.
Poll & head
Bauer, Clifford A. Mrs.
Poll & head
Beckman, H. O.
%a L & B 5000 5000
Beckwith, Vernon G.
Head
L & B 3000
Exempt 1000 2000




30a L & B 2700
Stock in trade 830
Exempt 10C0 2530











Bedaw, Robert & Lillian













































28a L & B 6500 6500
Beecher, Colby G. Mrs.
Poll & head
Belding, Mark & Florence
L & B 8000
7 cows 700
































L & B 2000 2000
Bemis, Julius
Head
Bent, Ellsworth Mr. & Mrs.








Bergeron, Edward, J. Mrs.
Poll & head





































L & B 7500 7500










L & B 6900
Exempt 1000 5900




L & B 3500
New house 6000
Bldg. lot 100 9600














































































Blair, Martha L .
L & B 3750
Cottage W. P. 2100
Blair, Richard Sr.
Poll & head
L & B 3750
Lots 33-34-42-
43-44-
45 S. L. 300
Machinery 300









L & B 2100
Exempt 1000 1100













Blake, Ralph A. Est.
L & B 13000





6 neat stock 750
































L & B 2500
4 horses 400 2900
Blanchard, Charles R. Mrs.
Poll & head
Blanchard, Roger & Dolores







L & B 6000 6000














Bokum, John & Jessie































































L & B 6500 6500
Boucher, Omer & Annie





Boucher, Francis & Shirley















L & B 7500
Stock in
trade 1600 9100









L & B 7000 7000
Bourassa, Ronald Mrs.
Poll & head
Bourne, Lloyd Mr. and Mrs.





























































L & B 15000 15000





Trailer 500 650 41 32
Bowman, Frances
Poll & head
L & B 14250 14250 759 40
Bowman, Lee D.
Poll & head 7 00
Bradley, Morton
Poll & head 7 00
Bradley, Homer S.
Head















Mill lot 25 5730 307 54
Bradley, Homer S. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Bradley, Proctor D. & Shirlejr
L & B . 6750
Exempt 1000 5750 313 95
Bradley, Proctor D.
Head 5 00
Bradley, Proctoi D. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Braley, Amelia
Poll & head
Trailer 1100 1100 67 06
Braley, Wesley
Head
















L & B 2700









Brink, Max & Alfreda










Britten, Paul & Dorothy













L & B 8000






















Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation lax
Poll & head 7 00 Brown, Douglas
Britton, Herman R Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Brown, Sumner
Land & un- Poll & head
finished L & B 16000
house 2000 2000 116 20 Holbrook
Brooks, William farm 8000
Head 50a Thompson
Lots 70-72 & land 1050
bldg. 4500 4a Bolles
Exempt 1000 3500 196 10 land 50
Brown. Arthur 4a Mallett Mt.
Head land 200
L & B 5500 337a Brown Mt.
Exempt 1000 4500 250 70 land 800
Brown, Arthur Mrs. 2 boats 250
Poll & head 7 00 3 horses 220
Brown, Barbara 25 cows 2500 29070 1541 90
Poll & head Brown, Timothy P.
15 a Marsh Poll & head 7 00
Meadow 150 150 14 92 Brusie, Graham
Brown, Earl Head 5 00
Poll & head Brusie, Graham Mrs
L & B 9200 Poll &; head 7 00
Stock in Buckley, Delbert
trade 2000 11200 618 52 Poll & head
Brown, Earl Mrs. L & B 600 600 38 68
Poll & head 7 00 Buckley, Delbert Mrs.
Brown, Kenneth Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Buckley, Robert
L & B 5700 5700 307 96 Head
Brown, Kenneth Mrs L & B 5000
Poll & head 7 00 Machinery 500 5500 305 30
Brown, Digby Buckley, Robert Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Brown, Gordon K. Buckman, Carlton C. & Florence
Poll & head L & B 5250 5250 277 20
90a Greenleaf Buckman, Carlton C.
place 18000 Poll & head 7 00
10a Hammond Buckman, Carlton C. Mrs.
lot 40 Poll & head 7 00
Emery lot 70 Budzick, Joseph
95a Bennett Head
Mason lot 500 L & B 4500
100a Ward, Ice Cream
Bolles, Parson Stand 2500
lots 400 Exempt 1000 6000 321 80
R. Whitcomb Budzick, Joseph Mrs
lot 150 Poll & Head 7 00
4% a Bolles Buffum, Erving
land 50 L & B 5G0
2 boats 400 Baker lot 10
22 sheep 170 19780 1051 38 L & B 100
Brown, Gordon K. Mrs. Piggery 100
Poll & head 7 00 Exempt 710
Brown, Duncan Buffum, Frederick
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Buffum, Frederick Mrs. 20a sprout
Poll & head 7 00 lot 50 50 9 64
Buffum, James O. & Nellie A. Calkins, William
L & B 2200 Poll & head 7 00
Baker lot 50 2250 118 80 Calkins, William Mrs.
Buffum, James O. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Call, Philip
Buffum, James O. Mrs. Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 Trailer 900 900 54 52
Buffum, Prank Campbell, Rose
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Burbank, Thomas Cantlin, Paul
Head 5 00 Poll & head
Burbank, Thomas Mrs. L & B 5000 5000 271 00
Poll & head 7 00 Cantlin, Paul Mrs.
Burgess, George Poll & head 7 00
Head Cantlin, Allan
L & B 10400 10400 572 84 Poll & head
Burgess, George Mrs. L & B 3500 3500 191 80
Poll & head 7 00 Cantlin, Allan Mrs.
Burgess, Betty Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Capron, Herbert
Burgin, James Mrs. Poll & head
L & B 6500 2.7a L & B 6000 6000 334 60
Bldg. lot 100 Capron, Herbert Mrs.
Stock in Poll & head 7 00
trade 800 7400 390 72 Capron, Marie
Bussier, Neil Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Carey, Charles W.
L & B 4500 4500 244 60 Head
Bussier, Neil Mrs. L & B 3200
Poll & head 7 00 Exempt 1000 2200 121 16
Butterfield, Francis Carey, Charles W. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Butterfield, Francis Mrs. Carey, Richard & Mildred
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 3000 3000 158 40
Calkins, Eddie Carey, Richard
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 3500 3500 191 80 Carey, Richard Mrs.
Calkins, Dorothy Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Carlton. Mark Mrs.
163a L & B 700 700 43 96 L & B 4200
Calkins, George Sr. la Whitcomb
Poll & head lot 20
35a L & B 2000 2000 112 60 25a Lane
Calkins, George Sr. Mrs. sprout lot 100
Poll & head 7 00 75a Taft lot 150 4470 236 02
Calkins, Guy Carpenter, Charles
Poll & head Poll & head
20a Higgins L & B 1500 1500 86 20
Meadow 25 25 8 32 Carpenter, Charles Mrs.
Calkins, Roger Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Carpenter, Arthur
Calkins, Roger Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Carpenter, James
Calkins, Walter Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Carpenter, James Mrs.
Name Valu- To al Name Valu- Total
;iiul Description .ii ion I
.
X and l)cs< ripi ion at ion lax
Poll & head 7 00 Champaign, Ira
Carpenter, Stanley Head 5 00
Poll & head Champaigne, Ira Mrs
Lots & Garage 400 Poll & head 7 00
King lot 300 Champney, Henry
Trailer 3000 3700 202 36 Head 5 00
Carpenter, Stanley Mrs Champney, James
Poll & head 7 00 Head 5 00
Carruth, Floyd Chapin, N. Isabel
Poll & head Poll & head
Boat 100 100 12 28 L & B 7500 7500 403 00
Carruth, Floyd Mrs. Chase, Albert & Georgia
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 7800 7800 411 84
Castor, Edward & Geraldine Chase, Albert
L & B 6500 6500 343 20 Poll & head 7 00
Castor, Edward Chase, Albert Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Castor, Geraldine Chase, John H. Jr.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Castor, Stanley Chase, John H. Jr. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll <fe head 7 00
Castor, Mae Mrs. Chase, Robert
Poll & head Head 5 00
L & B 2250 2250 125 80 Chase, Robert Mrs.
Castor, Wesley & Marilyn Poll & head 7 00
L & B 7500 Cheney, Arnell
Exempt 1000 6500 343 20 Poll & head
Castor, Wesley L & B 5500 5500 297 40
Head 5 00 Cheney, Arnell Mrs.
Castor, Wesley Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 Cheplick, John C.
Castor, Earl Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 1000
Castor, Earl Mrs. Exempt 1000 5 00
Poll & head 7 00 Cheshire Signs Inc.
Chabut, Robert L & B 4000 4000 218 40
Poll & head 7 00 Chickalas, George Mrs
Chabut, Robert Mrs. Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 3300 3300 187 18
Chadwick, Elsie Chickalas, George
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 500 500 33 40 Christo, Louis & Virg]inia
Chadwick, Henry L & B 4000 4000 218 40
Poll & head 7 00 Christo, Louis
Chamberlin, Lena Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Christo, Louis Mrs.
Chamberlin, Donald Poll & head 7 00
Head Clapp, Forrest Mrs.
L & B 4500 Poll & head
Exempt 1000 3500 189 80 L & B 3000 3000 165 40
Chamberlin, Donald Mrs. Clapp, Forrest
Poll & head 7 00 Head 5 00
Chamberlain, George B. Clark, Alden
Poll & head 7 00 Head
L & B 7500 7500 403 00 L & B 4000
Chamberlain, Geo. B. Mrs. Exempt 1000 3000 163 40
Poll & head 7 00 Clark, Alden Mrs.
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & head 7 00 Cole, Bert Mrs.
Clark, Aura Mrs. L & B 700 700 36 96
Poll & head Cole, Stacey
L & B 3200 3200 175 96 Poll & head
Clark, Ann L & B 19500
Poll & head 7 00 Oakman lot 150
Clark, Harry Faulkner
Poll & head 7 00 meadow 750
Clark, Harry Mrs. 11 cows 1100
Poll & head 7 00 2350 fowl 1400 22900 1216 12
Clark, Eastman & Mary D. Cole, Mildred
L & B 5200 Poll & head
Exempt 1000 4200 221 76 Lot S. L. 500 500 33 40
Clark, Eastman Cole, Elizabeth
Head 5 00 Poll & head
Clark, Eastman Mrs. L & B 2500 2500 139 00
Poll & head 7 00 Colman, Herbert & Alma
Clark, Willard E. Sr. Bldg. lot 200 200 10 56
Poll & head Colman, Herbert Mrs
L & B 1500 1500 86 20 Poll & head
Clark, Willard Earl Jr. L & B 400
Poll & head 7 00 Stock in
Clark, Norman & Kathleen trade 300 700 43 96
L & B 6000 6000 327 60 Colman, Herbert
Clark, Norman Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Colman, Leroy
Clark, Norman Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Colman, Herbert Jr.
Clark, George Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Cook, Emily Parsons
Trailer 900 900 56 14 Poll & head
Clark, George Mrs. L & B 18000 18000 989 80
Poll & head 7 00 Cook, Earl
Cobb, Elsie Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Conboy, George
Coburn, Dana Head
Poll & head 7 00 y2 Stanton
Coburn, Dana Mrs. place 2100
Poll & head 7 00 Meadow 25
Coburn, William Exempt 500 1625 90 80
Poll & head Conboy, George Mrs.
12a L & B 1000 1000 59 80 Poll & head 7 00
Coburn, William Mrs. Conboy, Lawrence
Poll & head 7 00 Head
Cody, Paul % Stanton
Head place 2100
L & B 3500 Exempt 500 1600 89 48
Campbell lot 300 Conboy, John E.
Exempt 1000 2800 152 84 75a Conboy
Cody, Paul Mrs. pasture 150 ,
Poll & head 7 00 2a Mountain
Cole, Benjamin lot 10
Poll & head 13a Puffer
L & B 700 700 43 96 mowing 200
Cole, Leslie 30a Capron
Poll & head lot 150
L & B 1000 1000 59 80 5 cows 370 880 46 46
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description .H ion 1 ;;x and Description ation Tax
Conboy, John E. & Wm. Labelle L & B 200 200 15 56
L & B 3500 3500 184 80 Cox, Archie Mrs.
Conway, Ronald Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Crosby, Wendell
Conway, Ronald Mrs. PoU & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Cress, Mildred B.
Ccolidge. Bertha Poll & head
Poll & head '- int. Cross
L & B 3000 3000 170 80 place 2250 2250 125 80
Coolbeth, Roy Grossman, Karl B.
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 4200
Coolbeth, Roy Mrs. Exempt 1000 3200 179' 72
Poll & head 7 00 Crossman, Karl B. Mrs.
Cornwell, Robert Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Creamer, Benjamin
L & B 8200 8200 454 72 Head 5 00
Cornwell, Robert Mrs. C •earner, Benjamin Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Cota, Norman J. Cummings, Richard
Head Poll & head
L & B 8500 6a L & B 1C00 1000 59 80
Stock in Cunningham, Francis
trade 29C0 Pell & head
Exempt 1000 10400 554 12 L & B 6000 6000 323 80
Cota, Norman J. Mrs. Cunningham, Francis Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Cota, Ralph Curry, Richard
Poll & head Poll & head
L & B 8700 8700 466 36 L & B 4500
Cota, Ralph Mrs. Store bldg. 500
Poll & head 7 00 Rice lot 100
Coughlin. John R. 1 horse 75
Head Machinery 600 5775 311 92
L & B 8500 Curry, Richard Mrs.
Exempt 1000 7500 401 00 Poll & head 7 00
Couglin, John R. Mrs. Curtis, Austin
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
Ccx, Roy E. & Muriel E. L & B 2800 2800 154 84
L & B 2000 Curtis, Austin Mrs.
Exempt 1000 1000 52 80 Poll & head 7 00
Cox, Roy E. Curtis, Merle
Head 5 00 Head
Cox, Roy E. Mrs. L & B 2500
Poll & head 7 00 Exempt 1000 1500 84 20
Ccx, Merrill Sr. & Flo.ra Curtis, Merle Mrs.
L & B 57C0 5700 311 22 Poll & head 7 00
Cox, Merrill Sr. Curtis, Martin
Poll & head • 7 00 Poll & head
Cox, Merrill Sr. Mrs. L & B 6750 6750 363 40
Poll & head 7 00 Curtis, Martin Mrs.
Ccx, Merrill Jr. Pell & head 7 00
Poll & head Curtis, Ralph
L & B 2700 2700 154 42 Head 5 00
Ccx, Merrill Jr. Mrs. Curtis, Ralph Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Ccx, Archie Curtis, Carl












Poll & head 7 00




Trailer 2610 3610 204 11
Curtis, Richard V. Sr. Mrs.




























L & B 4500
Exempt 1000 3500






L & B 1000
Exempt 1000 5 00
Daniels, Bert
Poll & head






Dardani, Humbert & Lucy

























L & B 3250

















Davis, Robert & Phylis








L & B 9000
Exempt 1000 8000













De Lusio, Frank Mrs.
Poll & head
deMoya, Edwin V.
. Poll & head
L & B 6500
G. Thompson
land 1200
























\.imc V.ilu Total Name Valu- Total
and Description at ion Tax and Description ation Tax
lot 25 Devins, Maud
Lot 6 Long- L & B 2250 2250 122 85
wood Drive 700 9425 521 61 Devoid, Earl
deMoya, Edwin V. Mrs. Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 Cottage S. L. 3000 3000 165 40
DeMond, Clifford Devoid, Earl Mrs.
Head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 1800 Devoid, Howard
Exempt 1000 800 47 24 Poll & head 7 00
DeMond, Clifford Mrs. Devoid, Howard Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
De Mond, Robert Devoid, Robert
Head Head
L & B 4000 L & B 7500 7500 401 00
Exempt 1000 3000 163 40 Devoid, Robert Mrs.
De Mond, Robert Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Dexter, Frederick
Denico, William Poll & head 7 00
L & B 4200 4200 221 76 Dexter, Frederick Mrs
Denico, Woodrow Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Dicey, Clyde
Denico, Warren Poll & head 7 00
Head Dicey, Clyde Mrs.
Unfinished Poll & head 7 00
house 5000 5000 269 00 Di Meco, Richard
Denico, Warren Mrs. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 4500
Denning, Gerald Exempt 1000 3500 196 10
Poll & head Di Meco, Richard Mrs
Trailer 1300 1300 75 64 Poll & head 7 00
Denning, Gerald Mrs. Dinagan, Virginia
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
Derby, Clarence L & B 4500 4500 252 70
Poll & head Dix, Morgan
L & B 2400 Head
15a bldg. lot 100 2500 139 00 L & B 4500
Derby, Clarence Mrs. Cottage 800
Poll & head 7 00 Stock in
De Rosier, J. Willy trade 250
Poll & head Exempt 1000 4550 253 43
L & B 2000 2000 112 60 Dix, Morgan Mrs.
De Rosier, J. Willy Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Dodge, Robert N.
De Rosier, Carolyn Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 8000 8000 443 80
Dervisseau, Ernest J. Dodge, Robert N. Mrs
Head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 6500 Domina, Frank
Exempt 1000 5500 305 30 30a part Goodell
Dervisseau, Ernest J. Mrs. lot 400
Poll & head 7 00 Land W. P. 10 410 21 64
Desrosiers, Rolland & Fay Domina, Frank Mrs.
L & B 3000 30C0 158 40 Home place 4200
Desrosiers, Rolland Bear Den lot 100
Head 5 00 L & B N. S. 4800
Desrosiers, Rolland Mrs. la lot near
Poll & head 7 00 S. L. 20 9120 490 18
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Doody, Clifford L & B 3750
Poll & head Cottage 3000
L & B 7000 7000 389 20 Elliot land 10
Doody, Clifford Mrs. Faron land 10
Poll & head 7 00 Jardine lot 200
Doody, Donald Garage 4000
Head Stock in
L & B 5000 trade 1000
Exempt 1000 4000 216 20 Gasoline pumps
Doody, Donald Mrs. & tanks 300
Poll & head 7 00 Machinery 100 12370 660 14
Doody, Raymond Dubois, Joseph P. Mrs
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 2250 2250 129 85 Dubois, George
Doody, Raymond Mrs Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 5700 5700 318 22
Donahue, Robert Dubois, George Mrs.
Poll & head Pell & head 7 00
L & B 3800 3800 207 64 Dubriel, Alexander
Donahue, Robert Mrs. Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 2500 2500 139 00
Doyle, J. Frederick Dubriel, Alexander Mi•s.
Head 5 00 Poll & head 7 00
Doyle, Gertrude Dubriel, Helen
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
y2 Cross place 2250 Dubriel, Julian
Exempt 1000 1250 73 00 Head 5 00
Douglas, Charles Duchesneau, Robert
Head 5 00 Poll & head 7 00
Douglas, Charles Mrs. Duchesneau, Robert Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
Downing, Dorothy L & B 6300
Head Duplex 3000 9300 498 04
Trailer 900 Dudley. Arthur Mrs.
Exempt 900 5 00 L & B 6750 6750 356 40
Dragoon, George Dugan, A. H.
Head L & B 7500
L & B 2800 Ward land 500 80C0 427 40
Exempt 1000 1800 100 04 Dugan, A. H. Mrs.
Dragoon, George Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Dukett, Henry
Dragoon, Curtis Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 6750 6750 361 40
Dragoon, Curtis Mrs. Dukett, Henry Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Dubois, Joseph A. Duley, George E.
Head Head
L & B 5000 5000 269 00 L & B 9000
Dubois, Joseph A. Mrs a Exempt 1000 80C0 441 80
Poll & head 7 00 Duley, George E. Mrs
Dubois, Ovid Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Dunbar, Malcolm
L & B 6000 6000 334 60 Head
Dubois, Ovid Mrs. L & B 7950
Poll & head 7 00 Stock in
Dubois, Joseph P. trade 200












L & B 5750 5750 310 60
Dunham, Albert Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Dunham, Carroll
Head
L & B 6750 6750 361 40
Dunham, Carroll Mrs
Poll & head 7 00
Dunham, Ernest Mrs.
Head
L & B 9000
Bldg. lot 500








Exempt 1000 2150 118 52
Dunham, Edward V. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Dunn, John
Poll & head
L & B 3000
C. Whitcomb
lot 200 3200 175 96
Dunn, John Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Dunn, Francis
Head
L & B 7500
Bldg. lot 500
Exempt 10C0 7000 374 60
Dunn. Francis Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Dunn, Mabel
Poll & head 7 00
Dunn, Thomas
Head
L & B 6500
Exempt 1000 5500 295 40
Dunn, Thomas Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Dunnell, Alton
Head
L & B 6000 6000 321 80
Dunnell, Alton Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Durham, John
Poll & head 7 00
Durham, John Mrs.
Name








Poll & head 7 00
Durham, Roland
Head
L & B 3000
Exempt 1000 2000 110 60
Durham, Roland Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Durant, Clesson
Poll & head
L & B 2650 2650 151 69
Duquette, Donald
Head






































L & B 750
Exempt 750
Ekker, Heino & Maret
L & B 7000 7000 369 60
Ekker, Heino


















Poll & head 7 00
Ellor, Leon Mrs.
Poll & head
L & B 3800 3800 207 64
Ellis, Nathan
Head
L & B 4500
Exempt 1000 3500 189 80
Ellis, Nathan Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Ellis, Earl J & Irene
L & B 6000 6000 316 80
Ellis, Earl J.
Head 5 00
Ellis, Earl J. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Ellison, Ken
Poll & head 7 00
Emerson, Cleon
Head















chinery 1300 7325 392 57
Emerson, Cleon Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Emerson, Cleon Jr.
Head 5 00
Emerson, Cleon Jr. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Emery, Norris
Poll & head 7 00
Emery, Roger C.
Poll & head
L & B 8200 8200 439 96
Emery, Roger C. Mrs.































L & B 6000 6000
English, Edward J.
Poll & head
L & B 13000 13000




L & B unfin. 7800
Exempt 1000 6800












L & B 13000






Fairbanks, George & Bertha
L & B 6750 6750
Fairhurst, Thomas F.
Poll & head
L & B 4000 4000




L & B 6750 6750 363 40
Farrar, Julia
Poll & head
L & B 2500 2500 143 50
Fassett, Warren
L & B 3000 3000 158 40
Faulkner, Beatrice
Poll & head











Name Valu- i o al Name Valu- Total
and Desi ription ation Ta X and Description ation Tax
L & B 200 200 17 56 L & B 4000 4000 225 40
Faulkner, Richard Fish, Reginald Mrs.
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 2200 2200 123 16 Fish, Leonard
Faulkner, Richard Mi'S. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 3000
Faulkner, Gilbert 1 horse 75
Head Exempt 1000 2075 114 56
L & B 8250 Fish, Leonard Mrs.
33a Fallet Poll & head 7 00
land 60 Fisher, Paul & Katherine
80a Fred Brown L & B 4500
lot 100 8410 449 05 Exempt 1000 3500 184 80
Faulkner, Gilbert Mrs. Fisher, Paul
Poll & head 7 00 Head 5 00
Faulkner, Jason Mrs. Fisher, Paul Mrs.
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 5500 5500 297 40 Fisher, Warren G. Jr
Faulkner, Jason Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 7500
Faulkner, Winona M. D. Boat 100
Poll & head Exempt 1000 6600 365 36
Bldg. lot 150 150 14 92 Fisher, Warren G. Jr. Mrs.
Faulkner, Francis Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Fisk, Seth W. Sr.
Faulkner, Lester Poll & head
Head L & B 4500 4500 244 60
L & B 6000 Fisk, Seth W. Sr. Mrs.
12 Faulkner Poll & head 7 00
lot 25 6025 323 12 Fisk, Seth Jr. & Avis
Faulkner, Lester Mrs. L & B 4500 4500 245 70
Poll & head 7 00 Fisk, Seth Jr.
Faulkner, Elwin Poll & head 7 00
Head Fisk, Seth Jr. Mrs.
L & B 6750 Poll & head 7 00
1 cow 100 Fitch, Herbert
Exempt 1000 5850 313 88 Head
Faulkner, Elwin Mrs. L & B 9000 9000 496 40
Poll & head 7 00 Fitch, Herbert Mrs.
Faulkner, Hazel F. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Fitzgerald, Laura G.
L & B 5250 5/24 int. home
Exempt 1000 4250 231 40 place 750 750 39 60
Ferguson, Winston Fitzgerald, Dora B.
Poll & head Poll & head
L & B 25000 13/24 int. home
Machinery 34400 59400 3143 32 place 1950
Ferguson, Winston Mrs. Stock in
Poll & head 7 00 trade 500
Fifield, Sheldon R. P. O. building 4000 6450 347 56
Head Fitzgerald, Vincent
L & B 4200 L & B 4350
Exempt 1000 3200 179 72 Exempt 1000 3350 176 88
Fifield, Sheldon R. Mrs. Fitzgerald, Vincent Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Fish, Reginald Flanders, Harry
Poll & head Poll & head
Name Valu- Total Xamc Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
L & B 3000 3000 165 40 Fournier, Lottie
Flanders, Harry Mrs. Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 300 300 22 84
Flanders, Leslie Frazier. Alfred
Poll & head Poll & head
L & B 8500 8500 455 80 L Sz B 3000 3000 165 40
Flanders, Leslie Mrs. Frazier, Alfred Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Flanders, Philip Mrs. Frazier, Alan
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
Flanders, Roland F. L & B 2500 2500 139 00
Poll & head 7 00 Frazier, Alan Mrs.
Fleming, Harry H. Pell & head 7 00
Head Frazier, Charles
L & B 5500 Head
Exempt 1000 4500 250 70 90a heme
Fleming, Harry H. Mrs. place 6000
Poll & head 7 00 100a Bullard
Fletcher, Odna Mrs. lot 200
Poll & head 76a Stanley
L & B 9750 lot 150 6350 340 28
Meadow 500 10250 548 20 Frazier, Charles Mrs.
Fletcher, Charles Poll Sc head 7 00
Head 5 00 Frazier Furniture Co.
Fontain, Edward Mills cce ma-
L & B 2600 2600 142 28 chinery 10000
Fontain, Edward Mrs. Stock in
Poll & head 7 00 trade 1400 11400 601 92
Forest, Edward Frazier, Laurie
Head Poll & head
L & B 4000 L & B 1200 1200 70 36
Exempt 1000 3000 163 40 Frazier, Richard
Forest, Edward Mrs. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 3000
Forest. Charles & Jeannette Mills & ma-
L & B 6000 chinery 5000
Exempt 1000 5C00 264 00 Stock in
Forest, Charles trade 2000
Head 5 00 Exempt 3C00 7000 374 60
Forest, Charles Mrs. Frazier. Richard Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Ford, Merle Frazier, Philis Trombley
Poll & head Poll 6z head 7 00
Trailer 1750 1750 99 40 Frazer, Leslie
Ford, Merle Mrs. Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 4500 4500 244 60
Ford, Wesley Fraser, Leslie Mrs.
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 200 200 17 56 Fraser, Keith
Ford, Wesley Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Head 5 00 Fred, Walter
Forsythe, John Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Fred. Walter Airs.
Fester, Harold Poll & head 7 00
Head 5 00 Freeman, Henry Mrs.
Foster, Harold Mrs. Foil & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 4000 4000 218 20
Manic




























L & B 5700
Frieze, Gus
L & B 2000
Fulford. Clarence
Head





















L & B 6300
Exempt 1000




L & B 5250














































L & B 3450 3450
Gemmell, Jackson Mrs.
Poll & head















L & B 500 500
Giard. Robert
Head











L & B 5250 5250
Gilpatrick. Glenn
Poll & head










L & B 6750





















Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Plummer Goodell, Morton A.
house 2550 Head
Jefts house 500 21a L & B 5000
Geo. Worth 15a meadow 150
place 100
Curtis house 3500












































L & B 600





L & B 3900
Sprout lot 20 3920
Goodell, Agnes
























1 neat stock 100
Exempt 1000 13490














102a L & B 11000






L & B 7600 7600
Goodhue, Robert W. Mrs.
Poll & head
Goodnow, Geo. & Arline
56a L & B 4950











L & B 7500
2 cows 200 7700





















Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & head 7 00 Exempt 1000 2000 110 60
Goodnow, John R. Greene, George H. Mrs.
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 12000 12000 640 60 Gregory, John
Goodnow, John R. Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Grenier, Leo
Goodnow, Persis Head 5 00
Poll & head 7 00 Grenier, Leo Mrs.
Goodnow, Howard Poll & head 7 00
Home place 3250 Grover, Edwin
Thrasher lot 60 Poll & head
Jardine lot 200 L & B 4500
Miller land 900 Sprague lot 50
Morse land 50 Cottage 1000 5550 300 04
Taft lot 500 Grover, Edwin Mrs.
Machinery 1500 6460 341 08 Poll & head 7 00
Goodnow, Howard Mrs. Grover, Louis
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 2200
Gorges, Thomas & Ethel Cottage 1800
L & B 3000 3000 163 80 Baker house 2000
Gorges, Thomas Mrs 2a Metcalf lot 25 6025 318 12
Poll & head 7 00 Grover, Louis Mrs.
Gordon, Carol Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Grover, Reginald
Goulding, Roland Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 4000
Goulding, Roland Mrs Metcalf lot 200
Poll & head 7 00 Boat 400 4600 249 88
Grandin, Norman W. Grover, Reginald Mrs
Head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 4200 Grover, Robert & Louis
Exempt 1000 3200 179 72 15a L & B 100 100 5 28
Grandin, Norman W. Mrs. Grover, Robert Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Grant, Linwood Grover, Robert
Head Poll & head
L & B 4000 L & B 3000
Exempt 1000 3000 168 80 Store bldg. 3000
Grant, Linwood Mrs. Machinery 250
Poll & head 7 00 Boat 300 6550 352 84
Grant, George Mrs. Guilbeault, Ernest
Poll & head Head
L & B 7500 7500 403 00 L & B 6000 6000 321 80
Grant, George Guilbeault, Ernest Mrs
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Granger, William Guillow, Chester K.
L & B 4500 L & B 6000 6000 316 80
Bldg. lot 300 4800 253 44 Guillow, Chester R.
Gratto, Eugene Head
Poll & head L & B 6750
L & B 6500 6500 350 20 Stock in
Gray, Mabel F. trade 600
Poll & head Boat 200
L & B 6000 6000 323 80 Exempt 1000 6500 350 84
Greene, George H. Guillow, Chester R. Mrs.
Head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 3000 Guyette, Donald
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & head Exempt 1000 4250 224 40
L & B 3500 3500 191 80 Hscer, Arthur
Guyette, Donald Mrs. Head 5 00
Poll & head 7 00 Hager, Arthur Mrs.
Guyette, Olivene Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
L & B 2250 2250 118 80 Hale, Edwin Mr s.
Guyette, Richard Poll & head
Head L & B 5250
L & B 4000 25a ^ int. W
Exempt 10C0 3000 163 40 Ballcu lot 75
Guyette, Richard Mrs. 23a Carpenter
Poll & head 7 00 lot 50
Guyette, Wayne 10 cows 1000
Poll & head 1 neat stock 80 6455 345 82
L & B 2500 Hale, Willard
Boat 100 2600 148 96 Head
Guyette, Wayne Mrs. R. Deering
Poll & head 7 00 place 4500
Guyette, Bernard 40a Lewis
Poll & head place 2100
L & B 1500 Ballou lot 650
Lot 10 4a Talbot lot 25
Boat 100 1610 92 01 % int. W.
Guyette, Bernard Mrs Ballou let 75
Poll & head 7 00 la Pine iot 25
Guymond, Alfred C. 1 horse 50
Poll & head 1 cow 100
Bldg. lot 100 100 12 28 1 neat stock 80 7605 406 54
Guymond, Alfred C. Mrs. Ha'e, John D.
Poll & head 7 00 Pell & head
Gurrand, Thomas L & B 31C0 3100 170 68
Head 5 00 Hale. John D. Mrs.
Gurrand, Thomas Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Haley, Irene
Ha elder, J. M. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Hall, Martin
Handy land 500 Poll & head 7 00
1 cow 125 Hall. Martin Mrs.
2 neat stock 200 825 50 56 Poll & head 7 00
Hackler, Myrtie S. Hall. Vera M.
Poll & head Poll & head
134a L & B 90C0 9000 482 20 Heme place 3000
Hackler, H. Leroy Underwood
Head cottage 750
L & B 3500 Small cottage 10C0 4750 266 35
1 cow 100 Hall, Carl
2 neat stock 200 Poll &; head 7 00
Exempt 1000 2850 152 84 Hamel. Eva M.
Hackler. H. Leroy Mrs Poll & head
Poll &; head 7 00 L & B 3000 3000 170 80
Haagen, Kurt Hamel, Darius
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 2500 2500 143 50 Hamlin, Joseph
Haagen, Kurt Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Hamlin, Joseph Mrs.
Hager, Arthur & Lura Poll & head 7 00
L & B 5250 Hanna. Charles
Name Valu- Total \ .line Valu- Total
and Description ;il ion rax and Des< i ipi ion ation 1 ax
Poll & head 7 00 l B 5500 5500 307 30
Hanrahan, Amelia Hart, Robert C. Mrs.
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 6000 6000 323 80 Haselton, Robert R.
Hanrahan, Charles Head
Head L & B 7500 7500 401 00
L & B 9000 Haselton, Robert R. Mrs.
23a Yendell Poll & head 7 00
land 100 9100 485 48 Hazen, James
Hanrahan, Charles Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Heath, Ralph
Hanrahan, James Poll & head
Head L & 3 3000 3000 165 40
L & B 6300 6300 337 64 Heath, Ralph Mrs.
Hanrahan. James Mrs Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Heath, Ferd
Hanrahan, Martin Head
L & B 5000 5000 264 00 L & B 5700 5700 305 96
Hanson, Walter Hebert, Theodore Mrs.
Poll & head L & 3 4200
L & B 4000 4000 225 40 Exempt 1000 3200 168 96
Hanson, Walter Mrs. Hebert, Oscar
Poll & head 7 00 Head 5 00
Harris, Dewey B. Hebert, Oscar Mrs.
Head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 2800 Henry, Robert & Pauline
Exempt 1000 1800 103 28 L & B 12000 12000 633 60
Harris, Dewey B. Mrs. Henry, Robert
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Harris, Leslie Henry, Robert Mrs.
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 2700 2700 149 56 Hewitt, Roy R.
Harris, Leslie Mrs. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 7500
Harris, Raymond 6 horses 600
Poll & head Exempt 1000 7100 379 88
L & B 4500 4500 244 60 Hewitt, Roy R. Mrs.
Harris, Raymond Mrs Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 High, Grace
Harrington, William Poll & head
Head L & B 9750 9750 521 80
L & B 7200 Hicks, Joshua
Exempt 1000 6200 332 36 Pell & head
Harrington, William Mrs. Trailer 2700 2700 154 42
Poll & head 7 00 Hicks, Joshua Mrs.
Hart, Robert Poll & head 7 00
Head Higgins, George
L & B 3800 Poll & head
Exempt 1000 2800 157 88 L & B 1200 1200 70 36
Hart, Robert Mrs. Higgins, George Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Hart, Sidney Higgins, Alva
Head 5 00 Poll & head
Hart, Sidney Mrs. Trailer 2700 2700 149 56
Poll & head 7 00 Higgins, Alva Mrs.
Hart, Robert C. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Higgins, Westley & Doris
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
L & B 4500 4500 245 70 Poll & head 7 00
Hilggins, Westley Homestead Woolen Mills
Head 5 00 Office bldg. &
Higgins, Westley Mrs. Station 15000
Poll & head 7 00 Peabody
Hills, Clifton N. house 6000
Poll & head B & M store
L & B 3750 3750 205 00 house 600
Hills, Clifton N. Mrs. A. H. Whitcomb
Poll & head 7 00 house 5000
Hodder, John Cottage #1 8200
Poll & head Cottage #2 12000
L & B 1800 1800 102 04 Cottage #3 7000
Hodder, John Mrs. Small cottage 1950
Poll & head 7 00 Large lodge 5250
Hodsdon, Harriet Tennis Ct. &
Poll & head 7 00 barn 1800
Holbrook, Leonard Whitcomb
Poll & head land 2000
L & B 4950 Mills & ma-
16a Collier lot 40 chinery 220000
75a Stratton Stock in
lot 200 5190 281 03 trade 204000 488800 25808 64
Holbrook, Leonard Mrs. Hood, Allan
Poll & head 7 00 Head
Holbrook, Peter 2V2a land & un-
Poll & head fin. house 3000
L & B 5500 Exempt 1000 2000 110 60
Bldg. lots 3-4 250 5750 310 60 Hood, Allan Mrs.
Holbrook, Peter Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Houghton, Jerome
Holbrook, Emily Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 4050
Holmes, Horace Exempt 1000 3050 171 53
Poll & head Houghton. Jerome Mrs.
L & B 4500 4500 244 60 Poll & head 7 00
Holmes, Horace Mrs. Houle, Frank
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
Holmes, Fred & Glenna L & B 3000 3000 165 40
Safford Houle. Frank Mrs.
cottage 1000 1000 54 60 Poll & head 7 00
Holmes, Fred Howard, Maurice
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
Holmes Glenna L & B 45C0 4500 244 60
Poll & head 7 00 Howard, Maurice Mrs
Holman, Ralph B. Poll & head 7 00
Head Howard, Norman
L & B 8500 Poll & head
Bldg. lot 600 9100 485 48 L & B 6500 6500 361 90
Holman, Ralph B. Mrs. Howard, Norman Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Holt, Annie & Mildred Howard, Elwin
L & B 9000 9000 475 20 Poll & head
Holton, Charles & Sadie L & B 3800 3800 207 64
L & B 3800 Howarth, Wallace
Exempt 1000 2800 147 84 Poll & head 7 00
Holton, Charles Mrs. Howarth, Wallace Mrs.
Name Valn- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ;il ion 1 ax and Description al ion lax
Poll & head 7 00 Boat 100
Howes, Elwin Exempt 1000 2600 142 28
Head 5 00 Hunt, Edwin Mrs.
Howes, Elwin Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Hm-d, Albert & Vera
Howe, Dorothy 130a Crouch
Poll & head 7 00 place 4200
Hubbard, Howard 100a Chas.
Poll & head 7 00 Crouch place 400
Hubbard, Leroy 10a Dan Hill
Poll & head lot 30
New house 4000 60a Patnode
L & B 4500 8500 471 10 lot 700
Hubbard, Leroy Mrs. 17 cows 17C0
Poll & head 7 00 2 neat stcck 200 7230 381 74
Huckins, Harold Hurd, Albert
Poll & head PoU & head 7 00
L & B 4500 4500 252 70 Hurd, Albert Mrs.
Huckins, Harold Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Hurd, Arno
Hudson, Ernest Poll & head
Poll & head L & B 4000 4000 218 20
L & B 4200 Hurd. Arno Mrs.
Stock in Poll & head 7 00
trade 800 5000 271 00 Ingham, Edith
Hudson, Ernest Mrs. L & B 7800 7800 425 88
Poll & head 7 00 Ingram. Delbert
Hudson, Marilyn Poll Sz head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 4050 4050 220 84
Hudson, Ernest Jr. Ingram. Delbert Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Huey, Lee Ingram, Linwood & Dorothy
Poll & head L & B 6500
Trailer 1300 Exempt 1C00 5500 290 40
Boat 100 1400 80 92 Ingram. Linwood
Huey, Lee Mrs. Head 5 00
Poll & head 7 00 Ingram, Linwood Mrs
Hug-gins, Thomas H. Poll & head 7 00
Head Irwin, Donald E.
L & B 5000 Head
Exempt 1000 4000 216 20 L & B 8000
Huggins, Thomas H. Mrs. Exempt 1000 7000 374 60
Poll & head 7 00 Irwin, Donald E. Mrs
Hughgill, Robert Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Island, Clarke
L & B 6000 6000 334 60 Poll & head 7 00
Hughgill, Robert Mrs. Island, Clarke Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Hughes, James H. Jack, Peter R.
Head Poll & head
L & B 4500 L & B 8500 8500 455 80
Exempt 1000 3500 189 80 Jackson, Jean Mrs.
Hughes, James H. Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Jackson, Robert
Hunt, Edwin Poll & head 7 00
Head James, George E.
L & B 3500 Head
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
L & B 3000 Jefts, Carl Jr.
Exempt 1000 2000 110 60 Poll & head 7 00
James, George E. Mrs Jefts, Carl Jr. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
James, Herbert E. Jefts, Russell
Poll & head Head
Trailer 1800 1800 102 04 L & B 4200
James, Herbert E. Mrs Exempt 1000 3200 173 96
Poll & head 7 00 Jefts, Russell Mrs.
Jardine, Bernard Poll & head 7 00
Head 5 00 Jenks, Edward
Jardine, Bernard Mrs. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 4200
Jardine, David Exempt 1000 3200 173 96
Head Jenks, Edward Mrs.
L & B 4000 Poll & head 7 00
Exempt 1000 3000 163 40 Jobin, Leo
Jardine, David Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Jobin, Leo Mrs.
Jardine, Victor Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head John, Robert
L & B 4350 4350 236 68 Head
Jardine, Victor Mrs. L & B 8000 8000 441 80
Poll & head 7 00 John, Robert Mrs.
Jardine, Mary & Poll & head 7 00
Pauline Fulford Johnson. Henry
35a Hunt lot 100 100 5 28 Poll & head
Jarvis, Herbert Mr. & Mrs. L & B 6000
L & B 5000 18 cows 2250
Bldg. lot 300 3 neat stock 375
Goodnow 250 fowl 125 8750 469 00
land 300 5600 295 68 Johnson, Henry Mrs.
Jarvis, Herbert Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Johnson, Michel H.
Machinery 4000 4000 218 20 Poll & head
Jarvis, Herbert Mrs. 5 horses 500 500 33 40
Poll & head 7 00 Johnson, Norris
Jarvis, Ralph A. Head 5 00
Head Johnson, Frank
L & B 1950 Head
1 horse 75 2025 111 92 L & B 4950
Jarvis, Ralph A. Mrs. Exempt 1000 3950 213 56
Poll & head 7 00 Johnson, Frank Mrs.
Jarvis, C. M. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Johnson, Donald B.
L & B 5000 5000 271 00 Head
Jarvis, C. M. Mrs. L & B 7000 7000 387 20
Poll & head 7 00 Johnson, Donald B. Mrs.
Jarvis, Edward Poll & head 7 00
Head 5 00 Jones, Carroll & Ann M.
Jarvis, Edward Mrs. L & B 15000 15000 792 00
Poll & head 7 00 Jones, Carroll
Jefts, Carl E. Sr. Poll & head 7 00
Head Jones, Carroll Mrs
L & B 1500 1500 84 20 Poll & head 7 00
Jefts, Carl E. Sr. Mrs. Jones, Stewart-
Poll & head 7 00 Head
X .i nit' Valu- I otal Name Valu- Total
ainl Description ation Tax .ind Description ation Tax
L & B 8000 L & B 3000
Exempt 1000 7000 387 20 Exempt 1000 5750 312 20
Jones, Stewart Mrs. Kapiloff, Laurence Mi*s.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll Sz head 7 00
Joslyn, Daisy Kapiloff, Max
L & B 1000 1000 52 80 Head 5 00
Joslyn, Edmond Kapiloff, Max Mrs.
Poll & head Poll Sz head 7 00
L & B 1000 1000 59 80 Kut, Reginald Sz Arline
Joslyn, Edmond Mrs. L & B 4000
Poll & head 7 00 Bldg. lot 500 4500 237 60
Joslin, Howard Karr, Reginald
Poll & head Poll Sz head 7 00
L & B 750 Karr. Reginald Mrs.
Machinery 100 850 51 88 Pell Sz head 7 00
Joslin, Howard Mrs. Kauppi. Waino
Poll & head 7 00 Poll Sz head
Joslin, Ervin & Marjorie L & B 3000 3000 165 40
L & B 2000 Kviuppi. Waino Mrs.
Garage 2800 Poll Sz head 7 00
40a Howes lot 100 Keating. Richard
Westport lot 500 Pell & head
Stock in L & B 10000 10000 553 00
trade 600 Keating, Richard Mrs
Gas. pumps Sz Poll Sz head 7 00
tanks 300 6300 332 64 Keating, William F.
Joslin, Ervin Head
Poll Sz head 7 00 L & B 6675 6675 357 44
Joslin, Ervin Mrs. Keating, William F. Mrs.
Poll Sz head 7 00 Poll Sz head 7 00
Joslyn, Webster Keefe, John W.
Head Poll Sz head
L & B 700 L & B 9000 9C00 482 20
Exempt 700 5 00 Keefe, John W. Mrs.
Joslyn, Webster Mrs. Poll Sz head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Keip, Karl
Judd, Fred Poll Sz head
Poll Sz head 7 00 L & B 3000 3000 170 80
Judd, Fred Mrs. Keip, Karl Mrs.
Pell Sz head 7 00 Poll Sz head 7 00
Juniper, Charles J. Keith, Charles
Head Poll & head
L & B 2550 L & B 9500 95C0 525 70
Boat 150 Keith, Charles Mrs.
Exempt 1000 1700 97 82 Poll & head 7 00
Juniper, Charles J. Mrs. Keith, Stephen R.
Poll Sz head 7 00 Head 5 00
Kapiloff, Edward Keith, Stephen R. Mrs.
Head Poll Sz head 7 00
V2 int. farm 3750 Kellogg, Fred
Home place 6000 Head 5 00
Exempt 1C00 8750 467 00 Kellogg, Fred Mrs.
Kapiloff, Edward Mrs Poll Sz head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Kelley. Carl
Kapiloff, Laurence Head 5 00
Head Kelley, Carl Mrs.
V2 int. farm 3750 Poll & head 7 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Kelley, Mary Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Kersnason, John
Kendall, Harold Poll & head
Head L & B 6500 6500 350 20
L & B 7500 Kersnason, John Mrs.
142a Porbush Poll Sz head 7 00
lot 400 King, Carroll & Louraine
6a Whitcomb L & B 6500
lot 500 8400 448 52 Exempt 1000 5500 290 40
Kendall, Harold Mrs. King, Carroll
Poll & head 7 00 Head 5 00
Kendrick, Florence King, Carroll Mrs.
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 6500 Kingsbury, Earl
Bldg. lot 300 Head
Cottage W. P. 3000 L & B 4500 4500 242 60
Lots E-F- Kingsbury, Earl Mrs.
G., W. P. 150 9950 538 03 Poll & head 7 00
Kennedy, Robert & George Kingsbury, Barbara R.
L & B 4500 4500 237 60 Poll & head
Kennedy, Robert L. L & B 5500 5500 297 40
Poll & head 7 00 Knight, Nathan Mrs.
Kennedy, Robert L. Mrs. Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 8000 8000 429 40
Kenney, Harlan Knight, Roland
Head Poll & head
L & B 6000 6000 321 80 Trailer 1625
Kenney, Harlan Mrs. Exempt 1000 625 38 00
Poll & head 7 00 Knight, Roland Mrs.
Kenney, Rose Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Knowlton, Alfred
Kenney, Mary Mrs. Head 5 00
L & B 2250 Knowlton, Alfred Mrs.
Cottage 1500 Poll & head 7 00
Garage 300 Kominicki, Stephen
Cobble Hill Head
lot 300 4350 229 68 L & B 5500 5500 305 30
Kenney, Harry E. Jr. Kominicki. Stephen Mrs.
Head Poll & head 7 00
30a L & B 4000 Kowalski. Andrew
3 cows 240 Head
1 neat stock 80 L & B 5500
Exempt 1000 3320 180 30 Exempt 1000 4500 242 60
Kenney, Harry E. Jr. Mrs. Krachenfels, August & Lena
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 5250
Kershaw, Joseph Exempt 1000 4250 224 40
Head Krachenfels, August
L & B 4500 Head 5 00
Underwood Krachenfels, August Mrs.
land 100 4600 256 16 Poll & head 7 00
Kershaw, Joseph Mrs. Augies' Auto Service
Poll & head 7 00 Garage 3500
Kervella, Louis Jr. Stock in
Head trade 250 3750 198 00
L & B 3300 Kremen, Wm. & Helen
Exempt 1000 2300 126 44 L & B 8200
Kervella, Louis Jr. Mrs. Exempt 1000 7200 393 12
N;imc Yalu- Total Name Valu- Total
;iiid Description at ion I .i\ and Description ation Tax
Kremen, William Poll & head 7 00
Head 5 00 Lambert, Bernard
Kremen, William Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Lambert, Francis
Krippendorf, Louis Head 5 00
Poll & head Lambert, Anna C. Mrs.
L & B 6000 Poll & head
113a Wood lot 250 6250 337 00 L & B 1200 1200 70 36
Krippendorf, Louis Mrs. Lambert, Wilfred E.
Poll & head 7 00 Head 5 00
Kromphold, Eric J. Jr. Lambert, Wilfred E. Mrs.
Head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 7500 Lamothe, Roger & Beverly
Exempt 1000 6500 348 20 L & B 3000
Kromphold, Eric J. Jr. Mrs. Exempt 1000 2000 105 60
Poll & head 7 00 Lamothe, Roger
Kyllonen, Viljo Head 5 00
Head Lamothe, Roger Mrs.
L & B 6000 Poll & head 7 00
Exempt 1000 5000 278 00 Lancey, Charles Mrs.
Kyllonen, Viljo Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Lancey, Ernest
Labelle, William Head 5 00
7 cows 560 560 29 57 Lancey, Ernest Mrs.
Labelle, William Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Landers, Edwin
La Barre, Gordon E. Head
Head L & B 4200
L & B 2500 Exempt 1000 3200 179 72
Exempt 1000 1500 86 90 Landers, Edwin Mrs.
La Barre, Gordon E. Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Landry, Arthur & Luella
La Coille, Stanley M. L & B 6450 6450 352 17
Head Landry, Arthur
L & B 2500 2500 141 50 Poll & head 7 00
La Coille, Stanley M. Mrs. Landry, Arthur Mrs.
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Laffond, Fred J. Lane, Chester E.
Poll & head 4a L & B 4000 4000 211 20
L & B 450 450 30 76 Lane, Zora
Laffond, Fred J. Mrs. L & B 7500 7500 396 00
Poll & head 7 00 Lane, Kenneth P.
Laffond, James Mrs. Poll & head
L & B 5400 5400 285 12 L & B 3000
Lagerberg, Phillip Bldg. lot 200
Poll & head 20a Oscar
L & B 3800 3800 207 64 Farr lot 225 3425 187 84
Lagerberg, Phillip Mrs. Lane, Kenneth P. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Lagimoniere Adelard E. Lane, William K.
Poll & head Head
L & B 6000 6000 334 60 L & B 4500
Lagimoniere, John Exempt 1000 3500 189 80
Poll & head 7 00 Lane, William K. Mrs.
Lagimoniere, John Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Lane, Lyman
Lampron, Arlene Poll 8z head 7 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Lane, Lyman Mrs. lot 200
Poll & head 7 00 85a Wilcox
Lane, Raymond lot 500
Head 40a Bullard
L & B 6750 lot 80
64a Shoddy 20a C. Taft lot 20
land 200 25a Whitcomb
49a Wright Lane lot 110
lot 100 248a Oliver Hill
30a Puller lot 60 lot 500
16a Stone lot 30 219a Eald Hill
J. Allan lot 100 lot 300
150a Ward lot 200 1440a Troy Hill
20a Hildreth lot 25C0
lot 50 19a Ramsdell-Wet-
Cottage S. L. 4500 more lot 25
Whitcomb-Marsh 57a Williams-
lot 400 Colony lot 150
7a E. Whitcomb 110a Hamblett
lot S. L. 100 lot 110
10a Little 40a Keene
Warmac 3000 Forestry lot 100
Boat 100 15590 828 15 31a Dickinson
Lane, Raymond Mrs. lot 35
Poll & head 7 00 la Perry lot 5
Lane, Caryl 14a Gravel
Head bank 1000
Lynch cottage 150 Brick house 4050
Bldg. lot 350 Office bldg. 4050
2 horses 2C0 700 41 96 Boarding
Lane, Caryl Mrs. house 2000
Poll & head 7 00 Cottage 1200
Lane, C. L. Co. 2 store houses 1400
12a sprout lot 25 Skinner Mill
95a Nancy Hale E. S. 2000
lot 200 Machinery 1200
98a Murphy Stock in
lot 200 trade 23400 46195 2439 10
30a Holbrook Lane, Howard & Blanche
lot 60 L & B 1500
110a Belding, Exempt 1000 500 26 40
Ware lot 225 Lone. Howard
12a F. Ballou Head 5 00
lot 30 Lane. Howard Mrs.
26a Streeter Poll & head 7 00
lot 100 Lone. Charles E.
20a L. Stone Poll & head 7 00
lot 45 Lane, Richard
66a Read-Hale Head
lot 200 L & B 4500
58a Henry Taylor Boat 100
lot 100 Exempt 1000 3600 201 56
12a Ross Whitcomb Lane, Richard Mrs.
lot 25 Poll & head 7 00
24a Williams Langella, Peter P.
lot 50 Head
100a Holbrook L & B 12000
VlMU- Valu- i otal \ ame Valu- Total
.nul l)cs( ripl ion ation l ax and 1 )< m ripl ion ation r.ix
Exempt 1000 11000 605 60 Poll & head 7 00
Langella, Peter P. Mrs. rence, Leonard
Poll & Head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Langill, William Lawrence, Leonard Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Langill, Mary Lazzaro, Alderico &
Pell & head Albert Besaw
Bldg. lot 100 100 12 28 Apartment
Laplante, Eugene house 7000 7000 382 20
Bailey lot 100 Lazzaro, Antonio O.
Lot W. S. 25 125 6 60 Poll & head
LaPlante, Frank L & B 4000 4000 218 20
Poll & head 7 00 Lazzaro. Antonio O. Mrs.
La Plante, Frank Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Lazzaro, Alderico
La Plante, John R. Poll & head
Head Home place 4200
L & B 5500 L & B 5500
Exempt 1000 4500 242 60 Lot W. P. 100 9800 542 08
La Plante, John R. Mrs. Lazzaro. Alderico Mrs
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
La Plante, Ralph Leach. Gertrude C. Mrs.
Poll & head Poll & head
Bldg. lot 300 300 22 84 L & B 5500 5500 307 30
La Plante. Ralph Mrs. Leach, Herbert
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
La Point, Dean Lc- Clair, Richard
Poll & head 7 00 Head
La Point, Inez Mrs. L & B 4500
Poll & head Exempt 1000 3500 196 10
L & B 1000 Le Clair, Richard Mrs
Cottage 500 1500 88 90 Poll & head 7 00
La Point, Parker Lees, Chester Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
La Point, Parker Mrs. L & B 6750 6750 375 55
Poll & head 7 00 Lefebre, Oliver
Lavigne, John & Ruth Poll & head
3.25a L & B 8000 3a L & B 1500 1500 86 20
Exempt 1000 70C0 382 20 Lefebre. Oliver Mrs.
Lavigne. John Poll & head 7 00
Head 5 00 Lefebre, Robert
Lavigne. John Mrs. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 4000
Lavigne, Joseph Beat 100 4100 221 48
Poll & head Lefebre, Robert Mrs.
L & B 2500 2500 139 00 Poll & head 7 00
Lavigne, Joseph Mrs. Lefebre, Raymond
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Lavigne, Paul Lefebre, Raymond Mrs.
Head 5 00 Poll & head 7 00
Lavigne, Paul Mrs. Lefebre, James
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Lavigne, Randolph Lefebre, James Mrs.
Head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 5800 Leger, Raymond
Exempt 1000 4800 267 08 Head
Lavigne, Randolph Mrs. L & B 6300 6300 337 64
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Leger, Raymond Mrs Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 7000 7000 389 20
Legere, Emile Lewis, Winthrop Sr.
Poll & head Poll & head
Home place- 6a land Troy
lot #14 8800 rd. 600 600 39 76
W. Day place 8000 Lewis, Winthrop Jr.
House #1 13000 Head
House #2 13000 L & B 7800
Lot #8 - un- Exempt 1000 6800 376 28
fin. house 2000 Lewis, Winthrop Jr. Mrs.
5 bldg. lots 3500 Poll & head 7 00
Goodnow lot 800 49100 2599 48 Lewis, Robert
Legere, Emile Mrs. Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 Lot 24 &
Lemere, John cottage
Poll & head 7 00 W. P. 2250
Lemere, Isabell Mrs. % lot 25 75
Poll & head 11a Honey Hill 500
L & B 150 150 14 92 1 horse 100 2925 165 80
Lenzi, Phillip Lewis, Sylvia
Head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 7000 Levigne, Bernard
Exempt 1000 6000 321 80 Poll & head 7 00
Lenzi, Phillip Mrs. Lind, Ernest
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
Leonard, Phoebe L & B 4000
L & B 3750 3750 198 00 60a Cross
Leonard, Clesson pasture 100
Poll & head Snow lot 100 4200 228 76
L & B 4500 4500 244 60 Lind, Ernest Mrs.
Leonard, Clesson Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Lindberg, H. Richard
Leonard, Virginia Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 6500
Leonard, Williard Exempt 1000 5500 295 40
Poll & head 7 00 Lindberg, H. Richard Mrs.
Leonard, Shirley Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Lindsey, Richard E.
Leslie, Arnold Head 5 00
Poll & head 7 00 Linna. Veikko
Lesmerises, Arthur J. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 5550
Leville, Anthony Exempt 1000 4550 245 24
Poll & head Linna, Veikko Mrs.
L & B 5250 5250 284 20 Poll & head 7 00
Leville, Anthony Mrs. Little, Joseph R.
Poll & head 7 00 Head
Lewis, Donald L & B 3750
Poll & head 7 00 Boat 150
Lewis, Harold / Exempt 1000 2900 158 12
"Poll & head Little, Joseph R. Mrs
L & B 4000 Poll & head 7 00
Boat 200 4200 228 76 Little, Peter
Lewis, Harold Mrs. Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 1300 1300 75 64
Lewis, Mary A. Little. Peter Mrs.
Viinc















Poll & head 7 00
Lizotte, Louis
Head





L & B 4200 4200






























L & B 5250









L & B 4200 4200
Macarthy, Earl



























Mac Lennan, Neil K.
Poll & head
L & B 6500 6500




L & B 3200
Exempt 1000 2200






L & B 5500












Madden, Kermit L. Mrs.
Poll & head
Madore, Robert & Pauline













Cabins W. P. 5250
Lot D. W. P. 100
Mariaschin, Saul
Poll & head
L & B 8000 8000 443 80
Mariaschin, Saul Mrs.






















Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Marsh, George 128a L & B 4500
Poll & head 7 00 40a Atkinson
Marsh, George Mrs. lot 100 4600 249 88
Poll & head 7 00 Maslen, Charles Mrs.
Martel, Edward Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Mason, Richard
L & B 6450 6450 359 17 Poll & head
Martel, Edward Mrs. Cottage 2000
Poll & head 7 00 B lot 50 2050 118 93
Marshalla, Augustine & Mason, Richard Mrs.
Phyllis Poll & head 7 00
L & B 8500 8500 448 80 Majson, Archie
Marshalla, Augustine Poll & head
Head 5 00 Lot 300
Marshalla, Phyllis Trailer 1500 1800 105 28
Poll & head 7 00 Mason, Archie Mrs.
Martin, Foster Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Masson, Claude
L & B 8500 Poll & head
Bldg. lot 100 8600 461 08 L & B 3500
Martin, Foster Mrs. Pump 150
Poll <fc head 7 00 Stock in
Martin, Myrtie trade 1900 5550 300 04
L & B 1500 1500 79 20 Masson, Claude Mrs.
Martin, Harold Poll & head 7 00
Poll <fe head Mattingly, Leonard
L & B 3700 Head
2 cows 100 3800 207 64 L & B 5500
Martin, Harold Mrs. 4.6a land 500
Poll & head 7 00 Exempt 1000 5000 269 00
Martin, Elwin Mattingly, Leonard Mrs.
Head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 6750 6750 361 40 Mattson, Arne
Martin, Elwin Mrs. Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 2800 2800 154 84
Martin, Leslie Mattson, Arne Mrs.
Head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 6500 6500 348 20 Maxfield. Kenneth
Martin, Reginald Poll & head
Head L & B 4200 4200 228 76
L & B 2800 Maxfield, Kenneth Mrs.
Exempt 1000 1800 100 04 Poll & head 7 00
Martin, Reginald Mrs. Maynard, Harrison G
Poll & head 7 00 Head
Martin, Herbert L & B 5250 5250 282 20
Poll & head Maynard, Harrison G. Mrs.
Boat 80 80 11 22 Poll & head 7 00
Martin, Herbert Mrs. Mc dure, Alfred J.
Poll & head 7 00 Head •
Martin, Lawrence L & B 5000
Poll & head 7 00 4 horses 400
Martineau, Robert 2 cows 225
Head 5 00 Exempt 1000 4625 249 20
Martineau, Robert Mrs. Mc Clure, Alfred J. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Maslen, Charles Mc Cormack, Margarel; Mrs.









L & B 3450
Exempt 1000 2450




L & B 2500
Exempt 1000 1500
Mc Shinsky, Robert Mrs.
Poll & head
Mc Kew, A. Arthur
Poll & head
Mc Kew, A. Arthur Mrs.
Poll & head
























L & B 7000 7000
Metivier, A. J. Mrs.
Head









Michel, Henry & Daul
L & B 8300







































65C0 6500 350 20
1600 1600
Michel, Daul
Poll & head 7 00
Miller, Charles
Poll & head





Miller, Guy & Florence







L & B 3000 3000














L & B 8500
Exempt 1000 7500















L & B 7500 7500 416 50
Moore, Milton
Poll & head
L & B 4500 4500 244 60
Moore, Milton Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Moore, William & Sally










Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Exempt 1000 7500 396 00 Myers, Lawrence
Moore, William Poll & head 7 00
Head 5 00 Myers, Lawrence Mrs.
Moore, William Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Naeck, Frederick
Mooney, Warren Poll & head 7 00
Head Naeck, Werner Carl
Bldg. lot 650 Head
1 horse 75 L & B 6000 6000 332 60
Exempt 650 75 8 96 Napsey, Catherine
Mooney, Warren Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Naromore, Glenn
Moran, Archie Head
Poll & head L & B 4500
L & B 8200 8200 454 72 Bldg. lot 100 4600 247 88
Moran, Archie Mrs. Naromore, Glenn Mrs
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Morgan, Arthur Nash, Don
Head Poll & head
Land & unfin. L & B 6500
house 1500 6a Snow land 250 6750 363 40
Exempt 1000 500 31 40 Nash, Don Mrs.
Morgan, Arthur Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Nash. Eldridge
Morris, Frederick Poll & head
Head Land & unfin.
L & B 4000 house 3500 3500 191 80
Exempt 1000 3000 163 40 Nash, Eldridge Mrs.
Morris, Frederick Mrs Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Nash, William
Morris, Ruth L & B 6000 6000 316 80
Head Nash, Robert
L & B 3900 Head 5 00
ya D. Freihofer Navish, Douglas Sz Elsie
lot 100 L & B 4800
Trailer 1900 5900 319 94 Exempt 2000 2800 152 88
Morris, George Navish, Douglas
Poll & head 7 00 Head 5 00
Morris, George Mrs. Navish, Elsie
Poll & head 7 00 Head 5 00
Morse, Elmer Nelson, Benjamin
Poll & head Head
L & B 3000 3000 165 40 L & B 4500
Morse, Elmer Mrs. Exempt 1000 3500 189 80
Poll & head 7 00 Nelson, Benjamin Mrs
Murphy, Richard Poll & head 7 00
Head Nelson, Alvie
L & B 7000 Poll & head
Boat 250 L & B 8700
Exempt 1000 6250 346 25 Trailer 300 9000 482 20
Murphy, Richard Mrs. Nelson, Alvie Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Murray, William F. Newell, Ronald Jr.
Head Head
L & B 4200 4200 226 76 L & B 3000
Murray, William F. Mrs. Exempt 1000 2000 110 60
Poll & head 7 00 Newell, Ronald Jr. Mrs.
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & head 7 00 O'Connell, Edward
Newell, James M. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head O'Connell, Edward Mrs.
Trailer 900 900 54 52 Poll & head 7 00
Newell, James M. Mrs. O'Donnell, Andrew J.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
Nikiforakis, Peter Bldg. lot 300 300 22 84
Head O'Donnell, Andrew J. Mrs.
Hotel 7000 Poll & head 7 00
Evans house 3000 Ohman, Thure S.
Farm 4000 Head
Exempt 1000 13000 691 40 L & B 9500
Nikiforakis, Peter Mrs. Exempt 1000 8500 469 10
Poll & head 7 00 Ohman, Thure S. Mrs
Nims, Everett Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Oles, R. Irving
L & B 6500 Poll & head
Stock in L & B 7500 7500 403 00
trade 1800 8300 445 24 Oles, R. Irving Mrs.
Nims, Everett Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Olivo, John
Nutter, Alta Head 5 00
Poll & head 7 00 Olivo, John Mrs.
Oberg, Carl Sr. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Ollis, Luke
L & B 7000 7000 389 20 Head
Oberg, Carl Sr. Mrs. L & B 2500
Poll & head 7 00 Exempt 1000 1500 84 20
Oberg, Carl Jr. Ollis, Luke Mrs.
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 4000 4000 225 40 Olmstead, George
Oberg, Carl Jr. Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Olmstead, George Mrs
O'Brien, Carl Poll & head
Poll & head L & B 2800 2800 154 84
L & B 3000 Orr, Dorothy &
1 cow 75 3075 169 36 Mildred Donnelly
O'Brien, Carl Mrs. L & B 9500 9500 518 70
Poll & head 7 00 Packard, Bessie
O'Brien, Evelyn Poll & head
Poll & head L & B 5000 5000 280 00
L & B 2500 2500 139 00 Packard, Vinton
O'Brien Leon Head
Head L & B 4500
L & B 3750 Exempt 1000 3500 189 80
1 cow 120 Packard, Vinton Mrs.
Exempt 1000 2870 156 54 Poll & head 7 00
O'Brien, Leon Mrs. Page, Kendall Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
O'Brien, Merton Page, Kendall
Head Poll & head
L & B 6500 140a L & B 20000
Exempt 1000 5500 295 40 60a Hill
O'Brien, Merton Mrs. pasture 100
Poll & head 7 00 7a Blake lot 45
O'Connell, Edward & Rose 10a Butler lot 85






























L & B 3200









Pakkala, Willard & Evelyn
L & B 4000
































































































Pascoe, Thomas A. & Hazel
L & B, Young
Ct. 4500







































and Description ation Tax
Poll & head
L & B 3750 3750 205 00
Patnode, Joseph Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Patnode, Raymond
Poll & head
L & B 7500
Bldg. lot 500 8000 429 40
Patnode, Raymond Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Patnode, Lynwood
Poll & head 7 00
Patnode, Ronald
Poll & head 7 00
Patnode, Victor
Poll & head
L & B 5700
32a Eastman
lot 75

















Machinery 300 8795 471 38
Patnode, Victor Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Patria, Frederick
Head
L & B 5500
Exempt 1000 4500 242 60
Patria, Frederick Mrs
Poll & head 7 00
Peabody, Benjamin
Poll & head
L & B 4200
Boat 150 4350 236 68
Peabody, Benjamin Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Pearson, Harry D.
L & B 3500 3500 184 80
Pellerin, Alice
Poll & head
Lot 37 & bldg.








Poll & head 7 00
Pelletier, Lester & Marion
L & B 8000 8000 422 40
Pelletier, Lester
Poll & head 7 00
Pelletier, Lester Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Pelletier, Robert
Poll & head
L & B 6000 6000 334 60
Pelletier, Robert Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Pendleton, Wallace
Poll & head
L & B 5250 5250 284 20
Pendleton, Wallace Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Pendleton, Lilly
Poll & head 7 00
Penna, Richard
Poll & head
Trailer 1000 1000 61 60
Penna, Richard Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Pereault, Ludger
Head
L & B 4200
Exempt 1000 3200 179 72
Pereault, Ludger Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Pereault, Lillian
Poll & head 7 00
Perham, Fred & Lena
L & B 8500 8500 448 80
Perham, Fred Mrs.





Boat 100 4900 274 54
Perra, Andrew Jr. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Perra, Edward
Poll & head 7 00
Perra, Edward Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Perry, Alfred Sr. Mrs.
Head
L & B 3300
Exempt 1000 2300 130 58
Perry, Arthur B.
Poll & head
14a L & B 10400































L & B 5300 5300
Perry, David Mrs.
Poll & head
Perry, Ernest & Arlene





Perry, David & Ernest




















L & B 6000
Phair, Thomas




























































































L & B 1350
1 horse. 100 1450


























Name Valu- Toi al Name Valu- Total
and l )isi ripi [on ation l. \ .hkI 1 )c-' ripi ion ;ii ion l ax
Plimpton, Charles Mrs L & B 9500
Poll & head 7 00 Exempt 1000 8500 469 10
Plummer, Floyd Polinchnowski, Branislaw Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Plummer, Floyd Mrs. Pollard, John L. Jr.
Poll & head 7 00 Head 5 00
Plummer, Ralph A. Pollard, John L. Jr. Mrs.
Head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 2400 Pollard, Lawrence & Elizabeth
Exempt 1000 1400 78 92 L <fc B 3800
Plummer, Cecil & Vivian 16a pasture 150
90a L & B 5200 Stock in
35a Chamberlin trade 800
lot 100 Exempt 1000 3750 198 00
5a Stoddard Pollard. Lawrence R.
lot 25 Head 5 00
2a Chesterfield Pollard, Lawrence R. Mrs.
lot 10 Poll Sz head 7 00
12a Holbrook Pollard, Richard
lot 50 Poll & head
43a Maslen 28a L & E 7800 7800 418 84
lot 65 Poole, Leila
12a S. Holbrook Poll & head
lot 25 L & B 1200 1200 72 52
30a E. Holbrook Porada. Peter & Mary
lot 100 L & B 6750 6750 356 40
48a French lot 150 Porada, Peter Sr.
14a Gage lot 25 Poll & head 7 00
Trailer 1285 Porada, Peter Sr. Mrs
Boat 500 7535 397 84 Poll & head 7 00
Plummer, Cecil Porada, Peter Jr.
Poll & head 7 00 Head
Plummer, Cecil Mrs. L & B 3750
Poll & head 7 Exempt 1000 2750 150 20
Plummer, Robert Porada, Peter Jr. Mrs
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
12a L & B 800 Poreda, William
Machinery 100 900 54 52 Poll & head 7 00
Plummer, Robert Mrs. Poreda, William Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Plummer, Rodney Porter, Alonzo
Head 5 00 Head
Plummer, Rodney Mrs Lots 16A-17A &
Poll & head 7 00 bldgs. 1000
Plummer, Donald Exempt 1000 5 00
Poll & head Porter, Alonza Mrs.
L & B 4800 4800 260 44 Poll & head 7 00
Plummer, Donald Mrs Porter, Robert
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
Poanessa, Peter L & B 7000 7000 389 20
Poll & head Porter, Robert Mrs.
L & B 6500 Poll & head 7 00
Keith place 3900 10400 574 84 Potter, George
Poanessa, Peter Mrs. Pell & head
Poll & head 7 00 Trailer 1800 1800 102 04
Polinchnowski, Branislaw Potter, George Mrs.
Head Poll & head 7 00
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Powers, Edmund M. Poll & head 7 00
Head Pyne, Ernest
L & B 8500 L & B 3750
Exempt 1000 7500 414 50 Cottage 1000
Powers, Edmund M. Mrs. Stock in
Poll & head 7 00 trade 1000
Pratt, Charles Exempt 1000 4750 250 80
Poll & head Quinn, Michael
L & B 3300 3300 181 24 Poll & head 7 00
Pratt, Charles Mrs. Quinn, Michael Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Pratt, Joseph Quintillio, Tullio
Poll & head Head
L & B 6300 6300 350 98 L & B 5000
Pratt, Joseph Mrs. W. Thompson
Poll & head 7 00 lot 500
Pratt, Perley Exempt 1000 4500 250 70
Poll & head Quintillio, Tullio Mrs.
L & B 2250 2250 125 80 Poll & head 7 00
Pratt, Perley Mrs. Rafuse, John
Poll & head 7 00 Head
Price, Alonzo L & B 4000
Head Exempt 1000 3000 163 40
L & B 4000 Rafuse, John Mrs.
Exempt 1000 3000 163 40 Poll & head 7 00
Prudhomme, Daniel Ramsay, Charles
Head Poll & head
L & B 3000 39%a L & B 8000
Exempt 3000 5 00 Lot 25 & part
Prudhomme, Daniel Mrs. #28 P. G. P. 200 8200 440 32
Poll & head 7 00 Ramsay, C. Murray
Puddin Hollow Inc. Head
Stock in L & B 6500
trade 400 400 21 12 Exempt 1000 5500 305 30
Puffer, Edward & June Ramsay, C. Murray Mrs.
L & B 6750 Poll & head 7 00
Exempt 1000 5750 303 60 Rawlings, Frederick
Puffer, Edward Poll & head
Head 5 00 L & B 10500 10500 561 40
Puffer, Edward Mrs Rawlings, Frederick Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Puffer, Herbert Raymond, Francis
Lot S. L. 500 500 26 40 Poll & head 7 00
Puffer, Herbert Mrs. Raynor, Sanford
Poll & head 7 00 Trailer 1700 1700 96 76
Putnam, Florence Raynor, Sanford Mrs
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
3a L & B 2250 Read, Karl A.
2a R. B. L & B 4200 4200 221 76
land 25 2275 127 12 Read. Karl S.
Putnam, Marion G. Poll & head
Poll & head L & B 4500 4500 244 60
L & B 4200 4200 228 76 Read, Karl S. Mrs.
Purrington, Richard Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Redfield. Ruth Mrs.
L & B 2400 2400 133 72 Poll & head 7 00
Purrington, Richard Mrs.
\ .line Y.ilu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation I i\ and I ii'M ripi ion .11 KID I ax
ad Exempt 1000 2000 110 60
L & E 4800 Ridley, Edwin Jr.
Exempt 1000 3800 205 64 Poll & head
Reed, Gordon E. Mrs Land & unfin.
Poll & head 7 00 house 2500
Remick, Floyd 20a Lane lot 40 2540 141 11
Poll & head Ridley, Edwin Jr. Mrs
L & B 800 800 49 24 Poll & head 7 00
Remick, Floyd Mrs. Ridley, Kenneth
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
Reynolds, John M. L & B 3C00
Head Cottage S. L. 1500 4500 244 60
L & B 8000 8000 427 40 Ridley, Kenneth Mrs.
Reynolds. John M. Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Pell & head 7 00 Riley, Earl H.
Reynolds, Landon Brown Poll & head
Poll & head L & B 7500 7500 416 50
Trailer 850 850 51 88 Riley, Earl H. Mrs.
Reynolds, Landon B . Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Riley. James
Red Roof Inc. Head
Lots 92 93 400 L & B 5500
Lots 95-96-97 & Exempt 1000 4500 250 70
bldgs. 2400 Riley, James Mrs.
Lots 98-99-52- Poll & head 7 00
53 & restau- Rines, Beulah Mrs.
rant 6950 9750 532 35 Poll & head
Rhoades, Wayne E. L & B 3000
Head Exempt 1000 2000 112 60
L & B 9000 Rines, Ralph
Bid?, lot 1500 10500 559 40 Head
Rhoades, Wayne E. Mrs. Land 100
Poll & head 7 00 1 horse 50 150 12 92
Rice, Arthur Ringland, Vera
Head Poll & head
L & B 4000 Lot 14 &
Exempt 1000 3000 168 80 cottage 3C00 3000 170 80
Rice, Arthur Mrs. R : nta. Walter
Poll & head 7 00 Head
Rice, Carroll Mrs. 32a L & B 2500
Poll & head Exempt 1000 1500 84 20
L & B 2700 Rinta, Walter Mrs.
Rice Poll & head 7 00
place E. S. 100 2800 154 84 Rivers, James
Rice. Mandell Poll & head
Poll & head Trailer 1100 1100 67 06
Land & unfin. Rivers, James Mrs.
house 1500 1500 86 20 Poll & head 7 00
Rice. Raymond Robb. Walter
Poll & head 14a L & B 5C0 500 26 40
L & B 1900 1900 107 32 Robb, Winfred
Richardson, Eugene Poll & head
Poll & head L & B 4500 4500 244 60
17a L & B 4000 4000 218 20 Rcbb, Winfred Mrs.
Ridley, Edwin Sr. Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Head Robbins, Jefferson & Jennie
L & B 3000 Land &
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
cottage 1950 1950 106 47 Poll & head
Robbins, Jefferson L & B 600 600 38 68
Head 5 00 Rousseau, Gertrude ]Mrs.
Roberts, Allan Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 5000 5000 280 00
Roberts, Theresa Rowe, Dennis
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 8000 8000 443 80 Roy, Leonard
Robinson, Cecil J. Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 6450 6450 347 56
Robinson, Cecil J. Mrs Roy, Leonard Mrs.
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 8500 Rule, Richard
Boat 100 8600 461 08 Poll & head 7 00
Robinson, Ronald & Harriette Rule, Ruth
L & B 7800 7800 411 84 Poll & head 7 00
Robinson, Ronald Rudolph. William M.
Poll & head 7 00 Head
Robinson, Ronald Mrs L & B 4500 4500 250 70
Poll & head 7 00 Rudolph, Wm. M. Mrs.
Rockwell, Clyde & Mary Poll & head 7 00
L & B 500 Ruffles, Josephine & Leonard
Trailer 2000 2500 136 50 L & B 4050 4050 213 84
Rockwell, Clyde Ruffles, Leonard
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Rockwell, Clyde Mrs. Russ Development Corp .
Poll & head 7 00 Garage Sz
Rokes, George & Arline barn 19000 19000 1037 40
30a L & B 2000 Russ Garage
Boat 100 2100 110 88 Stock in
Rokes, George trade 20000 20000 1092 00
Poll & head 7 00 Russell. Charles
Rokes, George Mrs. Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 Land & unfin.
Rollins, William Jr. house 1500 1500 88 90
Head Russell, Charles Mrs
L & B 6500 Poll & head 7 00
Exempt 1000 5500 295 40 Russell, Richard
Rollins, Wm. Jr. Mrs. Poll & head
Poll & head 700 L & B 6500 6500 354 90
Roscoe, Leander & Mattie Russell, Richard Mrs
L & B 2600 2600 137 28 Poll & head 7 00
Rose, James F. & Dorothy Russell, George T.
L & B 4000 4000 211 20 2 3 int Home
Rose, James F. place 8000
Poll & head 7 00 56a Capron
Rose, Dorothy Mrs. lot 500
Poll & head 7 00 ICOa Stratton
Ross, James lot 300
Head 55a Pond lot 125
L & B 3750 80a Stratton-
Exempt 1000 2750 150 20 Read lot 200
Ross, James Mrs. 15a Dickenson
Poll & head 7 00 lot 50
Roulo, Arthur 105a Hanrahan
Poll & head 7 00 lot 300


















Rutter, F. Whitman Mrs.
Poll & head
Sam, Jacob




Kersis place 200 200
Safford, Perley
L & B 12000
30a Graves
place 100














Sanders, Henry & Margaret








L & B 5400 5400






Saunders, Charles & Marion


































Poll & head 7 00
Savard, Winfred
Poll & head
L & B 2300 2300 128 44
Savard, Winfred Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Scadova, Francis
Poll & head
L & B 4500 4500 252 70
Scadova, Francis Mrs.




Exempt 1000 100 12 26
Schesser, Robert Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Schnyer, Alice Mrs.
Poll & head


















L & B 6750
30a Ware lot 100
Sears, Charles
Poll & head

























Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Seaver, Chester Mrs. L & B 8200 8200 454 72
Poll & head 7 00 Simineau, Carl Mrs.
Selecky, John Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Simineau, Donald
L & B 2250 Poll & head 7 00
Boat 100 2350 135 31 Simineau, Donald Mrs
Seymour, Joseph Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Simonds, Maude
Seymour, Joseph Mrs L & B 3000
Poll & head 7 00 Meadow 10 3010 158 93
Sharkey, Fred Simpson, Helen D.
Poll & head Head
L & B 5500 5500 297 40 L & B 8000
Sharkey, Fred Mrs. Exempt 1000 7000 374 60
Poll & head 7 00 Sloan. John E.
Sheenan, Richard D. L & B 4000 4000 218 40
Head Sloan. J. Richard
Trailer 700 Poll & head
Exempt 700 5 00 L & B 5550 5550 310 03
Sheenan, Richard D. Mrs. Sloan, J. Richard Mrs
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Sheldon, Guy Small, Edgar S.
Poll & head L & B 9000 9000 475 20
Land & Smart, Harry
camp 100 100 12 28 Head 5 00
Sheldon, Guy Mrs. Smart, Harry Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Sherwood, Enoc & Violet Smeade, Claude
L & B 2500 2500 136 50 Head
Sherwood, Enoc Lot & Gift
Poll & head 7 00 Shop 500
Sherwood, Enoc Mrs. Machinery 250
Poll & head 7 00 Trailer 1200
Short, John R. Stock in
Head trade 375
L & B 3450 3450 187 16 Exempt 1000 1325 74 96
Short, John R. Mrs. Smeade, Claude Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Short, Leo A. Smith Brothers
Poll & head L & B 6000 6000 316 80
L & B 1000 Smith, Charles V.
Meadow 100 1100 65 08 Poll & head
Short, Leo A. Mrs. Trailer 1550 1550 91 63
Poll & head 7 00 Smith, Charles V. Mrs
Short, Leo R. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Smith, Clarence & Edyth
L & B 2250 2250 125 80 L & B 5250 5250 277 20
Shortlidge, R. J. Smith, Clarence
Cross Roads Poll & head
Inn 9000 9000 491 40 Boat 100 100 12 28
Silver, William Smith, Clarence Mrs.
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 8200 8200 439 96 Smith, Halsey
Silver, William Mrs. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 4500
Simineau, Carl Exempt 1000 3500 189 80









L & B 1800 1800














L & B 3750
L & B 12C0 4950
Smith, John D. Mrs.
Poll & head
Smith, Laura
L & B 3000 3000
Smith, Louis
Poll & head





L & B 4000
Eames place 2500
1 cow 50 6550




L & B 4000 4000









1 cow 50 50




































L & B 7000
Exempt 1000 6000 332 60
Snow, Carl O. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Sobieski, Chester
Head
L & B 11000
Exempt 1000 10000 551 00
Sobieski, Chester Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Sorette, John & Ruth
L & B 5250 5250 277 20
Sorette, John
Poll & head 7 00
Sorette, John Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Southwell, Henry
Poll & head ' 7 00
Southwick, Addison
Poll & head
Trailer 1275 1275 74 32
Southwick, Addison Mrs.







45a Pine lot 150
12a Marcy lot 100
23a Capron lot 100
Spears, Charles
Poll & head
L & B .200
Spears, Charles Mrs.
Poll & head










L & B 10000
Exempt 1000 9000

















Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
place 2550 L & B 3600 3600 203 56
Boat 100 6850 381 01 Stevens, Pauline
Stack, Michael Head 5 00
Poll & head Stevens, Charles
L & B 5700 5700 318 22 Poll & head 7 00
Stack, Michael Mrs. Stewart, M. Bennett
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Starkey, Gladys E. Stewart, M. Bennett Mrs.








L & B 500
Stephenson, Carlon
L & B 1200 1200
Stevenson, Elliot & Helen
L & B 1500 1500
Stevenson, Elliot
Poll & head


















L & B 4200
Exempt 1000 3200












L & B 3250 3250
Stevens, Harold W.
Poll & head
L & B 8500
Stock in
trade 700 9200


















St. John, Arthur Mrs.
Poll & head
L & B 4200 4200
St. John, Joseph Mrs.
Poll & head





L & B 4200 4200
Stoddard, Elton


























L & B 5500 5500
Stone, Chester & Nellie



























Name Valu- To .;il Name Valu- Total
and Description ation 1 ; X and Des< iipl ion ation Tax
Stone, Clarence Mrs. lot 50 10890 574 99
Poll & head 7 00 Stone, Raymond Jr.
Stone, Douglas Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 5250
Stone, Everett Exempt 1000 4250 237 05
Head 5 00 Stone, Russell
Stone, Everett Mrs. Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 11250
Stone, Francis e'L-a land S. C. 400 11650 622 12
Head Stone, Russell Mrs.
L & B 6000 Poll & head 7 00
1 horse 75 6075 325 76 Stone, Karen
Stone, Francis Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Stoodley, Nancy
Stone, Howard Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Stoodley, Roland
L & B 6000 Head
Cottage S. L. 2500 8500 455 80 L & B 3500
Stone, Howard Mrs. Exempt 1000 2500 137 00
Poll & head 7 00 Stoodley, Roland Mrs
Stone Lumber Co. Poll & head 7 00
20a Becky Storey, Fred
Henry lot 50 Head
60a Capron- Cottage S. L. 3400
Frazier lot 120 Boat 200 3600 195 08
75a Fields Storey, Fred Mrs.
lot 150 Poll & head 7 00
15a Lafountain Stowe, William A.
lot 25 345 18 22 Head 5 00
Stone, D. S. Est. Stowe, William A. Mrs.
231a Farm 9000 Poll & head 7 00
50a G. Stone Stowell, Albert
lot 10 Head
40a Crouch- L & B 3000
Bailey lot 50 Exempt 1000 2000 110 60
100a Dickenson Stowell, Albert Mrs.
lot 100 Poll & head 7 00
90a Maslin lot 200 Stowell, Charles
60a Wilber lot 125 Land &
15a C. Holbrook camp 200 200 10 56
lot 15 Stowell, Robert
20a Railroad Head 5 00
lot 40 Stowell, Robert Mrs.
23a M. Carlton Poll & head 7 00
lot 50 Stowell, Stephen
85a Guy Howes 30a Lot &
lot 150 cellar 650
40a Downing Trailer 100
lot 100 2 cows 160
20a Marsh lot 50 11 beef 1100 2010 106 13
25a Kate Hamel Stratton, George Mrs
lot 50 Poll & head
300a H. E & L & B 4800 4800 260 44
Mary Streeter, Harry
Carter lot 400 Head
40a Foster lot 100 L & B 4500
17a Thompson Exempt 1000 3500 189 80
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Stromgren, Richard B Poll & head
Head 10a L & B 6000 6000 323 80
L & B 8000 Talbot, Lyle Mrs.
Stock in Poll & head 7 00
trade 1000 Talbot, Paul
Exempt 1000 6000 332 60 Poll & head 7 00
Stromgren, Richard B Mrs. Talbot, Paul Mrs.
Poll & head. 7 00 Poll & head
Strong, Leonard L & B 6000 6000 323 80
Poll & head 7 00 Talbot, Roger
Strong, Leonard Mrs. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 4000
Sullivan, Maurice Exempt 1000 3000 163 40
Head Talbot, Roger Mrs.
L & B 4800 Poll & head 7 00
Exempt 1000 3800 205 64 Talbot, Lewis John
Sullivan, Maurice Mrs Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Tardiff, Alfred & Eunice
Sumner, Leonard L & B 2900
Poll & head 7 00 Exempt 1000 1900 100 32
Swancott, Lew Tardiff, Alfred
Poll & head 7 00 Head 5 00
Swancott, Lew Mrs. Tardiff, Alfred Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Swancott, Elizabeth Tatham, Charles
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Sweet, Phillips & Ruth Tatham, Charles Mrs
162a Sprout Poll & head 7 00
lot 75 Taylor, George
L & B 3300 3375 178 20 Poll & head 7 00
Sweet, Phillips Taylor, George Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Sweet, Phillips Mrs. Taylor, Stanley
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
Symonds, Carl L & B 8500
Poll & head 2 cows 150 8650 463 72
L & B 3300 3300 187 18 Taylor. Stanley Mrs.
Symonds, Carl Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Tedford, Arthur
Taber, Raymond L & B 1000 1000 52 80
Head Telford, Arthur Mrs.
35a L & B 1500 Poll & head 7 00
Exempt 1000 500 31 40 Tedford, Robert
Taber, Raymond Mrs. Head 5 00
Poll & head 7 00 Tedford, Robert Mrs.
Taft, Harold & Beatn ce Poll & head 7 00
40a Parr land 300 Tellier, Marcel
Trailer 1700 2000 105 60 Poll & head
Taft, Harold L & B 6000 6000 323 80
Poll & head 7 00 Tellier, Marcel Mrs.
Taft, Harold Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Tellier, Marie
Taft, Corrine Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 2400 2400 138 04
Talbot, Jennie Tetreault, T. G.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
Talbot, Lyle L & B 2200
Nai Valu- lo me Valu-
and Dim ripl ion i \ '. Des< ription ation Tax
Pearson land 200 2400 133 72 Thornton. Thomas A
Tetreault, T. G. Mrs. Land &
Poll & head 7 00 Trailer 2500 2500 132 00
Tetreault, Martin Thornton, Thomas A. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Thayer, Leon Thrasher, Phillip Mrs.
Poll & head L & B 2700
36a L & B 3600 3600 197 08 Bldg. lot 100 2800 152 88
Thayer, Leon Mrs. Thrasher, Chester
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
Thayer. Elmo L & B 3500
Poll & head R. R. land 50
Lots 22A Stock in
& bldg. 2250 trade 650 4200 228 76
Lot 23A 50 2300 132 58 Thrasher, Chester Mrs..
Thibault, Jeremiah Poll & head rrI 00
Head Thrasher, Harold
20a L & B 3500 Poll & head 1 00
Exempt 10C0 2500 137 00 Tisdale, Frank E.
Thibault. Jeremiah Mrs. Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 8500 8500 455 80
Thomas. James N. Tisdale Frank E. Mrs
Head Poll & head 7 00
Trailer 1700 Todd, Clarence
Exempt 1000 700 41 96 Head
Thomas, James N. Mrs. L 6z B 7000
Poll & head 7 00 Beat 200 7200 385 16
Thomas, Theodore Todd, Clarence Mrs.
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
L & B 5800 5800 323 68 Tolman, Bernard
Thomas. Theodore Mrs. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 7000
Thomas. William Exempt 1000 6000 321 80
Poll & head 7 00 Tolman, Bernard Mrs.
Thompson, Willard Sr. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Tolman, Carroll
L & B 4000 Head
Lot 14 500 Bldg. lot 200 200 15 56
V&int. Underwood Tolman. Carroll Mrs.
land 25 4525 254 06 Poll & head • 00
Thompson, Willard Sr Mrs. Tolman. Veinon
Poll & head 7 00 Head
Thompson. Willard H L & B 4800
Head Exempt 1000 3800 205 64
L & B 4200 Tolman. Vernon Mrs.
Exempt 1000 3200 179 72 Poll & head 7 00
Thompson. Willard H Mrs. Tolman. Robert
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Thompson. Florence Tolman. Robert Mrs.
Poll & head Poll & head 17 00
21%aL&B 4500 4500 244 60 Town. Samuel
Thomsen. Llovd Poll & head
Head Land &: Unfin.
L & B 6500 house 5000 5000 271 00
Lot 55- ^56 200 6700 370 82 Town. Samuel Mrs.
Thomsen. Lloyd Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll Sz head 7 00 Town. Charles
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll & head 7 00 Tucker, Benton L.
Town, Charles Mrs. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 3700
Tracey, Warren Exempt 1000 2700 147 56
Poll & head Tucker, Benton L. Mrs.
L & B 5200 Poll & head 7 00
Baker land 500 5700 307 96 Turner, Charles
Tracey, Warren Mrs. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 5750
Trayhan, John Boat 300
Head Exempt 1000 5050 271 64
L & B 6500 6500 348 20 Turner, Charles Mr;
Trayhan, John Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Twitchell, Olan O.
Travis, Russell Poll & head
Poll & head 64a L & B 6750
L & B 6000 6000 323 80 100a Twitchell
Travis, Russell Mrs. land 400
Poll & head 7 00 L & B N. S. 7000
Trombley, Thelma R. Lane place
Poll & head 7 00 E. S. 2700
Trombley Byron Cameron place
Poll & head E. S. 4200
L & B 1500 Stock in
Cottage 500 2000 112 60 trade 200
Trombley, Clarence 2 horses 100
Poll & head 7 cows 630 21980 1180 14
L & B 4050 4050 228 13 Twitchell, Olan O. Mrs.
Trombley, Clarence Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Twitchell. Clifford
Trombley, Frank E. Poll & head 7 00
Head Twitchell, Marcia
Cottage 2000 Poll & head
Exempt 1000 1000 59 60 Land & camp 100 100 12 28
Trombley, Fred & Vernie Twombley, Herman
L & B 4800 Head
13 cows 1170 L & B 6500
2 neat stock 160 6130 323 66 Exempt 1000 5500 295 40
Trombley, Fred Twombley, Herman Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Trombley, Fred Mrs. Twombley. Herbert & Christine
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 6500 6500 354 90
Trombley, Henry Twomblev. Herbert
Poll & head Head 5 00
L & B 1200 1200 70 36 Twombley, Herbert Mrs.
Trombley, Henry Mrs Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Underwood. Karl F.
Trombley, Leonard Head
Poll & head L & B 5250
L & B 6500 6500 361 90 14a pasture 50
Trombley, Leonard Mrs. 30a pasture 100
Poll & head 7 00 Exempt 2000 34C0 190 64
Trombley, William Underwood, Karl F. Mrs.
Poll & head Head 5 00
Cottage 2500 2500 143 50 Underwood. Ronnie
Trombley, William Mrs. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 2500
Name Valu- Total \ ame Valu- Total
.uid lh-M ription ation i ax .uid Dew ription ;K ion i ax
Exempt 1000 1500 86 90 Poll & head 7 00
Underwood, Ronnie Mrs. Weishaupt, Vernon C
Poll & head 7 00 Head
Verberg, John A. L & B 9000
Head Exempt 1000 8000 441 80
100a % int. Weishaupt, Vernon C. Mrs.
L & B 2250 Poll & head 7 00
Exempt 1000 1250 71 00 Welch. Carter
Verberg, John A. Mi s. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 6800
Verberg, John G. Exempt 1000 5800 311 24
100a % int. Welch, Carter Mrs.
L & B 2250 2250 118 80 Poll & head 7 00
Von Norden, August Wells, Leonard
L & B 6500 6500 354 90 Head
Von Norden, August Mrs. L & B 3700 8700 464 36
Poll & head 7 00 Wells, Leonard Mrs.
Vorce, Phyllis Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Wells, Whitcomb
Walsh, James Head
Head L & B 12000 12000 638 60
L & B 8000 Wells, Whitcomb Mrs
Exempt 1000 7000 387 20 Poll & head 7 00
Walsh, James Mrs. Wellington, Ralph
Poll & head 7 00 Head 5 00
Ward, John Wellington, Ralph Mrs.
Head 5 00 Poll & head 7 00
Ward, John Mrs. Wellington, Kenneth
Poll & head 7 00 Head 5 00
Ward, Robert A. Wellington, Kenneth Mrs.
Poll & head Poll & head 7 00
Land & unfin. Wentworth, Fred
house 4500 4500 244 60 L & B 3000 3000 158 40
Ward, Robert A. Mrs. Wesley, George C.
Poll & head 7 00 Head
Warner, Roland Mrs L & B 2000
Head Exempt 1000 1000 57 80
L & B 6000 Wesley, George C. Mrs.
Exempt 1000 5000 269 00 Poll & head 7 00
Washburn, Irving Wesley, George H.
Poll & head Poll & head
Trailer 800 800 49 24 L & B 2700 2700 149 56
Washburn, Irving Mrs. Wesley, George H. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Watzer, Tyko Wesley, Leonard
Head Poll & head
L & B 1600 L & B 5000 5000 271 00
Exempt 1000 600 36 68 Wesley, Leonard Mrs.
Webb, Borden Poll & head 7 00
Head 5 00 Wescott, Albert
Webb, Borden Mrs. Head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 4000
Weinrieb, Jerome J. Exempt 1000 3000 163 40
Head Wescott, Albert Mrs.
L & B 6500 Poll & head 7 00
Exempt 1000 5500 295 40 West Swanzey A. A.











Wetmore, Eliza & David

























L & B 3500
Exempt 1000 2500















L & B 2000







































L & B 4500
Exempt 1000 3500 189 80
White, Lee Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Whittemore. David
Head
L & B 3500 3500 189 80
Whittemore. David Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Whittemore, Clarence E.
Poll & head
L & B 4000
Lot 50
Trailer 540 4590 249 35
Whittemore, Clarence E. Mrs.
Poll & h- 7 00
Whit tern op rd
Poll &: hi 7 00
Whitney. Richard
Poll & head
fa B 1000 1000 59 80
Whitnev. Richard Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
. John
Poll & head










8 800 2000 112 60
Whitney. George E. Mrs.




trade 14500 39500 2156 70
Wilber. Ellsworth
Poll & head
L & B 00 7500 416 50
. Ellsworth M:
Poll & he 7 00
Eva
Poll & head




house 8000 8000 443 80
)er. Er.
Poll & head
Name . Total \ .line Valu- Total
.iiu! 1 )( sc i iption ation U\ and I • scrip) ion ation
Wilber, Morris S. U & hi 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Ills, Frank C.
Wilber, Morris W. L & B 800 800 42 24
Poll & head Willis. Ronald
L & B 7000 7000 389 20 Head
Wilber, Morris W. Mrs L & B 500 500 31 40
Poll cS.- head 7 00 Willis. Ronald Mrs.
Wilde. Elliott G. Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Head Willis. Russell
L <fe B 6500 Poll & head 7 00
Exe iooo 5500 295 40 :lis, Russell Mis.
Wilde.-. Donald Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Wilson. Esther
Cottage 5250 Poll & head 7 00
Restaurant & Fi ank
lot £94 3000 8250 448 00 L & B 5300 5300 279 84
Wilder. Donald Mrs. Wilson. Frank Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Wilder. Norman Wilson, Gordon
Head 5 00 Poll & head
Wilder. Norman Mrs. Trailer 1200 1200 70 36
Poll & head 7 00 Wilson, Gordon Mrs.
Williams, Arthur Edward Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head Wilson. Harry
Trailer 500 500 33 40 Head
Williams. Arthur E. Mrs. L & B 3000
Poll & head 7 00 Machinery 850
Williamson, Donald & Virginia Exempt 1000 2850 155 48
L & B 8700 Wilson, Ralph
Exempt 1000 7700 420 42 Poll & head
Williamson, Donald L & B 4200 4200 228 76
Poll & head 7 00 Wilson, Ralph Mrs.
Williamson, Donald Mrs. Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Wilson, Walter & Agnes
Willard, Elbert L & B 600 600 32 76
Poll & head Wilson. Walter
L & B 800 Poll & head 7 00
12a Rixford Wilson. Walter Mrs.
lot 25 825 50 56 Poll & head 7 00
Willard. Elbert Mrs. Winn. Harold Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head
Willard. Henry Mrs. L & B 2700 2700 149' 56
Poll & head Winn, Lester Mrs.
1 horse 80 80 11 22 Poll & head
Willard, Leighton L & B 6800 6800 378 28
Head Wing, Earl Sr.
L & B 45C0 Head 5 00
Exempt 1000 3500 189 80 Wing. Earl Sr. Mrs.
Willard, Leighton Mrs Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head 7 00 Wood, Fay
Willett, Frank Poll & head
Head 5 00 L & B 2700 2700 149 56
Willett, Frank Mrs. Wood. Fay Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Willis, Francis Wood, Edward
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head








Poll & head 7 00
Wood, Peirce M.
Poll & head
L & B 8000
6.8a lot 200 8200 439 96
Wood, Richard
Head













L & B 3000 3000
Woods, David R.
L & B 3750 3750








L & B 4500 4500
















L & B 6000 6000
Woodward, Phillip Mrs.
Poll & head
Worcester, Clarence & Carrie
L & B 4500
Cottage #1 2250
Cottage #2 2250




























Poll & head 7 00
Worcester, Harry Mr. & Mrs.
Home place 4500
Emery place 5700
R. R. land 1000
Rust lot 50
Crouch lot 200
J. Moore lot 50 11500 607 20
Worcester, Harry A.
Head 5 00
Worcester. Harry A. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Worcester, Elwin
Poll & head 7 00
Worcester, Elwin Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Worcester, James & Jo Ann
L & B 5000 5000 273 00
Worcester. James
Poll & head 7 00
Worcester. James Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Woulette, Edward














L & B 6000 6000




L & B 5000
Lot 32 200
Exempt 1000 4200 234 32
Wright, Kenneth K. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Wright, Lawrence
Head
L & B 5500
Exempt 1000 4500 242 60
Wright, Lawrence Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00
Wright, Morgan
Head







Name Valu- Total Name .Valu- Iota!
and Description ation l ax and Dew ripl ion .ii ion I ax
Exempt 1000 5000 269 00 L & B 2250
Wright, Morgan Mrs. 2 hcrses 150 2400 133 72
Poll & head 7 00 Wyman, Whitney Mrs.
Wright, Raymond & Iris Poll & head 7 00
L & B 6000 6000 327 60 Yardley, Wallace H.
Wright, Raymond Poll & head
Poll & head 7 00 L & B 3450 3450 195 37
Wright, Raymond Mrs. Yardley, Wallace H. Mrs.
Poll & head 7 00 Poll & head 7 00
Wright, Spencer Yendell, James
Poll & head Head
L & B 7400 7400 411 C4 L & B 6000
Wright. Spencer Mrs. Exempt 1C00 5000 269 00
Poll & head 7 00 Yendell, James Mrs.
Wright, Richard L. Poll & head 7 00
Head Yendell. Sidney Mrs.
L & B 3300 Poll & head 7 00
Exempt 1000 2300 126 44 York, Harry
Wright, Richard L. Mi•s. Head 5 00
Poll & head 7 00 Young, Gale P.
Wyman, Ellis Head
lOCa L & B 10500 10500 554 40 L & B 7000
Wyman, Robert Exempt 1000 6000 332 60
Poll & head 7 00 Young, Gale P. Mrs.
Wyman, Whitney Poll & head 7 00
Poll & head








L & B $1500 $1500 $79 20
Adams, Geo. E. Mrs.








lot 100 675 35 64
Adams, Willard & Ruth
L & B 8000 8000 422 40
Adlington, Harold & Iva
30a P. Handy





lot 50 250 13 20
Amidon, Leon
30a Holmes lot 50 50 2 64
Anctil, Albert
87y2 a Coombs
lot 200 200 10 56
Antilla, Ellen
Fisher land 400
Bldg. lot 300 700 38 22
Anderson, Charles W.
50a Myrtie
Smith lot 50 50 2 64
Ball, Donald
5a Land &
camp 300 300 15 84
Ballou, Guy E.
20a Haskell
land 13000 13000 709 80
Ballou. Hazel Mrs.
58a Day-Safford




land 100 2900 153 12
Baird, James & Jeanette
Land &
Cottage
S. L. 4500 4500 237 60
Barnard, Clinton
Part Fox lot 50 50 2 64
Barkley, Howard
Bldg. lot 300 300 15 84
Barrett, Marshall & Beatrice







Barton, Elmer & Irene










61a Marsh lot 100
38a Sabin lot 100
35a Atkinson
lot 125
20a Collier lot 20 720 38 02
Baver, Faith
L & B 6000
Pine lot 200 6200 327 36
Begin, Wilfred E.
Lot W. P. 100 100 5 46
Bell, Harry E.
L & B 900 900 47 52
Beckwith, Vernon Sr.
Cottage W. P. 2000 2000 109 20
Belding, Wm. C. & Genevieve
Bldg. lot 100 100 5 28
Benkosky. Leon & Katherine
L & B 3800 3800 200 64
Benoit, Napoleon
Lot & bldgs. 1500 1500 81 90
Bergeron, Edward & Lillian
Lakeview
Park 11000
New house 3000 14000 764 40
Bergeron. T. H.
Hamblett land 300 300 16 38









14-27 450 3450 182 16
Bobs Auto Sales
30a L & B 4000
Stock in
trade 2000 6000 316 80
Bogue, Mary F. R.
L & B 7500
17a Hill
pasture 20 7520 397 05
Bolles, Jesse H.
N ,nnt' Valu- Tol al Name Valu- lot al
and Description ation Ti \ and Description ation 1 ; \
15a H. Bolles- W. P. lot #26
Atkinson lot 60 1/6 int. lot
20a Ware lot 60 #25 925 925 50 50
8a Cemetery Campbell, Charlotte
lot 200 320 16 90 1/3 int. cottage
Boston & Maine R. R W. P. lot #26
Land 1/6 int. lot 25 925 925 50 51
Westport 200 Campbell, Louise
Land W. S. 200 1/3 int. cottage
Land Sawyers W. P. lot #26
Crossing 200 600 31 68 1/6 int. lot 25 925 925 50 50
Boufford, Oscar J. Cantlin, Chester
Lot & Land & cottage
Cottage W. P. 2550 2550 139 23
W. P. 2250 2250 122 85 Cantlin, John
Boufford, Joseph R. Bldg. lot W. S. 250 250 13 20
Lot & Capron, Dora M.
Cottage Land & cottage
W. P. 4200 4200 229 32 W. P. 3150 3150 171 99
Bourne, Jennie Mrs. Carey Chair Mfg. Co , Inc.
120a Fields 167a Appleton-
lot 120 120 6 34 Goddard-
Bcurassa, Wilfred H. Batchelder-
24a Lyman- Goodnow
Day lot 100 100 5 28 lots 350 350 18 48
Bowman Flying Service Catalano, Frank
Hangar 4500 4500 245 70 Cottage W. P. 3000 3000 163 80
Bowers Remodeling Chagnon, Francis & Sophia
Lot #12 & 11a Bolles
cottage place 2500 2500 132 00
W. P. 3750 Champagne, Agnes
Lot A9 & L & B
Garage P. G. P. 2700
W. P. 250 Cottage W. P. 2700 5400 294 84
L & B. E. S. 2200 6200 334 56 Chambers, Clifton & Lillian
Brady, Althea Bolles Land & unfin.
22% a Bullard hcuse 3000 3000 158 40
lot 40 40 2 11 Cheshire Fair Assoc.
Briggs, Harry L & B 10000 10000 528 00
Cottage W. P. 1950 1950 106 47 Cheshire Co. Savings Bank
Brown, Ona & Betty Lot #8 &
Cottage S. L. 2000 2000 105 60 house 7600 7600 414 96
Brown, Robert D. Clark, Norman B.
40a Part Lot #66
Watson P. G. P. 200 200 10 92
place 200 Cleary, John D.
35a Eaton- Land & cottage
Bloom lot 75 275 14 52 W. P. 3000 3000 163 80
Buchanan, C. B. & Olive Coll, Mary & Margarite
Cottage S. L. 5250 5250 277 20 %a L & B
Budzick, Alexander W. S. 4250 4250 224 40
Bldg. lot W. S. 200 200 10 56 Colony, Laurence D. Mrs.
Butterfield, Andy Mrs. 30a Wheeler &
x
/4 int. Fitzgerald Cole lot 50 50 2 64
place 900 900 47 52 Colony, Horatio
Campbell, Robert J. 38a Black lead















Colony, John J. & Charles
16a Coeran lot 100
26a D. Hill
lot E. side 150
65a D. Hill
lot W. side 250
25a Williams
lot 100





Carkins lot 40 40





W. P. 250 250
Croteau, Evelyn & Phillip
Lots 6-7 &
cottage
W. P. 1950 1950
Cucurello, Gene
Cottage S. L. 3000 3000




Cottage S. L. 2550 2550
Curtis, Leland & Dorothy
Lots 29-30
W. P. 100 100
Cusanello, Victor A.












S. L. 300 2300
Davis, Robert & Tina
L & B 5000 5000
Davis, Verna
Bldg. lot
S. C. 1000 1000
Davis, Paul Mrs.
















































Bldg. lot W. S. 200
Desnoyer, Denis & Oneta
Cottage W. P. 2250 2250
Desrosier, Louis & Mary




Di Biccari, Bruno & Frank
Restaurant 5250 5250
Dickinson, W. E.
Cottage S. L. 4500
Bemis land 500
Dickinson, W. E. 2nd.














Lot 25A W. P. 100
Donavan, Michael J
Lot Eaton rd. 500
Dunham, Perry E.




A. Handy lot 100
Eaton, Charles S.







5a L & B 8000












Name Vain Tol al \ ame Valu- Jot al
and Description al ion l
.
\ and Desi ripl ion al ion Tax
Meadow 10 10 53 Hansen, Sten & Mae
Evans, Joseph & Mildred 18a Goodell &
L & B 5250 5250 277 20 Crosette lot 400 400 21 12
Fantt, Alvin, Admr. Harth, James & Catherine
Cottage S. L. 4200 4200 221 76 53a Rollins &
Farina, Mario Read lot 600 600 31 68
l%a land Harris, George R.
S. L. rd. 300 300 15 84 20a land 100 100 5 46
Faulkner, Clarence Hastings, Herman & Edith
70a lot 150 150 7 92 Bldg. lot 300 300 15 84
Fissette, Ralph Haskins, Marion &
L & B 400 400 21 12 Hazel Snelling
Fisher, Paul & Mary Lou 44a Wilson
40a land 200 land 250 250 13 20
lV2a Meadow 10 210 11 09 Hawes, Helen
Flanders, Phillip & Hilda Lots & cottage
L & B 4500 4500 245 70 S. L. H. 1800 1800 95 04
Forsythe, Roy M. D. Hayward & Merrill
Land Matthews Restaurant 8500 8500 464 10
rd. 100 100 5 46 Heald, Cleon Trustee
Flynn, Edith M. & L & B #2 8000
Grace Ringland L & B #4 5250
Perham land 225 Cottage W. P. 700 13950 761 67
L & B 4200 4425 233 64 Henderson, Franklin & Grace
Freeman, Laurel & Ora Lots 10-24 S. L.
4a land 300 300 15 84 Platts 150 150 7 92
Frink, Marjorie Herman, Arthur & Bertha
Land & cottage Cottage W. P. 2500 2500 136 50
S. L. 4000 4000 211 20 Herrmann, ChristophiiT &
Gaskins, Arthur Mrs. Thelma
L & B 1000 1000 52 80 Cottage S. L. 3300 3300 174 24
Garnett, Nellie Higgins, Guy
L & B 1300 1300 68 64 3a land 50 50 2 64
Golding-Keene Co. Hilton, Barbara W.
4V2 a land & Lot A15 W. P. 100 100 5 46
Silos 3000 3C00 158 40 Holbrook, R. S. Admr.
Goodnow, Villa R. Marcy land 100 100 5 28
Bldg. lot 300 300 15 84 Holmes, Bertram C.
Goldwaite, Ernest & Albert 103a lot 200
86a L & B 1500 1500 79 20 Machinery 300 500 26 40
Granger, Wm. & Alfred Holmes, Harry W.
L & B 5000 5000 264 00 Land & Mink
Hall, Walter S. house 1500 1500 81 90
70a Olcott lot 100 100 5 28 Houghton, Andrew S
Hanna, George R. 97a Thatcher-
10a lot 200 Rust lot 200 200 10 56
la land on Huntley, Florence G.
lake 750 950 50 16 Underwood
Hanna, Geo. R. Admr. land 100 100 5 46
1/3 int. Russell Hurd, David
place W. S. 4000 4000 211 20 l%a bldg. lot &
Handy, Arthur C. cellar 700 700 36 96
3a Underwood Jackson, Alfred
land 300 300 16 38 2V2 a land &
Hanrahan, Robert cottage 500 500 26 40
Stock in Jefts, Rosa











20 8520 449 86
W. S 150 I5C
Frank
_ L & B 4500 4500
Johnson. Harry
::::.... * 1200 1200
... Carl
C:::.\ r r SI :i:. 2250
Johnson. John W.
Lo* 1-2-3 S. L
Heights
Jo:. Edgar R.
50a L 6c B 3000 3000
KeDe] Robert











Hill land 600 1000
Kev 1 nc




Got ' ? 1500 1500
?.:v of
6074- L 6c B 31850 31850
Keene Oil
H
H: S 3500 7500
Keene E Bank





t B 1500 1500
Ke: ph




L & B 4200 4200
Kit. L " .« F.
lot 100
L7S L 2 3600
7
lot 200
200a Corns lot 400
_ Gurin lot 10 4310 __" r
"






























L Ss B 3000
Lawrence. George
L 6c B 1250
























.10, Thomas 6c Ruth







L 6c B 5300
-ck in
de 4500
'.'. : Lean. Anna
































































L & B 9500 9500
Medvidofsky. Charles
L & B 4500 4500
Meloon, Charles T





L & B 3800





L & B 2700 2700
Miner. Ray <fc Grace
Cottage W. P. 5250 5250
Mir.-- | Helen
P. 2550
3 1 150 2700
idnock Mobile H:
House & lot 1500 1500
Moone, Katherine Helff
Bldg. lot S. C. 1000 1000
Morningside Comm. C
Part :
Smith lot 100 101
M. P. B. Co. Inc.
2 Hangars 14500 14500
• Fraud
lot -.:: 400
Morchie, Guy Sz Ka:l.
L A 5700 5700
: fun . - Hi
3'.;.- lot in =:i
sh. Theodc.
La:.:l N S 1500 1500
X. E. Woodenw&re Corp.
40a Biselou-
lot in : : :
N". E. Box C:




L & B W. S. 1800 1800
X. E. Power Co.
Ele::r::
Plants MOfl Ml 126 32
N. E. Lumber Co. Inc.
--I:. Ejiulkner



















50a Grogan lot 100
50:. -Gary
lot 125









14a 1 t lot 30



















Blc z. 1:: E. 5 111 111
Olsson. Doris M.
15a lot W. S. 300 ill
Old Colony Lumber Co. Inc
5:;:k :::
?:.~i: :> I:.: Lz E::s::
3a land
Tt: : :i li
?:.is E:;.:-.:fs Mrs
Land &: cottage
S L. 2700 2700
Harry E
L & B W. S. 5500
Bldg. lot 300 5800
Palmer. Richard Mrs.
















Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Palazzi, Prank & Sons, Inc. Lot & camp 300 300 15 84
12a Fisher Prevost, Jeanne Mrs.
land 1800 1800 98 28 Cottage W. P. 4200 4200 229 32
Parhiala, John & Cecilia Public Service Co.
20a Trask Electric
meadow 20 20 1 06 plants 310000 310000 16458 00
Parker, Sadie Metcalf Purmort, Rosetta
L & B S. C. 3000 3000 158 40 L & B 6800 6800 359 04
Parker, Ralph J. Jr. Pythian Knights & Sisters
2a bldg. lot 500 500 26 40 L & B 900 900 47 52
Parker, Guy Read, Arthur
Lot #16 & bldgs. 120a Mclntyre
unfin. 6500 6500 343 20 lot - 350 350 18 48
Paradise, Gertrude M Realties Inc.
Lot #13 & 20a Mayo lot 75 75 3 96
bldgs. 8500 8500 464 10 Robbins, Edward J.
Payne, Madeline 6%a meadow
Lot & cottage land W. S. 100 100 5 28
S. L. 4500 Rivers, Paul E.
New cottage 2000 6500 343 20 30a Mt. Homer
Pearson, Oscar & Viola lot 100
Store bldg. 1800 1800 95 04 32a Munsell .
Pelkey, Ernest R. lot 150 250 13 20
45a part Wilcox Roberts, A. L. Mrs.
lot 100 100 5 28 Land & cottage
Percival, Mable W. P. 5500
Trailer 650 650 35 49 Lot 300 5800 316 68
Perry Realty Corp. Rousseau, Bernadette
Land near Cottage
airport 3000 3000 163 80 W. P. 2500
Perry, Kenneth New house 5000
60a Oscar Lots 42-43
Fields lot 60 60 3 17 S. L. Platts 100 7600 414 78
Philbrick, Lucille Rowe. Sidney
Land W. P. 100 100 5 46 Swanzey Lake
P. H. F. Inc. Platts 500 500 26 40
207a Olcott- Rubeor. Viola M.
Robbins lot 225 225 11 88 Cottage S. L. 3500 3500 184 80
Piispanen. Ellen Rust. Gerald
40a Whitcomb Mt. Huggins
lot 80 80 4 22 Cabins 5500 5500 300 30
Pitcher, Grace W. Sausville. James
40a Badger lot 6a land &
S. C. 2C0 200 10 56 cabins 1500 1500 79 20
Pitcher, Blake Sealol Inc.
Bldg. lot N. S. 600 600 32 76 Pollard land 400
Platts Box Co. School land 400
Geo. West lot 300 Skinner land 1200 2000 109 20
80a Whitcomb Seheffer, Radman
lot 250 Cottage S. L. 4800 4800 253 44
12a Williams Seibert, Walter E.
lot 300 850 44 88 21a Verry lot 1300
Platts, Geo. W. S. 3a Conboy lot 200 1500 79 20
Cottage S. L. 5000 5000 264 00 Seliskey. Tony
Potter, Frederick L & B 4000
Cottage S. L. 4800 4800 253 44 Stock in







Garage 500 500 27 30
Sibley, Paul & Nancy




lot 50 7200 380 16
Shields, David
L & B 8000 8000 436 80
Simon, Louis
Cottage S. L. 8700 8700 459 36
Skelton, David W.
13a meadow 100 100 5 28
Skinner, Harry A. & Sons
Machinery 5900
Stock in
trade 1300 7200 393 12
Skinner, Dewitt & Charlotte
Mill 4000
Sawdust house 500 4500 245 70
Smith, Lena




Land W. P. 500 2000 106 50
Sunne, Frederick W. & Celia




60a Fisher lot 120 200 10 56
Stone, Roy P.
Lot #6 &
camp 300 300 15 84
Streeter, Bernard
Lot & cottage
S. L. 3300 3300 174 24
Sturtevant, Everett & Marjorie
Hinds Hotel 6000 6000 316 80
Sudar, Maryan
Bldg. lot W. P. 100 100 5 46
Sweet, Marie, Admr.
L & B 6300 6300 343 98
Sweet, Gerald H.
L & B 2500 2500 132 00
Sweet, Phyliss
Barn 400 400 21 12
Sweeney, Herbert J.
6a land &
cottage 1200 1200 63 36
Taliaferro, William C.
4% a land 50 50 2 64
Tasoulas, Ernest












3a meadow 25 25 1 32
Taylor, Grace
L & B 3600 3600 196 56
Taylor, Walter
Land & cottage
W. P. 3500 3500 191 10
Terry, John <& Hellen
Land on
Rt. #10 50 50 2 64
Tetreault, Raul











21a Hall let 50 50
Toran, Nestor E. & Helen
40a Talbot &
Ballou lot 250 250
Towne, Mam-ice D.
Cottage S. L. 2800 2800
Trask, Norman O.
26a Dickinson-
Whitcomb lot 50 50
Travis, Jean





Land W. P. 100 100
Underwood. Ethel V.
Land W. P. 100 100
Verry, Edith
la Lewis land 50 50
Voight, William & Lois
la land 100 100
Watson, Kenneth & Emily
5a L & B 4200
F. Thompson
land 200 4400 232 32
Weber. Marie S. &
Beatrice S. Conling
la L & B 800 800 42 24
Went, Walter E. &
Antoinette M.
Land E. S. 500 500 26 40
West, Paul



















































4a Quarry lot 20
Winchester, Town of
50a Gunn land 50
Wing, Max & Florence






L & B N. S. 2500 4500
Wyman, Dorothy Mrs.
Land & cottage
W. P. 3000 30C0
Wyman. Gilbert








































41.7a Davis lot 200
























7a Hutchins lot 50
39a Robinson-
Fisher lot 150
49a Handy lot 100
11a Butler lot 100




87a Dunn lot 400
Zimmerman, Wm. Jr.







Name Valu- In .<! Name \ ihi- Total
.mil he m i iption .it ion I u .mkI DeM i Ipi ion nt (HI I .IN























300 15 84 YIELD TAX
2 comp. 300 300 15 84 C. L. Lane Co. $1068 07
Elm City Oil Co. Inc Frank Lackey 131 04
2 comp 300 300 16 84 N. E. Lumber Co. 675 72
Tidewater Oil Co. George Goodnow 36 00
2 comp. 300 300 15 84 Howard Joslin 3 14


AN APPEAL FROM YOUR FOREST FIRE WARDEN
In these days of constantly rising taxes and wages, any unneces-
sary expense is an added burden on everyone's pocketbook — yours
and mine. Forest fires cost money and damage our valuable woodlands.
Lightning sets some forest fires, but we have no control of lightning.
Children cause many fires. Ninety-eight percent of our forest fires
result from human carelessness — our carelessness. This, we — you —
and I can do something about.
When we require you to obtain a permit for out-of-doors burn-
ing or forbid you to burn on days or high fire danger or set up
regulations — hours, etc., governing the use of the town dump we
are simply protecting yours and the town's interests.
The ever present threat of forest fires is the concern of all of
us; the responsibility for preventing them is ours and the costs of ex-
tinguishing are ours. We can do something about this problem, by
being aware of and alert to the danger and by cooperating with your
warden.
Do the things that are required of you —
1. Follow the warden's directions.
2. Secure the required burning permit.
3. Keep your fires under control.
4. Completely extinguish your fires before leaving them.
5. See that your children are properly cautioned.
Everyone will benefit by it.
1961 FIRE RECORD
Number of fires 3
Number of acres burned 1/4
Number of permits issued 220
CORNELIUS WOOD, District Fire Chief.
HERBERT N. PUFFER, Forest Fire Warden.
